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Hybrid Testing of an Aerial Refuelling Drogue

Mario Bolien

Abstract

Hybrid testing is an emerging technique for system emulation that uses a transfer sys-

tem composed of actuators and sensors to couple physical tests of a critical component

or substructure to a numerical simulation of the remainder of a system and its complete

operating environment. The realisation of modern real-time hybrid tests for multi-body

contact-impact problems often proves infeasible due to (i) hardware with bandwidth

limitations and (ii) the unavailability of control schemes that provide satisfactory force

and position tracking in the presence of sharp non-linearities or discontinuities.

Where this is the case, the possibility of employing a pseudo-dynamic technique re-

mains, enabling tests to be conducted on an enlarged time scale thus relaxing both

bandwidth and response time constraints and providing inherent loop stability. Ex-

ploiting the pseudo-dynamic technique, this thesis presents the development of Robotic

Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT), a dedicated method that specifically targets the

realisation of hybrid tests for multi-body contact-impact problems using commercial off-

the shelve (COTS) industrial robotic manipulators. The RPsDT method is evaluated

in on-ground studies of air-to-air refuelling (AAR) maneuvers with probe-hose-drogue

systems where the critical contact and coupling phase is tested pseudo-dynamically

with full-scale refuelling hardware while the flight regime is emulated in simulation.

It is shown that the RPsDT method can faithfully reproduce the dominant contact-

impact phenomena between probe and drogue while minor discrepancies result from the

absence of rate-dependant damping in the force feedback measurements. In combina-

tion with full-speed robot controlled contact tests, reliable estimates for impact forces,

strain distributions and drogue responses to off-centre hits are obtained providing ex-

tensive improvements over current predictive capabilities for the in-flight behaviour

of refuelling hardware and it is concluded that the technique shows great promise for

industrial applications.

Keywords: hybrid testing - hardware-in-the-loop - pseudo-dynamic testing - RPsDT

- virtual validation - system verification - contact dynamics - air-to-air refuelling
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Performance assessments, system response identification and validation of mechanical

hardware are integral parts of product development cycles in engineering and are of

equivalent importance to the underlying component design. Thorough pre-operational

testing under realistic conditions allows early identification of design flaws in complex

systems, thereby reducing the likelihood of incurring unforeseen cost and loss of time

due to modifications or cycle iterations at progressed design or manufacturing stages.

Especially in the aerospace industry, where component failure can have severe conse-

quences for equipment and personnel, pre-operational testing is a widely used measure

for risk mitigation and is extensively performed prior to initial system commissioning

and flight testing.

Traditional methods for pre-operational testing are either simulation-based or purely

experimental. Both techniques have their own benefits and drawbacks. While it is

often more cost and time efficient to perform system simulations, they can suffer from

structural or parameter-induced model uncertainties leading to unrepresentative sim-

ulation results. By contrast, experimental tests generally allow the examination of

systems and components with entirely unknown characteristics but the realisation can

be challenging, especially when the operational environment is complex and a realistic

laboratory reproduction demanding.

In places where pure simulation cannot achieve satisfactory results because aspects of

a system are unknown or hard to model, and experimental studies are infeasible for
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technical, logistical or financial reasons, hybrid testing methods can be applied. Hybrid

testing describes a class of emerging techniques that seek the synergistic integration of

both numeric simulation and experimental testing to harness individual benefits from

either method where appropriate. To this end, a system under investigation is split,

i.e. hybridised, into separate synthetic and physical domains which constitute numeric

simulations and experimental tests of specific system substructures respectively. An

interface, commonly termed the ‘transfer system’, is employed to link corresponding

degree-of-freedoms (DOF) across both domains with the objective of imposing the

interface dynamics computed by the simulation at every time step directly onto the

physical test specimen. In turn, the measured response from the hardware specimen

is fed back to close the simulation loop and is taken into account in the computation

of the subsequent simulation states. Time-marching these states with an appropriate

integration algorithm results in a mixed numerical-physical test, i.e. a hybrid test.

The core benefit of hybrid techniques for pre-operational testing lies in the flexible

division of system parts and components into the numerical and physical substructures.

This allows a critical element of a system to be tested experimentally with the remainder

accounted for in simulation. In this way, high confidence predictions can be obtained

for the dynamics of the complete system while test logistics and financial expenditure

are kept to a minimum. Consequently, the hybrid approach is of special interest for

complex systems that are hard to study with either numeric simulations or experimental

tests; one such example being probe-hose-drogue systems in air-to-air refuelling (AAR)

which are the subject of investigation in this thesis.

Preflight tests of probe-hose-drogue systems set stringent requirements for a realistic

reproduction of the operational coupling and hose response characteristics. In particu-

lar, the modelling of the contact dynamics between probe and drogue pushes simulative

methods to their limits while a complete laboratory reproduction of a flight regime, if at

all possible, can only be achieved at prohibitive cost. From these challenges results the

motivation to study the operational behaviour of probe-hose-drogue systems in a hy-

brid test. In collaboration with Cobham Mission Systems [1], the primary stakeholder

and funding body of this research project, specialising (amongst other applications in

the defence market) in the design and development of probe-drogue AAR equipment,

this thesis investigates the feasibility of realising such tests by integrating a relative

motion facility comprised of industrial robots into a simulation loop. To this end, the

robots are equipped with refuelling hardware and conduct the contact phase of the

manoeuvre experimentally, while a simulation computes the flight paths of the tanker

and receiver aircraft and accounts for aerodynamics effects.
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Achieving reliable tests in this form would enable the repeatable generation of perfor-

mance data for aerial refuelling systems at early design stages, thus raising the prospect

of reduced time-to-market and substantial cost savings in the development cycle. On

the other hand, key challenges are centred around the test implementation: While

the hybrid testing technique has been proven to be an effective method for the study

of continuous systems predominantly based on highly responsive hydraulic actuation,

here, vastly discontinuous contact events that set high bandwidth requirements are to

be studied with conventional industrial robotic manipulators which have high latencies

and low controller update rates. This thesis seeks to address these challenges.

The chapter proceeds with an introduction to the AAR technology followed by a de-

scription of modern aerial refuelling hardware with focus on Cobham’s probe-hose-

drogue systems and effects governing the dynamics in the hook-up space of AAR ma-

noeuvres. This is followed by a discussion of current pre-flight test methods for AAR

systems based on which the research aims and objectives are defined. The chapter

closes with an outline of the thesis structure and the author’s contributions.

1.2 Air-to-Air Refuelling and Significance of the Technol-

ogy

AAR is the process of in-flight fuel transfer from a tanker aircraft to a receiver aircraft

with the primary motivation of increasing the receiver aircraft’s flight persistence, i.e.

endurance, range and mission time. Amongst further incentives for AAR is the ability

to launch from short runways with low take-off weight and prospects of increased fuel

economy for long distance travel [2].

The benefits of AAR have led to a rapid introduction of the technology to armed forces

around the globe where AAR operations have become a routine in strategic military

manoeuvres. Modern systems cater for a wide range of requirements and can pro-

vide in-flight refuelling capability for a variety of aircraft types. These extend beyond

the classical scenario, where fuel is off-loaded to bombers and fighter jets from either

specially designed refuelling aircraft or modified transport planes, and also include

buddy-buddy systems for refuelling between combat aircraft and special solutions for

helicopters. Thus, AAR enables armed forces to maintain cost-effective and highly

versatile air-fleets.

AAR is currently not prevalent in the civil domain and an introduction is unlikely.
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Figure 1.1: Early AAR manoeuvre performed by Capt. Lowell H. Smith and Lt. John
P. Richter, at Rockwell Field, California, June 1923. They stayed in the air four days
using DeHaviland airplanes. (U.S. Air Force photo) [6]

While potential improvements to fuel consumption for long distance travel and reduced

emissions may be an economic driver [2], a lack of technology acceptance from the

passenger side as well as prospective complications in the event of hijacking of passenger

aircraft with AAR capability, are factors which currently prevent the introduction of

this technology to the civil aviation sector.

By contrast, a major trend goes towards AAR of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) also

known as Autonomous Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAAR). As opposed to manned aviation,

the endurance of UAV is almost solely dependent on the amount of fuel that can be

carried and not affected by factors such as pilot fatigue. Consequently, AAAR has the

potential to enable UAV to stay airborne for the duration of entire maintenance cycles.

While AAAR is a recent field of research, the first successful flight tests have already

been reported in 2007 [3]. Subsequent joint ventures between government and industry

such as ASTRAEA (Autonomous Systems Technology Related Airborne Evaluation

& Assessment) [4] aimed at opening civil airspace to unmanned aircraft systems have

further backed the development of AAAR technology [5].

Arguably, the first recognisable demonstration of AAR took place in 1923 when gasoline

was offloaded from one US Army Air Service air plane to another through a rubber

hose with manually operated valves at both ends [9]. The method used was very crude:

Co-pilots of the tanker and receiver aircraft dangled and grabbed the hose respectively

(Figure 1.1). Today, Boeing’s flying boom (Figure 1.2a)) and Cobham’s probe-drogue

systems (Figure 1.2b) are the dominant AAR systems in operation. The flying boom

uses a rigid telescoping tube that an operator on the tanker aircraft guides into a

15



a)

b)

Figure 1.2: AAR systems. a) Flying boom refuelling system in operation. Royal
Australian Air Force completes the first fuel transfer with the air refuelling boom from
a RAAF KC-30A Multi Role Tanker Transport to a U.S. Air Force F-35A Lightning II
on Sept. 25, 2015, at Edwards Air Force Base, California. (Lockheed Martin courtesy
photo/ Jonathan Case) [7] b) Probe-Drogue refuelling system in operation. USAF KC-
135 using Mk32B hose-drogue pods refuelling a pair of British Tornado GR4s over Iraq
in 2003. The wing pods allow for use of the centreline refuelling boom. (U.S. Air Force
photo/ SSgt. Suzanne M. Jenkins) [8]

receptacle typically located on top of the receiver aircraft. Throughout this procedure

the boom is aerodynamically stabilised and controllable by flaps. By contrast, a drogue

is an entirely passive mechanism. Attached to a flexible hose, the drogue is trailed

behind the tanker aircraft and the pilot of the receiver aircraft manoeuvres its probe

centrally into the drogues funnel. This latches a mechanical coupling and allows the

off-loading of fuel to begin.

Both systems have their own advantages and drawbacks. These are thoroughly outlined

in [10] and have been concisely summarised in tabular form (Table 1.2) by Thomas et

al. [11]. The scope of this thesis is restricted to probe-hose-drogue systems which are

examined in more detail throughout the subsequent section.
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Flying boom Probe and drogue

Larger size, weight and cost Light and compact
Restricted to unary servicing Multiple systems operable on one tanker, simultaneous servicing possible
Controllable via flaps Passive, more susceptible to aerodynamic disturbances
Can use a boom-drogue adapter to refuel probe-mounted receivers Restricted to probe mounted receivers
Not suitable for refuelling helicopters Low speed drogue can be used to refuel helicopters
Workload is shared between receiver pilot and boom controller Substantial pilot workload required to capture the drogue

Table 1.1: Comparison of flying boom and probe-drogue system as per Thomas et
al. [11]

1.3 Probe-Hose-Drogue AAR Systems

The hardware in probe-drogue AAR systems fundamentally comprises the refuelling

pod including the hose-drum unit, drogue and reception coupling as well as the receiver

probe. In the following, the components are described individually.

1.3.1 Hose-Drum-Unit

The HDU extends and retracts the refuelling hose through which fuel is transferred

to the receiver aircraft. It is contained in either wing or fuselage mounted refuelling

pods. The reel is commonly hydraulically actuated. An integrated fuel boost pump

provides fuel transfer capabilities in the range from 1500lbs/min to 2000lbs/min, though

deviations may exist. The refuelling pods additionally accommodate the hydraulic

pumps, fire detection and suppression systems as well as provisions for jettison, hose

guillotine and emergency sealing. The pods are either operated with aircraft power or

via self-powered ram air turbines.

Figure 1.3: HDUs by Cobham. (a) Side view. (b) HDU assembly in wing-mounted
refuelling pod powered by a ram air turbine. (Cobham) [12]
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1.3.2 Drogue and Reception Coupling

The drogue stabilizes the hose in flight and provides a funnel to aid insertion of the

receiver aircraft probe into the reception coupling located at the hose end. Drogues

are built as collapsible structures which open parachute-like when submerged in an air

stream and collapse again as the hose is retracted back into the refuelling pod. The

main drag on the drogue is produced by the canopy, i.e. the webbing, at the end of

the ‘basket’.

a) b)

Figure 1.4: Refuelling drogues in operation. (a) Receiver cockpit view of Variable Drag
Drogue trailed behind tanker. (Cobham) [13] (b) Side view of drogue. A Royal Air
Force GR4 Tornado refuels off the right wing of a British VC-10 aircraft assigned to
10 Squadron 11 January, 2005, over Iraq. (U.S. Navy photo/ Mate Class 2nd Peter J.
Carney) [14]

The structural rigidity of the drogue is provided by conically arranged metal ribs that

are interlinked by elastics. The ribs can pivot about their respective anchor joints which

are located on a common connector ring. The ring itself is fitted to a coupling that in

turn connects to the hose via a ball joint allowing a small degree of relative rotation

between drogue and hose. The coupling contains a fuel valve as well as a mechanical

latch that is triggered when the probe’s nozzle is fully inserted.

Cobham currently produce two types of drogues, Fixed Geometry and Variable Drag

Drogue (VDD), covering the low and high speed flight envelopes. As the name implies,

Fixed Geometry Drogues keep their shape once the hose is fully extended and are

designed for a narrow flight speed range only. By contrast, VDDs decrease the drogue

area with speed and operate over a larger range of flight speeds.
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1.3.3 Refuelling Probe

Refuelling probes are retractable or fixed arms, typically located at the nose or fuselage

of the receiver aircraft. The nozzle is located at the tip of the probe and engages with

the reception coupling in the drogue’s funnel. Probes can be actuated or telescopic.

When the nozzle moves into the drogue’s latch, it opens a fuel valve which triggers

the fuel flow. A weak link connects nozzle and probe, providing a point for controlled

breakage prior to the occurrence of structural damage to the probe or receiver aircraft.

This functions as a safety measure for events when the probe is subjected to large radial

loads while being engaged with the drogue.

Figure 1.5: Refuelling probes by Cobham. (a) Telescopic probe. (b) Actuated probe.
(Cobham) [15]

1.4 The Hook-Up Space

The dynamics in the hook-up space of AAR manoeuvres are complex. While the

receiver’s pilot attempts to capture the drogue with the nozzle, the relative motion

between probe and drogue is affected by multiple phenomena which complicate a stable

approach. These include atmospheric turbulences, tanker wake and receiver bow wave

effects as well as contact induced forces. Brief individual descriptions follow.
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1.4.1 Atmospheric Turbulence

The presence of atmospheric turbulences alters the airflow of the free stream and causes

fluctuations in the aerodynamic forces and moments exerted onto aircraft and AAR

equipment. This results in continuous perturbations of the subjected equipment around

a steady state. While tankers are less sensitive to turbulence due to their high mass,

the perturbations can be significant for hose, drogue and receiver aircraft.

1.4.2 Tanker Wake

Hook-up in AAR occurs in close proximity flight to the tanker aircraft where wake

effects are significant. The trailing wake flow field generated by the tanker induces

down-wash, vortices and turbulence. This further complicates a stable drogue approach

for the receiver aircraft.

1.4.3 Receiver Bow Wave

On drogue approach, the bow wave generated around the fore-body of the receiver

aircraft alters the airflow around the drogue leading to a sudden drogue disturbance.

This typically results in the drogue being pushed away from the receiver aircraft on

the final approach such that off-centre hits can occur or the drogue may be missed

completely.

1.4.4 Contact Forces

In an ideal case, successful probe-drogue coupling results from a central drogue hit at a

relative speed of 1-1.5 m/s. While the mechanical latch does not trigger at lower speeds

and the docking attempt fails, higher speeds can initiate wave propagation throughout

the hose. Such waves can get reflected at the refuelling pod, the fixed end, and generate

violent oscillations upon return to the drogue. This phenomenon, also known as hose

whip, can lead to severe equipment damage. In order to mitigate this risk, HDUs

actively draw in the hose upon contact to take up slack and restore the original hose

tension.

The contemporary understanding of off-centre hits and near misses is predominantly

qualitative and the behaviour of the drogue in response to an off-centre hit is difficult to

predict. The main reason for this lies in the nature of contact-impact dynamics which
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are heavily influenced by a variety of factors including surface shapes and geometries,

incidence strike angles, material properties and impact velocity [16]. In AAR these

factors govern whether the contact scenario is dominated by slip of the probe towards

the drogue’s centre, contact losses and discontinuous impacts, drogue tipping (i.e. a

rotational pivot motion about the ball joint), penetration of the nozzle beyond the

drogue ribs or combinations of these. To date, numerical contact models rely on exten-

sive simplifications and parametrisation that make experimental testing and validation

imperative. In turn, complete experimental studies including a realistic laboratory re-

production of a flight environment are logistically infeasible for technical and financial

reasons.

1.5 Research Challenges

Probe-hose-drogue systems are a mature technology, however, design changes are still

day-to-day business for AAR equipment manufacturers. These target the simplifica-

tion of successful contact for pilots, modifications to achieve increased aerodynamic

stability, robustness, extended service life and reduced assembly weight or attempt to

accommodate new aircraft configurations and alternate operating conditions in terms of

refuelling speeds. In order to infer informed design decisions, a thorough understanding

of the operational regime and reliable predictive capabilities for the in-service behaviour

of AAR hardware are crucial. However, the complexity of both the flight regime and

the contact-impact dynamics make the design of pre-flight tests a particularly difficult

job.

Recent advances in the numerical analysis and simulation of probe-hose-drogue systems

have been substantial. Studies including [17, 18, 19, 20] model the hose as a towed

and tethered cable system in finite element or lumped parameter form, where nodal

excitement accounts for structural and aerodynamic forces, and is computed according

to the particular hose configuration and flight regime in each simulation step. To this

end, effects governing the dynamics in the hook-up space can be individually examined,

identified and described which may take the form of look-up tables from wind tunnel

tests for drag coefficients and aero-moments or simplified structural analysis for hose

bending. This results in a highly modular simulation environment that allows easy

integration and substitution of independently validated models of varying sophistication

and provides a reliable platform for the investigation of the free- and post-coupling

dynamics of the hose-drogue assembly. However, the problem of modelling the contact-

impact phase persists and is merely circumvented in simulation by constraining the hose
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end to the motion profile of the receiver aircraft immediately upon contact meaning

that instantly successful drogue capture is assumed. Thus, the critical contact and

coupling phase is inherently disregarded.

In contrast to simulative approaches, only a limited number of standardized exper-

imental pre-flight tests exist. One such example is the drop test as per MIL-PRF-

81975C [21], in which a drogue and reception coupling sub-assembly is vertically sus-

pended and released to fall onto a probe. Given that tests of this form are primarily

intended to provide a common baseline for strength and endurance assessments, the

knowledge gained about the underlying probe drogue contact scenarios is limited and

simplifications compared to operational contact events are numerous. Hence, it is often

not until expensive flight tests with complete prototypes, that equipment performance

becomes evident. The risk and cost of component failure in such tests and the fact

that data from different flight tests cannot be easily compared due to variations in op-

eration conditions, give rise to a demand for realistic and repeatable pre-flight testing

routines in a laboratory environment. This demand is further substantiated by trends

towards AAAR where sensor and control systems have to be validated prior to first

flight and technology readiness needs to be demonstrated to regulators for the opening

of non-segregated airspace to UAVs.

An initial step towards addressing these needs has been made with the development of

the Relative Motion Robotic Facility (RMR) at the University of Bristol [22, 23] (Fig-

ure 1.6). Also funded by Cobham Mission Systems, the RMR is a 13 degree of freedom

(DOF) relative motion facility created to provide sensor in the loop (SIL) simulation

support for the assessment of sensor and flight control systems in AAAR. The facility

comprises two 6 DOF industrial robotic manipulators with sufficient payload to carry

Figure 1.6: Relative Motion Robotic Facility (RMR) at University of Bristol.
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refuelling equipment of actual size at the end-effectors. One robot is fitted to a linear

track providing a 7th degree of freedom (DOF) and enabling accurate relative motion

reproduction of AAR manoeuvres over the last 10 meters of the hook-up space.

Previous research activities at RMR have focused on the validation of vision guided

schemes for drogue tracking in AAAR and rendezvous scheduling in satellite dock-

ing maneuvers [24, 25]. To this end, the latencies and controller update rates for the

robotic systems were found to be sufficient to faithfully reproduce the dynamics in the

pre-contact phase. In this project, the focus is shifted to the study of the critical con-

tact and coupling phase to provide mechanical hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) capabilities

through the integration of direct contact force feedback into the simulation loop. The

associated increase in bandwidth requirements for the actuator system and reduced

latency tolerance represent major hurdles in the realisation. The aims and objectives

of this thesis follow from these challenges.

1.6 Aims, Objectives and Research Questions

Guided and underpinned by the research question which seeks to answer

‘whether it is feasible to reproduce the relevant dynamics in probe-drogue contact

scenarios in a hybrid test ’

this thesis develops methods for the on-ground assessment and preflight validation of

probe-hose-drogue systems with the aim to devise reliable predictive capabilities for the

in-flight behaviour of the hose-drogue assembly throughout the contact and coupling

phase in AAR manoeuvres. To this end, the research focuses on the development,

implementation and validation of suitable hybrid testing methodology that enables the

integration of robot controlled contact tests with refuelling hardware into a simulation

loop of a flight regime. This is done to realise partly numerical, partly experimental

tests which in combination provide predictions for the complete system dynamics that

are of higher confidence than those attainable by either test modality alone, while

logistical and financial efforts for the study are kept to a minimum. The research

objectives further include:

• To devise and propose a hybrid testing framework for the on-ground study of

contact events in AAR using conventional industrial robots.

• To develop and implement a hybrid method based on this framework.
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• To validate the hybrid testing method independently and align results with flight

test data where available.

• To enable the investigation of the probe-drogue contact and coupling phase in

the safe, controlled and repeatable environment of a laboratory.

• To establish improved predictive capabilities for the contact-impact response of

the hose-drogue assembly and inform the development of future preflight testing

procedures.

1.7 Thesis Structure and Contributions

Having set the context and scope of the research work in the current chapter, the thesis

continuous with a dedicated literature review of hybrid testing methods in Chapter 2.

The review discusses applications and control concepts for hybrid testing methods and

identifies the pseudo-dynamic method as being the most viable solution to mitigate

dead-time and bandwidth restriction in conventional industrial robots in order to realise

hybrid tests for the stiff and fast contact scenarios found in AAR.

Chapter 3 consists of three parts that build on one another to provide a complete

description of the adopted testing methodology. The first part sets out the proposed

hybrid testing framework providing a clear aim for system developments and ultimate

testing procedures. Part 2 presents the Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT)

method and its implementation with ABB robot controllers. Part 3 discusses the

integration of the contact forces from the physical test domain and presents the devel-

opment and evaluation of a novel finite segment hose model for use in the numerical

substructure. This model accommodates for the reel-in behaviour by varying the length

of individual hose segments as opposed to modelling the process of winding the hose

onto the drum.

Chapters 4 and 5 are publication-based and contain the main contributions of this

thesis in terms of experimental work. The papers are preceded by an introduction that

summarises and contextualises the presented work within the overarching narrative,

providing continuity and cohesion. To this end, Chapter 4 presents preliminary tests

that have been published throughout the development phase of the RPsDT method.

These include the investigation of a 1 DOF drop test scenario detailed in a conference

paper as well as a more comprehensive journal article which extends the conference

paper analysis and presents a first AAR hybrid test scenario conducted at a scaled test
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facility in Bath.

In chapter 5, the developments are ported to the RMR and full-scale tests are presented.

These include an independent validation of the RPsDT method with AAR hardware

based on a modified drop test apparatus as well as full-scale tests with off-centre hits

under simulation based emulation of a flight environment. At the time of preparation

of this thesis, the paper remains under review with the AIAA Journal of Aircraft.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with an overall discussion of the development work and

results. Particular strengths and limitations of the RPsDT method are highlighted and

proposals for future work are made.
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Chapter 2

A Review of Hybrid Testing

Methods

2.1 Hybrid Testing Methodology

Hybrid testing, also known as hybrid simulations, encompass a range of mixed numerical-

physical techniques for the response identification, system verification and operational

testing of multi physics systems (i.e. structures, devices, components etc.) under

emulation of highly realistic in-service conditions. As indicated by the term ‘hybrid’,

the technique seeks the combined application of simulative and experimental testing,

to surpass the predictive capabilities provided by either method alone. To this end,

system elements that are subject to physical testing and those that are modelled and

numerically simulated can be carefully chosen, allowing time, cost and resources to

be balanced against test fidelity and trustworthiness. This is particularly useful for

complex systems and can aid in the realisation of tests that would otherwise not be

feasible for technical or financial reasons.

On a fundamental level, hybrid tests are implemented by splitting the system at hand

into a virtual/synthetic substructure where system parts and components are accounted

for in numerical models, and an experimental substructure containing a physically

tested hardware specimen or component. In order to study the system as a coherent

entity despite the separation, the dynamics of the interface connection or interface

DOFs are linked across the substructures to facilitate a seamless test execution where

the states of the numerical simulation and the hardware response are mutually affected

by the dynamics of the elements in opposite domains.
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The nature of the substructure interface is often directly dictated by the type of compo-

nent subjected to physical testing. As du Bois notes in [26], it can either rely completely

on electrical connections as is the case in standard Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) and

Sensor-in-the-Loop (SiL) tests of electronic components or incorporate a full transfer

system composed of actuators and sensors as in Real-Time Hybrid Testing (RTHT)

of mechanical hardware and the associated non real-time variant of pseudo-dynamic

(PsD) testing. Transfer systems typically use electro-hydraulic or mechatronic actua-

tors to physically impose the interface dynamics in terms of force or position variations

onto the hardware specimen. However, in either case, the decisive feature is the closed

loop that feeds back the hardware response to the corresponding simulation node (i.e.

the interface DOF), be it on a direct electrical line or via an intermediate sensor.

Notably, it is the division and allocation of individual system parts and components into

the respective substructures that provides the key advantage of hybrid techniques: It

allows for flexibility in the test setup and enables individual system parts to be studied

in accordance with (i) their criticality, (ii) their availability for testing as well as (iii)

the cost and logistics for a laboratory reproduction [27]. As discussed in [26], the phys-

ical substructure would typically consist of system parts for which exact performance

predictions are required or subsystems with aspects that are particularly difficult to

model. On the other hand, the synthetic substructure can contain components with

well known characteristics and elements that are deliberately omitted from experimen-

tal testing. Popular choices of the latter are large and distributed forces, for example of

aerodynamic and hydrodynamic nature, that often cannot be reproduced experimen-

tally due to capacity limitations or simply the lack of available testing equipment. At

the opposite end of the spectrum, the substructuring principle may also be exploited

for the emulation of systems requiring the total absence of specific forces throughout a

test, as is the case when zero-gravity conditions are to be reproduced [28, 29, 30, 31].

The benefits of hybrid testing have made it a rapidly emerging technology that con-

tinues to receive much attention in research and development (R&D) across a variety

of industry sectors. Particularly high adoption rates have been seen in civil engi-

neering [32] and the transport sector where hybrid tests are employed to support the

development process of automotive [33, 34], rail [35], and aerospace systems [36]. Rea-

sons for introducing hybrid methods to R&D processes are as diverse as the industries

they are used in but are typically driven by prospective improvements to time and

cost efficiency in product validation, or revolve around the provision of enhanced risk

mitigation strategies and predictive capabilities. Some examples are listed below:

• In the aerospace industry, hybrid testing lends itself as a valuable intermediate de-
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risking step between basic component tests and full system flight testing [36, 37].

• In space applications, representative operating conditions (e.g. zero-gravity) are

only reached once a system is fully deployed, necessitating the verification with

advanced system emulation techniques prior to commissioning [38, 39].

• Obvious size and cost constraints exist for the testing of earthquake and wind

excited structures such as high-rise buildings and bridges in civil engineering and

hence physical tests have to focus on a critical structural part such as the damping

element [32, 40] while the rest of the building is accounted for in simulation.

• In the automotive industry, the process of vehicle suspension and handling opti-

misation can be expedited significantly by connecting the suspension unit to an

actuator that mimics the road profile and providing force feedback to a real-time

simulation of the vehicle dynamics [41, 42, 43]. Thus, the time spent on iterative

track testing and manual fine tuning can be greatly reduced.

From a systems and control perspective, hybrid methods can be distinguished based on

the nature of the interface used to dynamically couple the experimental and numerical

substructures. One possible classification for hybrid methods is proposed by the author

and shown in Figure 2.1. Here, methods with mechanical and non-mechanical interface

elements are separated in a first step before subsequent divisions are made on the

basis of timing requirements in the test execution. Crucially, the initial step leads

to a separation of hybrid methods with electrical interfaces from those incorporating

an electro-hydraulic or mechatronic transfer system. Speaking in layman’s terms, this

is important since those methods with purely electrical interfaces are typically real-

time capable as long as the simulation target can cope with the computational load to

advance the simulation by one time step within the allowed interval. By contrast, a

number of additional challenges arise in the real-time test execution with mechanical

hardware leaving the methods in the left branch of Figure 2.1 subject to on-going

research. The following sections examine the available hybrid methods on an individual

basis.
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2.2 HiL & SiL Testing of Electronic Components

Although a lot of ambiguity exists in the naming conventions of hybrid methods, here

the term ‘Hardware-in-the-Loop’ (HiL) testing is exclusively used for tests targeted

at the evaluation of a physically present electronic hardware component, such as an

embedded controller, by simulating the operational behaviour of connected systems

and peripheral electronics that the device has to interact with in service. To this end,

the substructure interface is purely electrical and the signals generated throughout

the test match closely with those that the hardware would be subjected to in opera-

tion, i.e no significant spurious dynamics are expected to compromise the test as a con-

sequence of system sub-structuring. Equally, this applies to most Sensor-in-the-Loop

(SiL) tests that are used to assess the performance of physically present transmitters

and transducers, thereby enabling the online verification of communication protocol

implementations, message scheduling algorithms, data acquisition schemes and overall

sensor-system integration strategies [36]. Of course, exceptions to this rule apply as

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 2.1. For instance, in some cases the sensors

and systems under test need to respond to inputs that are generated by a mechanical

transfer system which in turn introduces significant dynamics into the test loop. An

example of this are the combined SiL/HiL tests performed in [23] where robots physi-

cally reproduced the relative motion between a drogue and a receiver aircraft in order

to assess the tracking performance of vision sensors and flight controllers.

In its simplest form a HiL test can be used to verify the performance of a single control

unit such as a micro-controller or programmable logic controller (PLC) by connecting

respective input-output (I/O) or bus interfaces to those of a real-time simulation target,

Figure 2.2: Topology of a HiL test for a single electronic control unit. The tested
controller is connected to a real-time digital simulator via low voltage I/O banks.
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sometimes called a ‘Real-Time Digital Simulator’, as schematically shown in Figure 2.2.

The latter typically constitutes an industrial PC with a real-time operating system

that deterministically executes deployed models of connected systems and accurately

emulates their behaviour via appropriate low voltage I/O banks. An example of HiL

tests based directly on this topology is outlined in [44] for the controller testing of DC-

DC buck converters and DC-AC power converters and an entirely open source software

based design of a HiL platform is presented in [45], detailing both the implementation

and profiling of controller tests for an H-bridge inverter and boost converter.

More comprehensive setups combine HiL and SiL tests for the simultaneous validation

of entire networks of electronic control units, sensors, bus- and electrical distribution

systems as well as attached loads. An example of this is given by the AGCO Fendt

tractor test bench depicted in Figure 2.3. Here, a numerical simulation of a tractor

engine, drive train as well as power lift actuators is coupled with the physically present

ECUs under test, the input devices on the human machine interface and peripheral

electronic components such as lighting and signalling systems. The core of this setup is

a real-time machine that simulates those inputs to the ECUs that are not available from

sensors on the test bench and processes the returned actuator command signals. In

this way, a comprehensive testing facility with high availability can be realised. Given

that as of 2009 up to 70 electronic control units were incorporated in modern premium

vehicles with an estimated 100 million object code instructions totalling 1Gbyte of

embedded software [47], the transformative character the introduction of HiL testing

has had on industry becomes evident. In addition, it is likely that trends towards the

Figure 2.3: Test bench at AGCO Fendt using combined HiL and SiL to test electronic
control units and peripheral electronics of a tractor. (Speedgoat GmbH) [46].
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introduction of advanced driver assistance systems and increasing levels of autonomy

in vehicles will further consolidate HiL and SiL as verification tools in the automotive

and other sectors.

2.2.1 Challenges

Challenges in HiL testing often revolve around the real-time implementation and ex-

ecution of the numerical model. For one thing, the continuous-discrete conversion at

the hardware-simulator interface connection inevitably introduces a loop delay of one

time-step in order to propagate signals through the numerical model which has an ad-

verse effect on the test stability [48]. For another, both model complexity and solver

parameters have to be carefully considered to ensure accuracy and convergence but

avoid starving the system of computational resources.

Typically, explicit fixed-step integration algorithms are adopted (variable step solvers

are unavailable for real-time execution) to ensure determinism throughout model exe-

cution and a balance between model fidelity and time-step size has to be found for a

particular processor board. Problems arise when the underlying model is both com-

plex and numerically stiff, and consequently the maximum tolerable solver step size is

so small that the deadlines for advancing the model cannot be met due to limits in

the available computational power. In this case, the model may have to be altered or

the integration scheme needs to be further stabilised, and much contemporary atten-

tion is devoted to the latter approach [48, 49]. While dedicated integration methods

have been developed and promise stability improvements at the expense of additional

complexity [50, 51], simple explicit schemes like the Euler method, can immediately

benefit from an analytically precomputed Jacobian for a given model structure [52].

Also, numerical stability may be affected by the state variable selection and a judicious

definition based on the variation of parameters methods rather than generalised coor-

dinates and velocities may help to avoid divergence issues [53]. Higher order methods

such a Runge Kutta [54] may yield increased accuracy at the expense of higher compu-

tational load per time step but may also allow time step sizes to be relaxed which can

sometimes lower the overall computational overheads. From a practical point of view a

compromise between stability and computation time may also be reached by splitting

the numerical model into fast and slow parts. This can be beneficial especially if the

computations required to ‘oversample’ the fast substructre are small compared to the

slower one [52].
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2.3 Mechanical Hybrid Testing Methods

Whereas the previous section has focused on the testing of electronic devices and

sensors, this section discusses hybrid testing of mechanical hardware by means of a

mechatronic or electro-hydraulic transfer system. Despite differences in the nature of

the target and interface hardware, the test topology and aim are fundamentally equiv-

alent: The system at hand is split into a numerically simulated and an experimentally

tested substructure that are in direct interaction to reproduce the dynamics of the

complete system. As the name implies, the specimen in the experimental substructure

of a mechanical hybrid test is an uncertain mechanical component and the test seeks to

determine or verify its operational load-response characteristics as well as its influence

on the dynamics of the rest of the system. To this end, the substructure interface

dynamics have to be reproduced in terms of physical forces and displacements and the

transfer system to do so would typically consist of displacement-controlled actuators

and load transducers or force-controlled actuators and position feedback units as used

in effective force testing [55]. Additional sensors can be directly fitted to the hardware

specimen for the synchronised acquisition of data that does not serve as an input argu-

ment to the synthetic substructure (e.g. strains, operational temperatures etc.). The

fundamental architecture of mechanical hybrid tests complies with Figure 2.4.

Throughout a test, the experimental specimen is subjected to a force or displacement

history. The dynamics at the interface DOFs are specified by the numerical model in

the synthetic substructure and imposed onto the specimen accordingly using hydraulic

or electromechanical actuators. As before, the decisive test feature is the closed loop

between the synthetic and experimental environment: Physical measurements of the

specimen’s actual response are acquired with load or displacement transducers and

Figure 2.4: Fundamental architecture of a mechanical hybrid test.
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fed back into the simulation. This way, the newly computed system states become a

function of modelled and experimentally acquired data. Thus, a mechanical hybrid test

effectively embeds a purely experimental test into a system simulation loop.

Major distinctions are drawn between non-real-time and real-time methods (see the

left branch of Figure 2.1). While the former methods execute a test on an enlarged

‘pseudo’ time scale and are widely known as pseudo-dynamic (PsD) testing, here the

latter are simply referred to as ‘Real-Time Hybrid Testing’ (RTHT) but may go by

various names including ‘(Mechanical) Hardware-in-the-Loop’ (MHIL) [26], ‘Model-in-

the-Loop’(MIL) [56], or for reasons of its architecture as ‘Real-Time Dynamic Sub-

structuring’ (RTDS) [57]. In the following, pseudo-dynamic and real-time methods are

independently reviewed.

2.3.1 Pseudo-Dynamic Testing

PsD testing is a non real-time dynamic testing technique that was developed for the

assessment of structural responses to earthquakes in civil engineering [58] and was pri-

marily intended as an alternative to the shaking table test that would typically rely on

scaled models due to size and load restrictions. The PsD technique is widely said to

originate from the works of Hakuno et al. in 1969 [59] (in Japanese) who attempted

to conduct an early hybrid test for a single DOF cantilever structure by solving the

governing equations with an analogue computer that was coupled to the structure via

an actuator. Digital implementations followed in the 1970s primarily from Takanashi’s

work [60, 61] (with possible earlier contributions again in Japanese detailed in [62]) but

hardware limitations meant that conducting the tests with realistic loading rates could

not be achieved. In order to address this problem, the tests were run on an expanded

time scale and the system dynamics effectively computed in simulation based on the

discretised equations of motion for the tested structure. Importantly, the applied ‘time

scaling’ had the added advantage that actuators of suitable load rating but with in-

adequate response speed and power rating could be used while flow requirements for

hydraulic actuation and computational time limitations were vastly relaxed [58, 63].

Many good reviews of the PsD testing method exist which cover the history of develop-

ment, numerous test examples, the adoption of different integration schemes and error

analysis of the technique in detail beyond the scope of this section [55, 63, 64, 65].

Here, the aim is to provide a brief description of the test method in its native field,

i.e. earthquake testing, to give a concise summary of the test procedure, as well as its

strengths and limitations.
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In civil engineering, the primary aim of a PsD test is to determine the structural re-

sponse of a building to a record of ground accelerations without having to base-excite

the structure dynamically. This is achieved by physically testing for the stiffness re-

sponse of the structure at different building levels in a step-wise quasi-static fashion, i.e.

incrementally at slow speeds, while a numerical model of the structure computes its

dynamic response as a function of the stiffness-based restoring forces obtained from the

physical test.

Consider the simplified lumped mass representation of the two story base-excited build-

ing in Figure 2.5, where the building’s mass is concentrated at first and second floor

in the form of m1 and m2 and the intermediate columns between stories have been

condensed to stiffness and damping elements k1, k2, c1, c2 respectively. It can be shown

that the system is governed by Eq. 2.1, where the sub- and superscripts denote the

relation between the inertial reference frame 0, the base reference frame b as well as the

frames 1 and 2 local to m1 and m2 respectively.

m1 0

0 m2


ẍ01
ẍ02

+

(c1 + c2) −c2

−c2 c2


ẋb1
ẋb2

+

(k1 + k2) −k2

−k2 k2


xb1
xb2

 =

0

0

 (2.1)

Note that the absolute displacements of masses m1 and m2 with respect to the inertial

reference frame 0 are given as the sum of the relative displacement of the base frame

to the inertial frame x0b and the relative displacement of the individual masses xb1,2 with

respect to the base frame as follows:

x01
x02

 =

x0b
x0b

+

xb1
xb2

 (2.2)

Then double differentiation with respect to time yields

ẍ01
ẍ02

 =

ẍ0b
ẍ0b

+

ẍb1
ẍb2

 (2.3)

and upon substitution of Eq. 2.3 into Eq. 2.1, the original motion equation becomes:

m1 0

0 m2


ẍb1
ẍb2

+

(c1 + c2) −c2

−c2 c2


ẋb1
ẋb2

+

(k1 + k2) −k2

−k2 k2


xb1
xb2

 = −

m1 0

0 m2


ẍ0b
ẍ0b

 (2.4)

Note that ẍ0b can be directly obtained from the ground acceleration record ẍground and

that this result is commonly directly stated in the literature (e.g [58, 63]) in compact

matrix form as:

Mẍ+ Cẋ+Kx = Mẍ+ Cẋ+ F = −Mẍground (2.5)
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The short derivation above implies that base-excitation as provided by a shaking table

test (Figure 2.5b)) and the excitation of individual floor levels with a fixed base are

equivalent and hence the test setup in Figure 2.5c) is valid.

PsD testing exploits this principle and solves the system in Eq. 2.5 with input of the

current restoring force measurements denoted F obtained as a measurement directly

from the substructure in place of the stiffness forces Kx. To this end, the numerical

model and physical test are directly coupled via an actuator and force sensor and the

test is executed as an initial value problem according to the flow chart in Figure 2.6.

At the beginning of each time-step, the current states of the structure are known and a

restoring force measurement has been acquired from the physical test or is given from

initial conditions. By employing a suitable integration algorithm such as the central

difference method, a well-known explicit 2nd order method that has been widely used

for PsD tests [58], the new states can be computed. To this end, the finite difference

approximations in Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7 are substituted into the governing equation in

Eq. 2.5 to yield Eq. 2.8.

u̇i ≈
ui+1 − ui−1

2∆t
(2.6)

üi ≈
ui − 2ui + ui−1

∆t2
(2.7)

ui+1 ≈
[
M

∆t2
+

C

2∆t

]−1 [
Fi −Ri +

2M

∆t2
ui −

[
M

∆t2
−

C

2∆t

]
ui−1

]
(2.8)

Once the new nodal displacements are computed, these are slowly imposed onto the

structure, allowing the actuators to settle at the target position in each step, before

new restoring force measurement are taken and the cycle repeats. A ramp-hold profile

is commonly employed for this purpose. Due to the quasi-static load application, the

Figure 2.6: Schematic flow chart of a PsD test. Reproduced from Takanashi 1987 [63]
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need for high dynamic actuator ratings and any form of real-time requirements for the

simulation loop is eliminated. This, however, comes at the expense of disregarding

time-dependent behaviour in the measurement of the structural response. As such, the

PsD testing technique can capture non-linearity in the structural stiffness including

effects of plasticity as well as structural damping and hysteresis due to loading paths

dependencies. However, rate and time dependent effects in the structural response such

as inertial effects, viscous damping and creep cannot be experimentally measured and

must be accounted for in simulation. Additionally, problems can arise when the tested

material properties differ with loading rates [66] and when significant force relaxation

effects [67] occur while the actuator settles over the hold period. Both of these effects

will manifest in a reduced test quality.

A ‘Continuous Pseudo-Dynamic Test’ is a derivative technique developed to mitigate

some of the unwanted effects arising in classical PsD testing as described above. Intro-

duced by Takanashi [68] as a ‘rapid online test’, in continuous PsD testing the actuator

is commanded to apply the load steadily without start and stop motions and the veloc-

ity command to do so is continuously adjusted according to a predefined time scaling

factor. Compared to the classical step-wise PsD test, continuous PsD testing can lead

to a substantial reduction of the test duration [68, 69], however precise timing for model

execution and command scheduling is required meaning that the implementation ad-

vantages of a non real-time method are effectively lost. In addition, direction changes

throughout a test due to load reversals can be problematic and have been reported to

result in systematic overshoots in the load application when the target position is over-

run [68]. Given that such direction changes are inherent to the base excitation records

in earthquake testing, simple control schemes that might be sufficient for step-wise PsD

tests may not be applicable to continuous PsD testing and improvements to the control

and actuation technology equivalent to those introduced for RTHT, which originates

from the continuous PsD testing technique, become necessary. These are discussed as

part of the next section.

Finally, distributed pseudo-dynamic testing is a further variant of the classical PsD test

that exploits its non real-time character to combine tests at laboratories in different

geographical locations. To this end, an event-based test architecture is created and

actuator commands as well as restoring force readings are exchanged online [70]. In

this way, the combined capabilities of multiple laboratories can be harnessed simulta-

neously. The appraoch has also been extended to distributed continuous PsD tests as

reported in [71] but this requires delay mitigation and forward predictive techniques as

fall back mechanisms to cope with the latencies and unpredictabilities in the scheduling

of online traffic.
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2.3.2 Real-Time Hybrid Testing

RTHT has evolved from the substructured PsD testing technique with the aim to

excite the experimental specimen with the precise operational loading pattern that is

computed by the numerical model in each time step. With forces and displacements

imposed onto the experimental specimen at actual rates rather than quasi-statically,

in-service conditions are expected to be more realistically replicated than in PsD tests.

Compared with HiL tests of electronic components, RTHT is more troublesome. While

the same problems associated with the implementation of the real-time model and the

stability of the numeric integration scheme discussed in Section 2.2.1 apply, additional

challenges arise due to the introduction of the intermediate transfer system that couples

both domains and converts between electrical signals and physical forces/displacements.

In an ideal case, the transfer system would have unity gain on forward and feedback

paths (i.e. instant actuator response and sensor measurement, no spurious dynamics)

and given that the electrical interface signals in a HiL test can be generated to closely

match the in-service conditions, no significant discrepancies arise. For RTHT, how-

ever, this is more problematic: Both, actuators and sensors inevitably introduce their

own dynamics to the test loop and suffer from disturbances and measurement noise

respectively. Plummer notes this deficiency, illustrates it in a schematic comparison of

hybrid testing loops with perfect and imperfect transfer system (see Figure 2.7) and

additionally highlights the dependence of the actuator dynamics on the coupling forces

acting at the specimen attachment point [56, 72]. While in PsD tests these unwanted

dynamics are vastly eliminated due to the quasi-static load application, in RTHT they

are manifested in the critical real-time response and can significantly impair the quality

of test results or have an immediate detrimental effect on the test stability. This is fur-

ther exacerbated by the fact that the introduced discrepancies are difficult to quantify

without a reliable reference model for the complete system and the existence of such a

model would make the hybrid test obsolete in the first place [27].

The main causes for test instability are delays induced at the interface DOFs, be those

uniform latencies or frequency dependent lags, and in the earliest RTHT experiments

loop delay was shown to manifest as ‘negative damping’ [73] causing the response

to grow unbounded when the inherent system damping is outweighed. For further

information, the interested reader is pointed to Appendix A for a simple assessment of

the effects of loop delays on the simulation quality using energy-based considerations.

The main sources of delay in RTHT result from the (i) discrete-continuous conversion

as discussed in Section 2.2.1, (ii) transducers and signal processing equipment on the
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representations of real-time mechanical hybrid testing loop as
per Plummer, showing (a) perfect and (b) imperfect actuator-sensor interface. Dashed
line indicates the dependence of actuator dynamics on behaviour of physical system.
Reproduced from [56, 72].

feedback path and (iii) the actuators used to excite the specimen in the first place.

Given that the sensor bandwidth typically exceeds that of actuators by at least one

order of magnitude [56] and measurement latencies are negligible (as for HiL tests),

actuators are widely seen as the most problematic source of delay for RTHT.

Hardware vendors dedicate much effort to advance actuation technology but improve-

ments are incremental in nature. Among all common technologies, electro-hydraulic

actuation is considered the most responsive today with identified delays of 11ms and

time constants of 15ms in [26] while other sources state 8ms delays as achievable for

high performance systems [73]. By contrast, this compares with latencies of 20ms and

rise times of up to 100ms for 6DOF industrial robotic manipulators [22]. In any case,

delay mitigation strategies are necessary to guarantee both test stability and fidelity

for RTHT and much recent academic attention has been devoted to this field.

Conventional approaches to RTHT use a single actuator per excited DOF on the spec-

imen in either position or force control and fundamentally rely on a drive unit with a

fast inner loop feedback controller that may well be vendor provided and pre-tuned for

the specific actuator. From a control perspective, an established approach to delay mit-
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of conventional delay mitigation scheme for RTHT combining
forward prediction, model inversion and fast inner loop control.

igation is to supplement this inner-loop with an outer-loop control scheme that seeks

to shape the combined response of actuator and attached hardware to that demanded

by the numerical simulation. To this end, popular control methods combine forward

prediction algorithms and inversion schemes [26, 72, 74, 75, 76] as schematically shown

in Figure 2.8. The forward-prediction projects the actuator command signal into the

future based on current and previous system states, in an attempt to provide the ac-

tuator with a ‘head start’ and hence a possibility to compensate for uniform delays

should the prediction be correct. On the other hand, inversion schemes, i.e. direct

model inversion or inverse dynamics based approaches, can account for lags and higher

order dynamics as well as non-linearity inherent to the actuator and system under test,

leaving the inner loop controller with the task of taking up residual error. The main

problem with this approach lies in the development of a causal and reliable inverse

model in the presence of a specimen with uncertain characteristics that in turn affect

the actuator dynamics as mentioned before. This is further complicated by the fact

that the characteristics of the specimen may strongly depend on the operating condi-

tion and can change throughout the test while the control scheme is tuned for a single

operating point.

In order to address these challenges, adaptive schemes have been introduced [77, 78, 79]

and can compensate for gradually changing conditions but just like the forward predic-

tion approach, fail to ensure accurate tracking in the presence of abrupt transitions that

are typical for heavily non-linear systems. The latter are not limited to AAR maneuvers

and their discontinuous contact events but are found in a variety of mechanical systems

and encompass backlash in mechanisms, the sudden opening and closing of valves (e.g

relief vales) in hydraulic systems or contact losses of tyre and road in vehicle dynam-

ics for example. For components with linear characteristics, however, the approaches
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above have proven adequate and, similar to HiL testing, led to the widespread adoption

of the technique in industry where RTHT has become an important verification tool

for mechanical systems and structures. Recent research on the other hand continues

to focus on further refinements and addresses issues such as actuator saturation that

can produce systematic undershots, lead to wind-up problems and undermine all of the

control schemes mentioned above [80, 81].

2.3.3 Hybrid Tests using Robotic Actuation

Having reviewed control methods for RTHT that are tailored for and predominately

implemented with hydraulic actuation in the previous section, this section shifts the

focus to tests conducted with robotic manipulators and related challenges. Robot

assisted hybrid tests for the pre-operational testing of complex systems is a recent field

of research. Examples range from verification tests of sensor and flight controllers in the

pre-contact phase of AAR operations for UAVs [22, 23, 24] to on-ground tests of satellite

docking maneuvers in zero-gravity conditions [82]. Especially the kinematic versatility

of industrial robots makes them an attractive choice for applications involving relative

motion reproduction. In addition, industrial robots are available as commercial off-the-

shelf (COTS) systems, low cost, readily equipped with accurate position feedback units

and typically provide 6 or more DOF for position and orientation manipulation in 3D

space. It follows from the sections above, that crucial factors in running hybrid tests

of contact dynamics include (i) the ability of actuators to precisely manipulate the

position and orientation of the colliding structure(s) in 3D space, (ii) sufficiently fast

response times for the contact event and (iii) compensation for the actuator transfer

dynamics. While current industrial robots satisfy the first factor, challenges arise in

meeting the latter two demands, especially for high velocity impacts and particularly

stiff collisions.

Industrial robots are designed to execute repetitive task in controlled environments (e.g.

as part of assembly lines in factory automation) and are not intended to provide high

responsiveness to external sensor measurements. The main limitations result from the

inherently large link inertia and proprietary control architectures. The latter typically

preclude low level access to the axis controller, thereby hindering system identification

as well as the implementation of favourable RT control schemes such as impedance

control [83], passivity based control [84] and model inversion schemes [26]. Low-level

controller access is only available for small scale robots such as [85] which have been

specifically built for the use in research laboratories but not for the industrial variants.
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Commercial ‘open architecture’ control interfaces such as [54] that aim to provide rapid

control prototyping (RCP) capability for industrial robots, essentially build on top of

the high level proprietary interfaces provided by the robot vendors. Access to torque

reference commands or controller parameters is not granted and only limited feed-

back is available which complicates system identification approaches [86]. In addition,

high-level proprietary interfaces provide low controller sample rates and considerable

dead times in command execution [22]. Depending on the dynamic properties of the

emulated system, these factors can have a detrimental effect on the stability of the hy-

brid tests [87], more so when the afore mentioned delay compensation techniques such

as forward prediction are not applicable due to the discontinuous nature of contact

events [49].

Approaches in dealing with these limitations differ significantly. Ma et al. realised an

admittance control scheme around the proprietary architecture of a KUKA industrial

controller for the hybrid simulation of satellite docking manoeuvres [82]. As these ma-

noeuvres occur at low relative speeds in the order of several centimetres per second,

delay and sample rate restrictions associated with the high level robot control interface

did not present a limiting factor.

Further efforts focused on gaining direct low-level robot control. Blomdell et al. [88] cre-

ated an application for motion control of ABB robots which intercepts and overwrites

the messages exchanged between the high level computer and the low level axis con-

troller. This grants access to position and velocity reference and feedback signals and

allows integration and processing of external sensor signals at low level and therefore

high command rates. While this architecture still does not enable the implementation

of direct impedance control strategies, it provides a substantial performance improve-

ment over vendor provided interfaces.

Other approaches have circumvented the use of industrial robots completely and pro-

duced special purpose designs tailored at a particular application and control strategy.

Notable efforts are the developments of parallel kinematic platforms for real-time hy-

brid space docking simulations [38, 39] as well as the development of a robotic facility

for the emulation of contact tasks performed with space robots that cannot be operated

in a 1g environment [28, 29, 30, 31]. While custom rig designs often present an opti-

mum solution, the viability of such a design only applies to projects where the benefits

substantially off-set the design and production efforts.
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2.4 Comments and Critique

Hybrid testing is a promising method for the study of complex systems and given

the difficult to reproduce environmental settings of an AAR manoeuvre, system hy-

bridisation is seen as a crucial factor in enabling the preflight investigation of AAR

procedures in a laboratory. To this end, it comes as a natural choice to incorporate the

flight regime into a numerical simulation while capturing the critical contact dynamics

between probe and drogue experimentally. In addition, this approach has the benefit of

maximising the exploitation of published work on the modelling of the in-flight dynam-

ics of the hose drogue assembly, while the complexity of contact models and inherent

parameter uncertainties are avoided.

The serial link manipulators at RMR are kinematically well suited for the relative

motion reproduction of probe and drogue throughout the contact and coupling phase.

Shortfalls for the integration of favourable control schemes due to proprietary restric-

tions for ABB’s native IRC5 system may be remedied in parts through adaptation

of Blomdells modified architecture [89] that grants direct access to the robot’s axis

controller. This way, outer loop controllers with update cycles of 250Hz and 20ms

latency can be implemented providing one of the most responsive systems available

for industrial robots today. Nevertheless, at typical AAR contact speeds of 1.5m/s a

relative penetration of 6mm would occur before a sample of the contact force has been

propagated through the controller just once, followed by a further 30mm of relative

penetration before the robot begins to physically react to the contact event. Given

that the merits of forward predictive methods for delay mitigation cease to exist for

non-linear and discontinuous events, one would simply be left with an unrepresentative

crash that will likely prove detrimental to the actuators, sensors and possibly refu-

elling hardware. For this reason, the investigations in this thesis start from the premise

that a safe and successfully conducted hybrid test of an AAR manoeuvre at RMR and

facilities with similar bandwidth restrictions has to be based on the pseudo-dynamic

technique for the duration of the contact and coupling phase.

The application of a pseudo-dynamic method to contact-impact problems is an un-

conventional choice and to the best of the author’s knowledge has not been reported

in the literature to date. A reason for this may be that contact phenomena are very

dynamic and typically characterised by brief durations, quick increases and reductions

in forces, abrupt acceleration and deceleration patterns as well as rapid energy dissi-

pation. Consequently, the attempt to capture such high frequency content adequately

in a pseudo-dynamic test may seem futile at first glance. In fact, however, the pseudo-
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dynamic approach is not merely to be seen as a last resort for delay mitigation in order

to stabilise the simulation loop, but behind it stands the author’s hypothesis that:

‘The contact response of the drogue is preponderantly structural and dominated by its

non-linear stiffness properties, while the primary form of energy dissipation is

expected to result from hysteresis inherent to the ribs and interlinked elastic cord.’

This is to say, that the contribution of rate dependent effects to the contact forces is

minor and high confidence predictions for the contact and coupling dynamics are attain-

able despite their neglect in a pseudo-dynamic test. As an integral part in answering

the research question and fulfilling the aims and objectives set out in Section 1.6, this

thesis seeks to put to the test the above hypothesis in carefully designed and rigorously

conducted validation experiments.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter presents the development and implementation of the testing method. It

comprises descriptions of the test framework, procedure, software architecture, motion

control concepts as well as derivations of the models employed in the numeric substruc-

ture of the tests. The reader is advised that the contents of this chapter relate to the

final test architecture and given that the development of a testing method is an iter-

ative process, the information provided may in parts differ from or repeat contents of

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively. It is judged however, that the convenience and

coherency provided by the collective discussion of the methodology over the following

sections outweighs the level of repetition introduced by later chapters.

3.1 Hybrid Testing Framework

The adopted framework for hybrid tests of AAR scenarios is schematically illustrated in

Figure 3.1. Industrial robots equipped with 6 DOF force/torque sensors and full-scale

refuelling hardware are used as a transfer system to couple a numerical simulation of

a flight regime with experimental tests of probe-drogue contact scenarios in order to

predict the dynamics of the complete system in realistic operating conditions. To this

end, the numerical side contains simulations of the hose-drogue assembly and reel take-

up mechanism as well as models for tanker and receiver aircraft and a flight regime,

while the robots reproduce the relative motion of probe and drogue in each simulation

step and feed back contact force measurements to close the loop. That is, the robots are

effectively enslaved by a master simulation to embed an experimental contact test into

a simulation loop of an AAR manoeuvre, thus ensuring that as the test advances, the
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simulation states become a function of both numerically modelled and experimentally

measured data. Strain gauges are fitted to the drogue ribs to allow the monitoring of

induced strains throughout the test.

The chosen division of system parts and components into numerical and experimen-

tal substructures shown in Figure 3.1 reflects the argument from Section 1.5 that the

most severe deficiencies lie in the modelling and simulation of the contact and coupling

dynamics which consequently have to be studied experimentally, while reliable models

that have been developed and validated for the continuum dynamics of the remainder

of the system can be employed in the numerical substructure. Subject to the success-

ful implementation and validation of the outlined architecture, the advantages of this

hybrid approach over alternative methods for pre-operational testing are substantial:

(1) Forces and moments that develop throughout the contact- and coupling phases

are based on direct measurements making simplified assumptions in numeric sim-

ulations obsolete.

(2) The need for the integration of contact models with uncertain parameters is

eliminated.

(3) In contrast to a purely experimental setup, the investigation of realistic hits and

drogue reactions is made possible.

Hence, the architecture in Figure 3.1 promises the quick, repeatable and inexpensive

study of diverse AAR scenarios including off-centre hits and missed attempts in a con-

trolled laboratory environment without putting equipment or personnel at significant

risk. Considerations for the test implementation and execution follow in the subsequent

sections.
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3.2 Method & Procedure

The method follows the algorithm depicted in Figure 3.2. As opposed to classical

PsD tests, actuators and substructures are not in contact continuously and data from

the experimental specimen is not acquired in every time step but only throughout the

contact- and near-contact phase which can be identified based on kinematic constraints

in simulation. If in contact, the robot is quasi-statically moved to reproduce the relative

position and orientation of the colliding structures. This strains the specimen and

allows measurement of the restoring forces and moments which are then fed back into

the simulation. Significantly, the demanded robot movement has to be larger than the

repeatability of the robot and the time step may have to be incremented adaptively to

compute a valid target pose. In a non-contact phase, the robot is kept stationary and

the simulation can advance immediately without prior contact force acquisition.

Upon acquisition of the restoring force, the simulation is treated as an initial value

problem: Based on the current states of the contacting structures and physically ac-

quired force measurements from the experimental substructure, the new accelerations

are computed and the new system states are obtained with a suitable integration algo-

rithm. The cycle then repeats with the next time step.
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Figure 3.2: Algorithmic procedure for RPsDT of contact scenarios. Reproduced
from [90]

3.3 Implementation

On a fundamental level, conducting a test according to the schematic in Figure 3.1

requires a bilateral (‘full duplex’) data exchange between a robot motion control unit

(and attached manipulator) and a simulation environment. For a pseudo-dynamic test,

real-time capability can be restricted to the robot motion controller only, while the

simulation environment can be separated and executed as a standard priority task in

user space with no imminent timing criticality for advancing the numerical models. In

addition, the inter-process communication between both the simulation environment

and the robot control unit can be kept entirely event-based (again non real-time),

however precise control over the motion planing and execution throughout the contact

phase is needed making the integration of bespoke trajectories a necessity.

Taking these considerations into account, the tests are implemented based on the ar-

chitecture shown in Figure 3.3. Principally, the simulation environment and motion
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control unit function as a designated client and server respectively. This provides a

high abstraction layer and minimum dependency on system specific implementation

details on either side. From an operational point of view, this structure ensures that

the robot controller can be invoked (remotely if desired) on demand and commanded

to execute a specified motion while the client awaits a reply (incorporating operational

robot states, position and force/torque readings) that is sent upon motion completion.

Using a TCP connection, the application is guarded from unpredictabilities associated

with the network protocol and the data exchange is kept entirely event-based. Adopt-

ing this approach implements a master-slave hierarchy that fulfils all requirements for

conducting of a classical pseudo-dynamic test. Given that the implementation is specifi-

cally tailored for robotic manipulators and intended to be used in discontinuous contact

tasks that are uncommon for standard pseudo-dynamic tests, the technique is referred

to as a ‘Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing’ (RPsDT) from this point onwards.

Figure 3.3: High-level RPsDT software architecture showing interaction of simulation
environment, robot motion control unit and axis controller.

Reiterating that by design, the RPsDT method sets stringent requirements for the exe-

cution of the relative motion of probe and drogue throughout the contact and coupling

phase, a bespoke robot control unit has been developed by the author that effectively

replaces the operational software components of the standard ABB IRC5 controller

throughout the tests. This enables (i) the precisely timed execution of bespoke trajec-

tories, (ii) external force sensing and (iii) an open interface for integration with the

simulation environment; all of which are non-trivial to achieve with modern industrial

robots that rely on closed systems with proprietary architectures. On a high level, the

control unit consists of a ‘Safety & Supervisory Logic Controller’ (SSLC) (Figure 3.3)

that can be invoked to execute a range of motion types while accounting for singular-
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ities or limit violations (joint position/velocity, workspace limits, force/torque limits,

etc.) and providing reliable error handling and emergency halt procedures subject to

the detection of such violations. The respective motion execution cases compute the

desired trajectories based on the boundary conditions provided (e.g target pose/ target

joint positions, execution/settling time) at an update rate of 250Hz and send joint level

commands directly to the axis controller without any intervention from the higher level

ABB system components. The forces and torques measured at the robot end-effector

are made available to the controller at high update rates enabling fast reaction times

in the event of a force/torque limit violation which is important to avoid equipment

damage throughout the contact phases.

In order to get past the proprietary restrictions of the IRC5 system and attain the

necessary freedom for application development and implementation of the control unit

described above, the conventional ABB IRC5 system has been augmented based on the

works of [88]. To this end, an additional task is spawned on the VXworks system of

the IRC5 main computer with callbacks installed to (i) retrieve and forward current

arm states (i.e. motor angles, velocities, torques etc.) for processing to an external

real-time target via a real-time Ethernet connection, (ii) receive a reply with modified

states from the real-time target within a 1ms window and (iii) set the modified states

as new reference commands for the axis controller. Purposely, the external real-time

target takes the form of a Linux machine that gains the relevant real-time capabilities

on the basis of the Xenomai kernel extension/ I-pipe patch [91, 92] and RTnet driver

framework [93]. The robot control unit that has been developed can be loaded and

executed as a real-time kernel task on this machine for which a tool chain described

in [88, 89] aides with the cross-compilation and dynamic linking in the deployment

process directly from Simulink. Having a dedicated real-time machine of this type

also enables the integration of external sensor signals into the robot control at high

update rates and comparably low latencies again without facing any restrictions of

proprietary industrial machines. Here, CAN was chosen as the initial and preferred

connection type for the integration of force/ torque feedback but had to be replaced by

a dedicated UDP connection at a later project stage. While this did introduce a larger

delay and consequently increased reaction times of the SSLC to force/torque violations,

it caused no significant performance loss for the tests.
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3.4 Motion Control

The motion control unit implements a variety of motion types that can be executed

when invoked externally on the basis of a predefined message protocol. Provided that

the SSLC is in the ‘Await Command’ state (the base state), the message is parsed

and an appropriate state transition initiated. The motion trajectories are computed

directly upon transition to the demanded motion state (i.e at run-time) based on the

boundary conditions extracted from individual messages. Joint level commands are

then deterministically generated on this basis and sent to the axis controller every

4ms until the motion execution is completed, whereupon a transition back to the base

state occurs and the robot is kept stationary to await the next command. In this

manner, joint space motions subject to the definition of a joint space target position or

Cartesian space target pose as well as Cartesian space motions along a direct path to

the target pose can be executed either with trapezoidal velocity profiles (resulting in

a linear segment with parabolic blends for the position variation) or according to 3rd

order polynomial trajectories, i.e parabolic velocity profiles.

In addition, the realisation of more complex motion paths is made possible by interpo-

lation based on the aforementioned fundamental motion types. To this end, the desired

path has to be discretised off-line and individual ‘chunks’ sent to the controller in a

message by message format. The motion control unit can then buffer these messages

in pre-allocated memory (dynamic memory allocation is not an option for real-time

systems) and execute the complex path as the seamless concatenation of the individual

trajectories. In this manner, a great deal of the functionality expected from modern

industrial manipulators can be implemented with a vastly open control architecture,

where bespoke kinematic functions are integrated, allowing the complete control of the

motion execution while computational efficiency is ensured based on the prior optimi-

sation of these functions (by symbolic reduction) as described in [94, 95]. The latter

avoids the repeated computation of equivalent terms and yields a minimum number of

operations for the function evaluation in real-time.

For the execution of a motion throughout the contact phase in RPsDT (i.e when im-

posing the relative position on the specimen), it is important that the manipulation

occurs along the shortest path in Cartesian space. While this implies that the ‘tool’ or

specimen has to change position along a straight line, its orientation needs to change

simultaneously along the shortest arc (on the surface of an imaginary unit sphere).

These demands are satisfied by independently planned Cartesian space trajectories for

‘tool’ translation and orientation. In order to avoid erratic motions the position and
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orientation commands follow a trapezoidal velocity profile meaning that the relative

changes are predominantly imposed at constant speed, except for the necessary accel-

eration and deceleration phases that account for a user defined percentage of the total

execution time.

Consider a motion from initial pose x0, q0 to target pose xt, qt taking place over an

execution time tex and followed by a settling time ts for residual error compensation

and restoring force acquisition, where x0 and xt are position vectors and q0 and qt are

unit quaternions respectively. Further assume that the user specifies the acceleration

and deceleration phases over the interval ta and td to account for 10% of the motion

time each, with constant speed being maintained over the intervening period tc = 0.8tex.

Then, the velocity vc throughout the constant speed interval tc follows from:

vc =
xt − x0

0.5ta + tc + 0.5td
(3.1)

and nominal accelerations aa and decelerations ad in the intervals of duration ta and td

can be computed as:

aa =
vc

ta
, ad = −

vc

td
(3.2)

Taking a similar approach for the definition of the derivatives of the dimensionless

SLERP scaling function s(t) (which is subject to the bounds s(0) = 0 and s(tex) = 1 and

used for the orientation interpolation as described below) yields constants equivalent

to those in Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 respectively but for the orientation manip-

ulation throughout the designated intervals.

ṡc = 0.8tc, s̈a =
ṡc

ta
, s̈d =

−ṡc
td

(3.3)

Hence, the trajectories with trapezoidal velocity profiles for position and orientation

variations can be obtained as linear segments with parabolic blends as follows:

For acceleration phase t ≤ ta:

x(t) = x0 + 0.5aat
2, ẋ(t) = aat, ẍ(t) = aa

s(t) = 0.5sat
2, ṡ(t) = s̈at, s̈t = s̈a

For constant speed phase t ≤ (ta + tc):

t = t− ta

x(t) = x0 + 0.5aat
2
a + vct, ẋ(t) = at, ẍ(t) = [0]

s(t) = 0.5s̈at
2
a + ṡct, ṡ(t) = ṡc, s̈(t) = 0
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For deceleration phase t ≤ (ta + tc + td):

t = t− ta − tc

x(t) = x0 + 0.5aat
2
a + vctc + vct+ 0.5adt

2, ẋ(t) = vc + adt, ẍ(t) = ad

s(t) = 0.5s̈at
2
a + ṡctc + ṡct+ 0.5s̈dt

2, ṡ(t) = ṡc + s̈dt, s̈(t) = s̈d

For settling phase t > ta + tc + td

x(t) = x0 + 0.5aat
2
a + vctc + vctd + 0.5adt

2
d ẋ(t) = [0], ẍ(t) = [0]

s(t) = 0.5s̈at
2
a + ṡctc + ṡctd + 0.5s̈dt

2
d = 1, ṡ(t) = 0, s̈(t) = 0

In the above, the function s(t) represents a time varying scaling factor used for the

Spherical Linear Interpolation (SLERP) [96] between initial and target orientation as

per Equation 3.4, where Ω = arccos(q0 · qt) describes the angle subtended by the arc of

rotation. SLERP yields a Euclidean space orientation variation along the shortest arc

(i.e. the geodesic) and is therefore incorporated in the trajectory planning mechanism

for RPsDT.

qi =

[
sin(1− s(t))Ω

sin(Ω)

]
q0 +

[
sin(s(t)Ω)

sin(Ω)

]
qt (3.4)

Corresponding joint position trajectories are subsequently computed by kinematic in-

version and joint velocity commands follow simply from differentiation between the

previous and current joint position commands as shown in Figure 3.4. While an ana-

lytical computation of joint velocities based on exact quaternion derivatives along the

path specified by Equation 3.4 followed by inversion of the differential kinematics would

be preferable, the smoothness, short time steps and low velocities for RPsDT motions

mean that no significant discrepancies arise. Instead, computational time is saved while

the axis position control loops are responsible for compensating the small inaccuracies.

Figure 3.4: Joint space command generation from Cartesian space trajectories.
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3.5 Modelling of the Hose-Drogue Assembly

This section presents the model development for use in the numerical substructure of

the hybrid test. It follows the framework in Figure 3.1 and comprises a dynamic model

for the hose-drogue assembly and flight regime. It is important to note that this phase

of testing is primarily concerned with understanding the behaviour of the drogue itself,

not the interaction of the drogue and a specific tanker/receiver combination. Hence,

bow wave, wake vortices, gusts and other atmospheric disturbances are deliberately

excluded from the tests and studies incorporating these effects can follow on from this

work once the method has been proven. Nevertheless, the interested reader is pointed

to [19, 23] for information on the modelling of these aspects.

The derivation of the hose model which is presented in the following, builds primarily

on the lumped mass modelling approach described in [19]. While more sophisticated

methods for the modelling of towed and tethered cable systems exist (e.g. [97]), the

work in [19] has been partly validated against experimental flight data and is conse-

quently chosen as the basis for the model development. Here, the original approach

from [19] has been revised in an attempt to accommodate for the reel-in action of

the HDU by uniformly shortening individual hose segments while accounting for the

corresponding mass transfer effects; thereby achieving a uniform spatial resolution for

individual hose segments (which increases during reel-in) throughout the entire sim-

ulation without having to model the process of winding the hose onto a drum. The

underlying considerations in the development of the modified hose model are described

in the following.

Consider a hose-drogue assembly represented by a finite segment model of n interlinked

masses as shown in Figure 3.5a). Beginning at the hose-exit point on the refuelling

pod, i.e. the tow point, the first n − 1 segments represent individual hose elements as

cylindrical rigid links connected by frictionless spherical joints. The mass of each link

is concentrated at the link end, i.e. the location of the spherical joint connecting to the

next hose segment. This is also the location of external load application. The lengths

of all hose links can change uniformly to shorten or elongate the hose depending on

the action of the HDU which is modelled as a separate entity that solely dictates the

reel-in force, hose segment lengths and derivatives in each time step.

As opposed to current modelling approaches which reduce the drogue to a single lumped

mass at the end of the hose and constrain its movement to the receiver aircraft’s motion

profile upon coupling, here the drogue is treated as the complete final link of the chain.
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a) b)

Figure 3.5: a) Structure of lumped parameter model and tow point/tanker frame as-
signment. b) Contact force application to drogue COG and ball joint to reproduce
experimentally measured contact moment (here about negative Y-axis) on the ball
joint of the hose model.

Hence, the drogue is represented as a rigid body (not just a point mass) which can

change position and orientation. To this end, the second-last mass (i.e lump mass

n − 1) in the lumped parameter model is taken to be representative of the ball-joint

while the n-th mass represents the drogue’s COG and the length of the n-th link ln

corresponds with the distance from ball-joint to the drogue’s COG. This results in

an important advantage for the hybrid test: The contact forces and moments that

develop throughout the coupling phase can be directly applied to the drogue making

the assumption of instantaneous successful coupling obsolete while effects of off-centre

hits and corresponding transient dynamics (such as drogue tipping) throughout the

coupling phase can be accurately accounted for. Given that the measured mass and

moment of inertia for the drogue is used in this configuration, the drogue’s inertial

properties are properly included in the numerical simulation to compensate this missing

information from the expanded timescales of the PsD tests.

The application of contact forces and moments as measured from the experimental

substructure is illustrated in Figure 3.5b). Significantly, contact forces acting on the

drogue during the coupling phase of the maneuvers are directly applied at the ball joint,

while the contact torques are applied as equivalent forces acting on ball joint and drogue

COG as per Equation 3.5. In addition, the entire hose-drogue assembly is subjected

to gravitational and aerodynamic loads. Viscous friction is only introduced for the

ball joint, while the joints connecting individual hose links are assumed frictionless.

By contrast, bending forces are applied to individual hose links and act to straighten

consecutive hose elements but do not act across the ball joint onto the drogue link.

These bending forces are computed from Timoshenko’s beam theory as shown in [18].
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Fn = −Fbj =


0

−MZ/ln

MY /ln

 (3.5)

The motion of all members in the hose-drogue assembly is expressed with reference to

the tanker’s coordinate frame which has the same orientation as the tow point frame

in Figure 3.5a). The dynamics of the tanker itself are not modelled; it is assumed to

be in straight, level flight at constant velocity of 200m/s (720km/h) and altitude of 8, 000m.

That is, the tanker motion is assumed undisturbed regardless of the simulated flight

regime. This simplifies the analysis of the dynamics of the hose-drogue assembly by

neglecting any hose-excitement induced by tanker motion. As the analysis focuses on

the contact and coupling dynamics, this assumption does not present a limiting factor.

The frame assignment for receiver probe and drogue complies with Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Frame assignment for probe and drogue.

3.5.1 Kinematics & Differential Kinematics

Recall that each member in the rigid body chain of the hose-drogue assembly has its

reference frame located at the lumped mass position that is coincident with the spherical

joint connecting to the next member down the hose. Now consider an arbitrary section

of this chain, such as the system shown in Figure 3.8a), that is defined by a group of

three consecutive lumped masses which are interconnected by two links. By convention,

the central lumped mass is denoted with index k while indices j = k − 1 and l = k + 1 are

used to describe the two lumped masses located to either side of the centre piece, i.e.

hose upwards and hose downwards respectively. This notation is adopted throughout

the following sections.
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Note that, when ignoring hose twist, i.e. locking rotations about the X-axis of all

spherical joints, the orientation of each link’s reference frame with respect to the tanker

follows from the Euler Y-Z rotation sequence. Thus, the orientation of the k-th link

with respect to the tanker can be written as:

Rtk = RY,θky
RZ,θkz

(3.6)

where Rtk represents the rotation matrix mapping the frame of the k-th lumped mass

with respect to the tanker’s frame t and RY,θky
describes the rotation matrix resulting

from a rotation about tanker axis Y by angle θky . Analogously, this applies to RZ,θkz
.

The aim of this section is to provide a full description of the kinematics and differential

kinematics of the hose-drogue assembly under consideration of the reel-in and pay-out

action by the HDU. To this end, the HDU is treated as a separate entity with its own

dynamics that solely dictates the hose length and changes in hose length which are then

incorporated into the hose-drogue model. This is achieved by imposing proportional

length-changes onto the individual hose-segments. Obviously, the last link of the hose-

drogue model (i.e. the drogue link) is unaffected by the HDU action and remains at

constant length.

Given that the hose-segment length follows from the HDU behaviour, and noting from

Equation 3.6 that a system of n lumped masses is completely described by 2n DOF,

θky , θkz for k = 1, 2, ..., n are used as a minimal description of the hose-drogue configuration.

Taking this as the origin of the derivation, the remainder of this section aims to establish

expressions of the relative and absolute lumped mass positions and velocities with

respect to the tanker’s frame of reference.

Note that based on the frame assignment in Figure 3.5 and according to the definition

in Equation 3.6, the unit vector in the X-direction of the k-th link, i.e. nkx
, points

along the k-th link towards the previous, i.e. the j-th lumped mass. These unit vectors

are of particular importance for the development of the equations of motion and can

be written in terms of the unit vectors of the tanker frame (ntx ,nty ,ntz) as follows:

ntkx
= cθky cθkzntx + sθkznty − sθky cθkzntz =


cθky cθkz

sθkz

−sθky cθkz

 (3.7)

where sθky,z = sin(θky,z ) and cθky,z = cos(θky,z ).

The absolute position of the k-th lumped mass in the tanker’s reference frame can then
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be evaluated as the sum of the preceding lumped mass position rtj and the relative

position of the k-th lumped mass with respect to the j-th lumped mass ptk as given by:

rtk = rtj + ptk (3.8)

Then, from Equation 3.8, the relative position ptk is simply given as the product of the

scalar link length lk and the negated unit vector pointing along the k-th link:

ptk = rtk − rtj = −lknkx
= lk


−cθky cθkz
−sθkz
sθky cθkz

 (3.9)

Thus, starting from the tow point, the individual lumped mass positions can be com-

puted recursively and expressions for the velocities and accelerations of the lumped

masses follow from differentiation:

vtk = vtj + ṗtk (3.10)

and

atk = atj + p̈tk (3.11)

Recalling that the first n− 1 links change length in equal proportions at equal rates to

accommodate for the pay out/reel-in action of the HDU, the lumped masses along the

hose have velocities and accelerations induced by link length changes whereas these

terms disappear for the drogue link which is of constant length. Hence,

FOR ALL HOSE LINKS: 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1

ṗtk = vtk − vtj =
∂ptk
∂θky

θ̇ky +
∂ptk
∂θkz

θ̇kz +
∂ptk
∂lk

l̇k (3.12)

p̈tk = atk − atj

=
d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

θ̇ky +
∂ptk
∂θkz

θ̇kz +
∂ptk
∂lk

l̇k

]

=
d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

]
θ̇ky +

(
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̈ky +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

]
θ̇kz +

(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̈kz +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂lk

]
l̇k +

(
∂ptk
∂lk

)
l̈k

(3.13)

Multiplying both sides of Equation 3.13 with ∂pt
k

∂θky
and ∂pt

k
∂θkz

respectively, yields Equa-
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tion 3.14 and Equation 3.15:

(
atk − atj

)( ∂ptk
∂θky

)
=

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

](
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̇ky +

(
∂ptk
∂θky

)(
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̈ky +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

](
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̇kz

+

(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)(
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̈kz +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂lk

](
∂ptk
∂θky

)
l̇k +

(
∂ptk
∂lk

)(
∂ptk
∂θky

)
l̈k

(3.14)

(
atk − atj

)( ∂ptk
∂θkz

)
=

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

](
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̇ky +

(
∂ptk
∂θky

)(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̈ky +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

](
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̇kz

+

(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̈kz +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂lk

](
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
l̇k +

(
∂ptk
∂lk

)(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
l̈k

(3.15)

Noting that ∂pt
k

∂θky
and ∂pt

k
∂θkz

are mutually perpendicular, the scalar products
(
∂pt

k
∂θky

)(
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
vanish and individual equations for θ̈ky and θ̈kz can be obtained as follows:

θ̈ky =

(
atk − atj

)(
∂pt

k

∂θky

)
− d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂θky

] (
∂pt

k

∂θky

)
θ̇ky − d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂θkz

] (
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
θ̇kz − d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂lk

] (
∂pt

k

∂θky

)
l̇k −

(
∂pt

k

∂lk

)(
∂pt

k

∂θky

)
l̈k

(
∂pt

k

∂θky

)(
∂pt

k

∂θky

)

(3.16)

θ̈kz =

(
atk − atj

)(
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
− d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂θky

] (
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
θ̇ky − d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂θkz

] (
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
θ̇kz − d

dt

[
∂pt

k

∂lk

] (
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
l̇k −

(
∂pt

k

∂lk

)(
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)
l̈k

(
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)(
∂pt

k

∂θkz

)

(3.17)

where explicit forms for all partial derivatives and their respective time derivatives are

given by:

∂ptk
∂θky

= lk


sθky cθkz

0

cθky cθkz

 (3.18)

∂ptk
∂θkz

= lk


cθkysθkz

−cθkz
−sθkysθkz

 (3.19)

∂ptk
∂lk

=


−cθky cθkz
−sθkz
sθky cθkz

 (3.20)

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

]
=


sθky cθkz l̇k + lkcθky cθkz θ̇ky − lksθkysθkz θ̇kz

0

cθky cθkz l̇k − lksθky cθkz θ̇ky − lkcθkysθkz θ̇kz

 (3.21)

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

]
=


cθkysθkz l̇k − lksθkysθkz θ̇ky + lkcθky cθkz θ̇kz

−cθkz l̇k + lksθkz θ̇kz

−sθkysθkz l̇k − lkcθky sθkz θ̇ky − lksθky cθkz θ̇kz

 (3.22)
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d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂lk

]
=


sθky cθkz θ̇ky + cθky sθkz θ̇kz

−cθkz θ̇kz
cθky cθkz θ̇ky − sθky sθkz θ̇kz

 (3.23)

SIMILARLY FOR DROGUE LINK: k = n

l̇k = l̈k = 0

ṗtk =
∂ptk
∂θky

θ̇ky +
∂ptk
∂θkz

θ̇kz (3.24)

p̈tk =
d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

θ̇ky +
∂ptk
∂θkz

θ̇kz +
∂ptk
∂lk

l̇k

]

=
d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

]
θ̇ky +

(
∂ptk
∂θky

)
θ̈ky +

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

]
θ̇kz +

(
∂ptk
∂θkz

)
θ̈kz

(3.25)

Following the same procedure as above i.e. taking scalar products with
(
∂pt

k
∂θky

)
and(

∂pt
k

∂θkz

)
respectively and accounting for the fact that

(
∂pt

k
∂θky

)(
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
= 0, yields:

θ̈ky =

(
atk − atj

)(
∂pt

k
∂θky

)
− d
dt

[
∂pt

k
∂θky

](
∂pt

k
∂θky

)
θ̇ky −

d
dt

[
∂pt

k
∂θkz

](
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
θ̇kz(

∂pt
k

∂θky

)(
∂pt

k
∂θky

) (3.26)

θ̈kz =

(
atk − atj

)(
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
− d
dt

[
∂pt

k
∂θky

](
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
θ̇ky −

d
dt

[
∂pt

k
∂θkz

](
∂pt

k
∂θkz

)
θ̇kz(

∂pt
k

∂θkz

)(
∂pt

k
∂θkz

) (3.27)

Where explicit forms for all partial derivatives and their respective time derivatives are

given by:

∂ptk
∂θky

= lk


sθky cθkz

0

cθky cθkz

 (3.28)

∂ptk
∂θkz

= lk


cθkysθkz

−cθkz
−sθkysθkz

 (3.29)

d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θky

]
=


lkcθky cθkz θ̇ky − lksθkysθkz θ̇kz

0

−lksθky cθkz θ̇ky − lkcθkysθkz θ̇kz

 (3.30)
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d

dt

[
∂ptk
∂θkz

]
=


−lksθky sθkz θ̇ky + lkcθky cθkz θ̇kz

lksθkz θ̇kz

−lkcθkysθkz θ̇ky − lksθky cθkz θ̇kz

 (3.31)

Preliminary Recapitulation

The above derivation, in particular expressions in Equation 3.16 and Equation 3.17 (for

the hose links) and Equation 3.26 and Equation 3.27 (for the drogue link), show that

the angular link accelerations are a function of the linear lumped mass accelerations,

the link angles and angular velocities, the link lengths as well as their first and second

derivatives and, of course, time:

θ̈ky,z = f
(
atk,a

t
j , θky,z , θ̇ky,z , lk, l̇k, l̈k, t

)
(3.32)

Given that these parameters are known at each simulation step, either by initial condi-

tions or as the result of numerical integration of θ̈ky and θ̈kz in previous time steps, the

second derivatives of the link orientations can be calculated explicitly throughout the

simulation. In turn, numerical integration will yield estimates for the link angles and

their angular velocities in the next time step. The computation of the linear lumped

mass accelerations is discussed next.

3.5.2 Dynamics

As stated in Section 1.2 and outlined by Figure 3.1 in particular, the in-flight dynamics

of the hose-drogue assembly are directly influenced by a variety of external forces as-

sociated with the contact scenario and flight regime as well as internal restoring forces

that develop in response to hose bending. In addition to these factors, the reel-in and

pay-out action by the HDU may have a further significant effect on the system dynam-

ics. In practice, adequate hose take-up upon contact is of utmost importance to avoid

the formation of excessive hose slack and the onset of large amplitude oscillations that

may turn into hose whip if left uncompensated for. Thus, the integration of an accu-

rate model for the HDU action is a necessity. While the topology of the chosen lumped

parameter modelling approach lends itself to the application of the environmental and

structural forces by nodal excitation, a model of the hose reel-in process onto a drum

would typically require the definition of additional constraint equations to accurately

account for hose take-up. However, this would inevitably lead to an increased model

complexity and add to the computational expense and implementation difficulty. Con-
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sequently an alternative mechanism based on adaptive finite segment sizes is proposed

and evaluated in this section. To this end, the lengths of the hose links are uniformly

reduced throughout the reel-in process while impulsive forces are applied to individual

lumped masses to account for the corresponding changes in linear momentum that is

associated with the mass transfer from hose to HDU. A uniform increase in the mod-

els spatial resolution throughout the reel-in process at little computational cost is a

favourable by-product of this approach. The implementation of this model is described

over the following sections.

Recall that hose and HDU are treated as separated but dynamically coupled entities.

During reel-in, the reel-in force produced by the HDU is directly applied to m1 and

assumed to act along nx1 , i.e. the unit vector pointing in the X-direction of the first

link, at all times. Note that this has the same effect as modelling the tow point as

a frictionless roller that does not change the nominal cable forces. The reel-in force

accelerates the hose leading to the uniform length reductions of the individual links as

described above. Evidently, length reductions must go along with reductions in link

masses. Consequently, mass transfer effects have to be considered in order to formulate

a complete model. To this end, a mechanism is proposed whereby individual lumped

masses along the hose can gain and expel small masses while corresponding changes in

linear momentum are accounted for.

Consider the schematic shown in Figure 3.7a) which illustrates the mass transfer during

reel-in. Starting at the hose end and given that the last mass mn stays constant, mass

m(n−1) is the first lump mass to expel a small mass δm to mn−2, i.e the next mass hose-

upwards. In turn, mass m(n−2) gains this small mass δm and instantaneously expels the

equivalent of 2δm to lump mass m(n−3). This procedure continues until the first lumped

mass down the hose m1 gains (n−2)δm and expels (n−1)δm (which is equivalent to the total

loss of hose mass in one simulation step) to the HDU. For the final mass transfer off the

hose, a virtual tow point velocity is assumed such the small mass (n − 1)δm undergoes

a change in velocity from vt1 to vthdu = wdrdR
t
Y,θduct

ntx , where θduct is the duct angle of

the refuelling pod, wdis the drum speed and the drum radius is given by rd as shown

in Figure 3.7. The process of gaining and expelling masses is assumed to occur over

the small time period δt, and average impulsive forces f act on both the incremental

masses and the lumped masses as part of the mass capture and mass loss process.

Considering the more generic hose segment shown in (Figure 3.8), it follows that mass

mk gains (n− l)δm from ml and expels (n−k)δm to mj. Further note that mk is acted upon

by f lk and f
j
k
, the tension forces tk and tl as well as Qk, i.e the sum of aerodynamic,

gravitational and hose bending forces. Here, f lk and f
j
k

are the average impulsive forces
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a) b)

Figure 3.7: a) Mass transfer mechanism during reel in at hose end. b) Schematic of
HDU and refuelling pod.

.

over δt due to the mass transfer of (n − l)δm from ml to mk and (n − k)δm from mk to

mj respectively. From the free body diagram in Figure 3.8b), impulse and changes in

linear momentum can be equated as follows:

Perspective of gained mass (n− l)δm:

−f lkδt = (n− l)δm
[
(vtk + δvtk)− vtl

]
(3.33)

Perspective of expelled mass (n− k)δm:

−fj
k
δt = (n− k)δm

[
(vtj + δvtj)− vtk

]
(3.34)

a) b)

Figure 3.8: a) Mass transfer mechanism illustrated for generic mass mk. b) Free body
diagram for generic mass mk

.
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Perspective of mk:

[
Qtk + ttk + ttl

]
δt+ f lkδt+ f

j
k
δt = mk

[
(vtk + δvtk)− vtk

]
(3.35)

Substituting Equation 3.33 and Equation 3.34 into Equation 3.35 yields:

[
Qtk + ttk + ttl

]
δt− (n− l)δm

[
(vtk + δvtk)− vtl

]
− (n− k)δm

[
(vtj + δvtj)− vtk

]
= mk

[
vtk + δvtk − vtk

]
(3.36)

and dividing by δt yields:

Qtk + ttk + ttl − (n− l)
[
(vtk + δvtk)− vtl

] δm
δt
− (n− k)

[
(vtj + δvtj)− vtk

] δm
δt

= mk
δvtk
δt

(3.37)

Taking the limits δm → 0, δt → 0, δvtk → 0 and δvtj → 0 gives δm
δt →

dm
dt , vt

k
δt →

dvt
k

dt = atk,
δmδv

t
k

δt =
δmδv

t
j

δt = 0 Equation 3.37 can be restated as:

Qtk + ttk + ttl − (n− l)
[
vtk − vtl

] dm
dt
− (n− k)

[
vtj − vtk

] dm
dt

= mka
t
k

(3.38)

and recalling the definition of the relative lumped mass velocities as per Equation 3.12,

the expressions in Equation 3.38 can be further reduced to:

Qtk + ttk + ttl + (n− l)ṗtl
dm

dt
+ (n− k)ṗtk

dm

dt
= mka

t
k

(3.39)

Equivalently, the motion equation for the j-th lump mass can be written as:

Qtj + ttj + ttk + (n− k)ṗtk
dm

dt
+ (n− j)ṗtj

dm

dt
= mja

t
j (3.40)

Note that the expressions (n− k)ṗtk
dm
dt + (n− j)ṗtj

dm
dt and (n− l)ṗtl

dm
dt + (n− k)ṗtk

dm
dt are forces

acting on the lumped mass to account for the change in linear momentum due to the link

mass change and if ignored the expressions reduce to those stated in [19]. Further note

that Equation 3.39 and Equation 3.40 cannot be solved on their own, but tension forces

need to be computed such that link length constraints are satisfied. This is done by

combining the individual motion equations with algebraic constraint equations to form

a system of differential-algebraic equations. Tension forces that satisfy the constraints

can then be computed and subsequently applied to the motion equations in order to

solve for the lumped mass accelerations. To this end, it is convenient to restate the

motion equations as shown in Equation 3.41 and Equation 3.42 respectively, where the

individual tension forces have been separated into their norm and the unit vector of

the link they are acting along. In addition, the terms P tj = Qtj + (n− k)ṗtk
dm
dt + (n− j)ṗtj

dm
dt
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and P tk = Qtk + (n − l)ṗtl
dm
dt + (n − k)ṗtk

dm
dt have been defined to account for the sum of all

forces (except tension forces) and µj and µk are the inverse masses respectively.

atj = µj

(
P tj + |ttj |n

t
jx
− |ttk|n

t
kx

)
(3.41)

atk = µk

(
P tk + |ttk|n

t
kx
− |ttl |n

t
lx

)
(3.42)

Definition of Constraint Equations

Starting from Equation 3.43, where all parameters are functions of time, it can be shown

(Appendix B) that a constraint equation to solve the system is given by Equation 3.44.

Note from Figure 3.7b) that a positive drum speed +ve wd acts to shorten the hose and

that the term n− 1 represents the number of links with variable length. Also note, that

from this point onwards the superscript t is discontinued but all vectors are expressed

in the tanker frame unless otherwise stated.

pkpk = l2k (3.43)

(
ak − aj

)
nkx

= lkṅ
2
kx
− l̈k = lkṅ

2
kx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

(3.44)

Similarly, Equation 3.45 is obtained for the drogue link (k = n) where link length ln is

not a function of time: (
an − a(n−1)

)
nnx = lnṅ

2
nx

(3.45)

Assembling the Differential-Algebraic Equations

Substituting Equation 3.41 and Equation 3.42 into Equation 3.44 for all hose-links and

into Equation 3.45 for the drogue link, yields a set of linear-algebraic equations which

can be re-written in matrix form to produce a tri-diagonal matrix of tension coefficients.

This is detailed on a case by case basis in the following:

FOR LUMPED MASS k = 1 (first row)

Constraint equation is given by:

(a1 − a0)n1x
= l1ṅ

2
1x

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

(3.46)

Here, the acceleration of the first lumped mass a1 follows from the motion equation
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below while the tow point remains static and hence a0 = [0].

a1 = µ1 (P1 + t1 + t2) (3.47)

Substitution yields:

[
µ1P1 + µ1|t1|n1x

− µ2|t2|n2x
− a0

]
n1x

= l1ṅ
2
1x

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

µ1
(
n1x

n1x

)
|t1| − µ1

(
n2x

n1x

)
|t2| = l1ṅ

2
1x

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

− µ1
[
P1n1x

]
+
(
a0n1x

)
µ1|t1| − µ1

(
n2x

n1x

)
|t2| = l1ṅ

2
1x

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

− µ1
[
P1n1x

]
(3.48)

FOR LUMPED MASS k = 2 TO k = n− 2 (second row to third last row)

Constraint equation is given by Equation 3.44 and motion equations are given by

Equation 3.41 and Equation 3.42 respectively. Substitution yields:

[
µkPk + µk|tk|nkx

− µk|tl|nlx − µjPj − µj |tj |njx + µj |tk|nkx

]
nkx

= lkṅ
2
kx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

−µj
(
njxnkx

)
|tj |+

(
µj + µk

)
|tk| − µk

(
nkx

nlx
)
|tl| = lkṅ

2
kx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

− µk
(
Pknkx

)
+ µj

(
Pjnkx

)
−µj

(
njxnkx

)
|tj |+

(
µj + µk

)
|tk| − µk

(
nkx

nlx
)
|tl| = lkṅ

2
kx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

+
(
µjPj − µkPk

)
nkx

(3.49)

FOR LUMPED MASS k = n− 1 (second-last row)

The second-last lumped mass is representative of the ball-joint & reception coupling. It

is this mass that is constrained to follow the acceleration profile of the receiver aircraft

when probe and drogue are successfully coupled. The last mass represents the drogue’s

COG and the subscripts bj and n are introduced to denote the last and second-last

lumped masses respectively. Two different cases need to be considered:

(CASE A) BALL-JOINT IS NOT COUPLED TO NOZZLE:

In this case the equations for k = 2 to k = n-2 apply, i.e.:
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−µ(n−2)

(
n(n−2)x

nbjx

)
|t(n−2)|+

(
µ(n−2) + µbj

)
|tbj | − µbj

(
nbjxnnx

)
|tn| =

lbjṅ
2
kx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

+
(
µ(n−2)P(n−2) − µbjPbj

)
nbjx

(3.50)

(CASE B) BALL-JOINT IS COUPLED TO NOZZLE:

Upon coupling the ball-joint follows the externally imposed acceleration pattern of the

receiver aircraft, i.e.:

ak = abj = anoz (3.51)

As before, aj is given by:

aj = a(n−2) = µ(n−2)

(
P(n−2) + |t(n−2)|n(n−2)x

− |tbj |nbjx
)

(3.52)

and the constraint equation is given by:

(
abj − a(n−2)

)
nbjx = lbjṅ

2
bjx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

(3.53)

Substitution yields:

anoznbjx − µ(n−2)

(
P(n−2)nbjx

)
− µ(n−2)

(
nbjxn(n−2)x

)
|t(n−2)|+ µ(n−2)|tbj | = lbjṅ

2
bjx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

− µ(n−2)

(
nbjxn(n−2)x

)
|t(n−2)|+ µ(n−2)|tbj | = lbjṅ

2
bjx

+
ẇdrd
n− 1

− anoznbjx + µ(n−2)

(
P(n−2)nbjx

)
(3.54)

FOR LAST LINK k = n (last row)

(CASE A) BALL-JOINT IS NOT COUPLED TO NOZZLE:

There is no l-th link further down the chain.

ak = an = µn (Pn + tn) (3.55)

aj = abj = µbj

(
Pbj + tbj + tn

)
(3.56)
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Both of the above expressions must be used with the constant length constrained below:

(
an − abj

)
nnx = lnṅ

2
nx

(3.57)

This gives:

µnPnnnx + µn|tn|nnxnnx − µbjPbjnnx − µbj |tbj |nbjxnnx + µbj |tn|nnxnnx = lnṅ
2
nx

−µbj
(
nbjxnnx

)
|tbj |+

(
µn + µbj

)
|tn| = lnṅ

2
nx

+
(
µbjPbj − µnPn

)
nnx

(3.58)

(CASE B) BALL-JOINT IS COUPLED TO NOZZLE:

The ball joint is treated as the effective hose end and follows the receiver motion while

the drogue link is artificially aligned with the refuelling probe. No further equation

needs to be established.

Matrix Form

From the descriptions above, the algebraic differential equations can be directly as-

sembled in matrix form. For the uncoupled case ‘CASE A’ and a generic system of

N links and 2N DOF, the result is a system of simultaneous equations of the form

[AA][|tA|] = [FA], where [AA] is a tridiagonal matrix of tension coefficients of size NxN,

[|tA|] is an Nx1 vector formed of the absolute values of the link tensions and [FB ] is an

Nx1 vector of excitation forces applied to the individual lumped masses.

In analogy to this, a system of the form [AB ][|tB |] = [FB ]] can be formed for ‘CASE

B’ where probe and drogue are successfully coupled. Since the ball joint is constraint

to the receiver aircraft motion in this case, the last row becomes superfluous and [AB ]

reduces to size (N − 1)x(N − 1) while the length of vectors [|tB |] and [FB ] is equivalently

reduced to (N − 1). The complete matrix systems for the uncoupled and coupled cases

are shown in Equation 3.59 and Equation 3.60 respectively.
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3.5.3 Model Evaluation

For evaluation purposes, the model developed over the previous sections is compared

to two reference models, both of which have also been created by the author. For

convenience, the model that was developed over the previous sections shall be referred to

as ‘Model A’ while the reference models created by the author are designated as ‘Model

B’ and ‘Model C’ respectively. While ‘Model A’ was implemented from first principles

as per the equations outlined above, ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ have been created in

Simscape as rigid body systems with fixed link lengths and incorporate constraints to

reproduce the reel-in behaviour. Note that the Simscape modelling tool was chosen

(as opposed to a further implementation from first principles), since it reduces the

modelling effort to the concatenation and parametrisation of interconnected lumped

masses, revolute joints and appropriate rigid body transformations (see Figure 3.9).

By the author’s judgement, this provides a quicker and less error prone way for the

modelling of simple systems.

For simplicity, the reel-in constraints in ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ do not cause the hose

to be wound onto a drum but instead the hose is drawn in linearly in the direction of

the duct by a prismatic actuator while torsional spring-damper systems are activated

as the links move past the tow point and enter the duct on the refuelling pod. These

spring-damper systems produce constraint torques on the spherical joints that force

the relative angles between consecutive hose links to zero, thereby aligning the links in

the direction of the hose duct. An extract of the underlying Simscape model topology

for ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ is shown in Figure 3.9.

A comparative study of the reel-in behaviour of the three models is outlined over the

following pages.
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The reel-in behaviour of the three models is evaluated in simulation. At the start of

the simulation the hose is extended to its full pay-out length of 27m and trailed from a

centrally mounted fuselage refuelling pod. The hose exit point on the refuelling pod is

defined as the tow point and located at rttp = [−21.14, 0, 0.5] with respect to the tanker’s

centre of gravity. For ‘Model A’ and ‘Model B’ the hose is discretised into 19 segments

followed by a final 0.3m drogue segment. For comparison, ‘Model C’ has twice the spa-

tial resolution along the hose (i.e. 38 hose links plus 1 drogue link). As such, ‘Model

C’ serves as a reference model that provides improved accuracy and shows how closely

a solution is converged to a continuous model.

In order to emphasise the effects of the reel-in dynamics, all external forces (includ-

ing gravity, aerodynamics, hose bending and ball-joint friction) are deactivated and

the hose configuration is initialised to an S-shape in the X-Z plane. The latter con-

figuration is regarded as a particularly convenient means of tracking and highlighting

shape changes over the course of the reel-in process. Intuitively, it can be expected

that the hose slack provided by the two ‘humps’ along the S-shape will be successively

reduced before the drogue begins to accelerate significantly. In addition, to the quan-

titative comparisons between all three models, such observations enable qualitative

judgements to be made about the soundness of the modelling approaches.

For the tests at hand, the HDU is commanded to reel-in the hose by a length of

5( 2719 )m = 7.11m in 5s which is equivalent to the nominal length of the first 5 links for

‘Model A’ and ‘Model B’ (or first 10 links for ‘Model C’). The time variation of the

reel-in commands is given by a 5-th order polynomial subject to zero velocity and

zero acceleration boundary conditions. Identical controllers are defined for all models

Figure 3.10: HDU controller.
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(Figure 3.10). These include an acceleration based feed forward controller to overcome

the equivalent linear inertia md = 100kg of the HDU as well as position and velocity

feedback loops with (gains Kp = 1000Nm and Kv = 100 N
(m/s)

) respectively for residual error

compensation.

The commanded HDU trajectories and the efficacy of the controller are shown in Fig-

ure 3.11. Despite a crude tuning of the controller gains and the absence of an integral

error loop, the tracking performance is adequate, not least due to the smoothness of

the command trajectories. Furthermore, the reel-in profiles of the individual models

are sufficiently similar to make a ‘fair’ comparison of the resulting hose dynamics. Dis-

crepancies in the reel-in behaviour between ‘Model A’ and ‘Model B’ / ‘Model C’ arise

primarily from constraint torques in ‘Model B’ / ‘Model C’ provided by the activation

of the torsional spring damper systems. These manifest themselves as disturbances to

Figure 3.11: HDU command tracking during reel-in action. Reel-in action starts at 0.5s

and ends at 5.5s.
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the reel-in process which is well pronounced in the velocity and acceleration profiles

in Figure 3.11c)/d). The extend to which the hose dynamics are affected by these

artificial constraints throughout the reel-in process are further examined below.

A direct comparison of the drogue trajectories from all models (Figure 3.12) reveals

an expectedly close match between ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ which only differ based

on the number of hose links. By contrast, the X-motion of ‘Model A’ lags significantly

behind the response of ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’, i.e the hose-drogue assembly in

‘Model A’ experiences a less drastic horizontal acceleration than ‘Model B’ and ‘Model

C’ respectively. Although discrepancies exist also on the vertical Z-axis and for the

drogue link orientation θY , these are less pronounced meaning that a similar shape is

developed by all models as the hose is drawn in. This is also confirmed by the time

history of the hose configurations in Figure 3.13. Here, a great level of similarity in the

qualitative behaviour of the hose models is revealed and the effects of the constraint

springs in ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ are clearly visible, for instance at time 2.0s.
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Figure 3.12: Drogue trajectories during reel-in.
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Figure 3.13: Time history of hose configurations during reel-in process.
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The observed discrepancies, in particular the differences in the horizontal acceleration

between ‘Model A’ and ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ may result from the energy gain

associated with the constraint activation in ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’ that forces the

lumped masses to align with the hose duct. Fundamentally, such constraints would

be similar to suddenly activated torsional springs at the tow point of ‘Model A’ as

new hose segment enter the duct on the refuelling pod. However, given that the tow

point in ‘Model A’ is represented as a frictionless roller, no equivalent energy gain is

introduced, meaning that the hose responds slower and eventually forms a wider arch

as it is drawn into the duct.

3.6 Recapitulation

This chapter has outlined the proposed methodology for conducting hybrid tests of

the contact and coupling phase in AAR maneuvers. A framework was introduced

by which industrial robots physically reproduce the relative motion of the refuelling

hardware in a step-wise pseudo-dynamic fashion to acquire experimental contact force

measurements that are subsequently fed back to a numerical simulation. The latter

includes models for a tanker and receiver aircraft, the hose-drogue assembly and a

flight regime. The test method and procedure have been discussed and architectural

as well as implementation considerations, including a dedicated trajectory planning

and execution mechanism, have been proposed for test integration with ABB IRC5

controllers.

A popular finite segment/lumped parameter modelling approach for towed and teth-

ered cable systems was extended to provide a more elaborate and computationally

efficient model for the reel-in dynamics. While the underlying finite segment/lumped

parameter modelling approach was found to be widely accepted for the modelling of the

hose-drogue assembly, prominent implementations such as [19] either did not provide

a mechanism for hose take-up or incorporated a questionable implementation whereby

a first link of excessive length was employed and artificially shrunk to account for the

reel-in effect [20]. To improve upon this, an enhanced model was developed which ac-

counts for the reel-in process using adaptive finite segment sizes. This enables the hose

links to shrink uniformly throughout the reel-in process while the dynamics associated

with the mass transfer from hose to HDU are accurately accounted for. The computa-

tional efficiency and inherent increase in spatial resolution of the finite segment model

throughout the reel-in process are factors that distinguish the author’s model from

other models currently available in the literature.
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For evaluation purposes, the hose take-up mechanism presented in [20] was deemed

unsuitable and instead two separate reference models, i.e ‘Model B’ and ‘Model C’,

incorporating reel-in constraints were created to contrast the hose take-up dynamics.

By direct comparison, a close qualitative match of the hose dynamics during the reel-in

process could be revealed, however quantitative discrepancies arising from an apparent

energy gain associated with the constraint activation in the reference models were

also highlighted. This energy gain was primarily manifested as an increase in the

hose acceleration and led the author to the conclusion that his proposed model, i.e.

‘Model A’ provides a physically more accurate representation of the reel-in dynamics.

Nevertheless, at this stage the model evaluation has to be considered inconclusive with

regard to the validity and level of sophistication of the proposed modelling approach

and future work is needed to further substantiate this claim. To this end, ‘Model

A’ may be adapted to include an equivalent constraint torque at the tow point in order

to align the dynamic behaviour of the developed and reference models quantitatively.

In the following chapters, the proposed methodical developments are first implemented

and evaluated at scale in preliminary tests before being ported to the RMR for full-scale

testing. Since the development and evaluation of the hose model was not completed

at the time the experimental work was conducted, the author resorted to the model

described in [20] for the tests in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively, meaning that

the hose segments are shrunk sequentially without any dynamic compensation.
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Chapter 4

Preliminary Tests

This chapter is publication-based and comprises a conference paper in Section 4.1 as

well as a more comprehensive journal article in Section 4.2. Both publications outline

early tests that were conducted by the author to assess the capabilities of the RPsDT

method for the application to AAR scenarios and evaluated architectural implementa-

tions as well as proposed motion control schemes. The presented experimental work

was carried out at the Bath robotics laboratory in an attempt to ready the development

of the RPsDT method for the full scale tests at the RMR presented in Chapter 5.

The conference paper in Section 4.1 focuses on a comparative study of a simple and

easily reproducible experimental contact scenario between a rigid mass and a compliant

object and the corresponding emulation of this scenario based on the RPsDT method.

The ability of the RPsDT method to capture the non-linear stiffness properties of the

experimental specimen including structural damping due to hysteresis is demonstrated.

Clear limitations of the method resulting from the neglect of rate and time dependent

effects including viscous damping and creep are discussed. It is concluded that RPsDT

offers useful potential for the study of probe-drogue contact scenarios in AAR but a

need for careful validation is highlighted.

The journal article in Section 4.2 elaborates on the simple contact experiment and ex-

tends the work to an investigation of an AAR scenario. A first hybrid simulation of the

docking phase is presented using a scaled setup and a qualitative assessment revealed

refuelling hardware behaviour that is in-line with AAR observations. This includes the

discontinuous nature of the contact event which causes significant drops in the hose

tension, a clear indication of drogue tipping behaviour as well as characteristic post-

contact hose dynamics in response to the probe strike. Importantly, the methodology
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and system architecture are validated in preparation for the full scale testing at the

RMR detailed in Chapter 5.

4.1 Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT) of Contact-

Impact Scenarios

Conference paper presented at Towards Autonomous Robotic System (TAROS) 2015,

Liverpool, United Kingdom and published in the associated conference proceedings [98]:

Bolien M., Iravani P., du Bois J.L. (2015) Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT)

of Contact-Impact Scenarios. In: Dixon C., Tuyls K. (eds) Towards Autonomous

Robotic Systems. TAROS 2015. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 9287. Springer,

Cham.
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Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT)
of Contact-Impact Scenarios
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Robotics and Autonomous Systems Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Bath, Bath BA2 7AY, UK
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Abstract. This paper presents a hybrid test method that enables the
investigation of contact-impact scenarios in complex systems using kine-
matically versatile, off-the-shelf industrial robots. Based on the pseudo-
dynamic test method, the technique conducts tests on an enlarged time
scale, thereby circumventing control rate and response time limitations
of the transfer system. An initial exploratory study of a drop test demon-
strates that non-rate dependant effects including non-linear stiffness and
structural hysteresis can be captured accurately while limitations result
from the neglect of rate- and time-dependant effects such as viscous
damping and creep. Future work will apply the new method to contact
scenarios in air-to-air refuelling.

Keywords: Industrial robot · Robotic pseudo dynamic testing ·
RPsDT · Hardware in the loop · Hybrid testing · Contact dynamics ·
Impact testing · Pseudo-dynamic testing · Drop test

1 Introduction

The work in this paper builds upon the use of industrial robots for hybrid tests of
pre-contact docking manoevres for satellites and air-to-air refuelling [1,2], and
serves as a feasibility study into the extension of these tests into the contact
phase of the manoeuvre. Challenges in the realisation of hybrid tests of contact
dynamics predominately arise due to the non-linear and discontinuous nature of
contact events. Crucial factors for successful hybrid testing are (i) precise manip-
ulation of the position and orientation of the colliding structure(s) in 3D space,
(ii) sufficiently fast response times for the contact event and (iii) compensation
of the induced transfer dynamics. While current industrial robots satisfy the
first factor, they fall short of the latter two, especially for high velocity impacts
and particularly stiff collisions. The main limitations for satisfactory response-
speeds and real-time (RT) performance result from the large link inertia as well
as proprietary control architectures. The latter typically preclude low level access
to the axis controller such that favourable RT control schemes like impedance
control [3], passivity based control [4] or model inversion schemes [5] cannot be
easily realised.

c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
C. Dixon and K. Tuyls (Eds.): TAROS 2015, LNAI 9287, pp. 50–55, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-22416-9 7
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This paper contributes to preceding efforts of realising hybrid tests of con-
tact scenarios with robots by grounding the hybrid test on the pseudo-dynamic
(PsD) testing method. The PsD testing technique enables dynamic hybrid test-
ing on an expanded time scale with actuators of suitable load ratings but inad-
equate response speeds and power ratings [6]. The application of this technique
to contact testing circumvents the response-time and transfer-dynamics issues
of industrial robots from the outset at the expense of neglecting time-dependent
test characteristics. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, neither the applica-
bility of the PsD test method to contact-impact problems has been extensively
discussed nor is the realisation of robot assisted pseudo-dynamic testing reported
in literature and from this point onwards the test method will be referred to as
Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT).

2 Application of the Pseudo Dynamic Test Method
to Robots and Contact Scenarios

System hybridisation for RPsDT is performed according to the same princi-
ple as for PsD testing: The system under investigation is broken up into an
experimental and a numerically simulated substructure. For RPsDT of contact
scenarios, the experimental substructure would typically consist of exactly those
components that make physical contact in the real system or a representative
mock-up. The numeric simulation computes the positional response of the full
system to the combination of measured interface forces and numerically simu-
lated forces. The transfer system consists of an industrial robot equipped with a
6DOF force/torque sensor at its end effector. As in standard hybrid tests, addi-
tional sensors may be fitted directly to the mock-up for the purpose of further
data acquisition throughout the study. The fundamental RPsDT architecture
then complies with the schematic in Figure 1.

As opposed to standard PsD tests, data from the experimental specimen is
not acquired in every time-step but only throughout the contact phase which
can be identified based on kinematic constraints in simulation. If in contact, the

Fig. 1. RPsDT hardware architecture
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robot is quasi-statically moved to reproduce the relative position and orientation
of the colliding structures. This strains the specimen and allows measurement of
the restoring forces and moments which are then fed back into the simulation. In
a non-contact phase, the robot is kept stationary and the simulation can advance
immediately without prior contact force acquisition.

Upon acquisition of the restoring force, the simulation proceeds by treating
the model as an initial value problem: Based on the current states of the contact-
ing structures and physically acquired force measurements from the experimental
substructure, the new accelerations are computed and the new system states are
obtained with a suitable integration algorithm. The cycle then repeats with the
next time-step.

3 RPsDT Drop Test Investigation and Validation

Validation of RPsDT results is difficult because the motivation for RPsDT is the
predictive deficit of purely simulated or purely experimental methods. For com-
plex tests, validation approaches must be carefully considered. Here, a simple,
reproducible test of a high-speed contact-impact scenario is devised to examine
the validity and accuracy of the RPsDT method as a precursor to more complex
testing. To this end, the vertical drop of a mass (steel plate) onto a compliant
object (tennis ball) is emulated.

3.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure

The basic experimental set-up and test reference frame for RPsDT are illustrated
in Figure 2(a). The drop-test rig in Figure 2(b) served the purely experimental
reproduction of the contact scenario for validation purposes. Using high speed
video capture (1500 frames/sec), plate drops on the experimental rig from an
initial height z0 = 0.205m (ż0 = 0m

s ) were recorded with and without a tennis
ball located on the bottom plate. Based on manual frame-by-frame tracking
of the dropping plate’s lower edge, the true experimental trajectories could be
extracted from the video footage. The data from a first drop (without tennis
ball) was used to identify the combined effects of rail friction and air resistance
and allowed to tune the damping coefficient of a linear viscous damper element

Fig. 2. (a) RPsDT setup and test reference frame. (b) Validation rig.
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(c = 5.18 N
m/s ) to give good agreement between the plate trajectories of the

experimental drop and a simulated drop prior to contact. The trajectory data
from the second drop (with tennis ball located centrally on lower plate) were
used to validate the results from a subsequent RPsDT reproduction of the same
contact scenario.

The simulated substructure of the RPsDT reproduction featured a point-
mass model of the plate (m = 6.50kg) which, released from rest in a 1g envi-
ronment and constrained to 1 DOF, drops under the combined influence of rail
friction and air resistance as per the previously experimentally identified vis-
cous damping element. The tennis ball and plates from the validation rig (rails
removed) were used as specimen in the experimental substructure and the con-
tact force was experimentally measured by the force sensor installed in between
robot end effector and ‘dropping’ plate. As such, the plate’s motion was governed
by Equation (1).

mz̈ = Fc − cż − mg (1)

RPsDT was conducted in its simplest from: Based on the newly acquired force
measurement Fi at the start of each pseudo-step, the current plate acceleration
z̈i was computed from Equation (1). The new position zi+1 and velocity żi+1

of the next time-step were found by integration based on the explicit 1st-order
Euler method using fixed step sizes of hs = 0.01ms and hc = 0.2ms throughout
simulation and contact phases respectively.

3.2 Results and Discussion

While the true experimental time for the drop test reproduction using RPsDT
amounted to about 90 minutes, RPsDT data presented in this section is plotted
against the equivalent ‘pseudo-time’. Plate trajectories from both the RPsDT
study and drop test on the validation rig are shown in Figure 3(a). Prior to ini-
tial impact, both trajectories are in good agreement which emphasis the validity
of the model in the virtual substructure throughout non-contact phases. Upon
contact, RPsDT and experimental trajectory diverge. In the experimental drop
test, the plate loses energy at a much higher rate and settles to rest within
1.5 seconds. The onset of trajectory divergence becomes evident in the initial
impact phase. More pronounced asymmetry is apparent for the experimental
trajectory, i.e. the experimental trajectory shows a greater difference between
rates of compression (faster) and restitution (slower) than the RPsDT trajec-
tory. This is also visible on the corresponding contact force graph in Figure 3(b).
Here, force measurements were not available and the experimental contact force
was computed as the product of plate mass and plate acceleration (obtained as
2nd derivative of the position trajectory). Despite application of a running-mean
filter, noise introduction by double differentiation causes apparent abnormalities
in the data, however, general trends remain obvious: (i) compared with RPsDT
data the experimental force shows a sharper rise to a higher peak and (ii) the
difference in ‘sharpness’ of contact force increase and contact force decrease is
greater in the experimental data, giving a more asymmetric contact force profile.
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Both phenomena are attributed to rate dependent damping forces captured as
part of the experimental study which during compression act in addition to the
restoring forces to decelerate the plate but inhibit plate acceleration in restitu-
tion. Due to quasi-static loading, such effects are not observable in RPsDT data
and both RPsDT trajectory and contact force graph are consequently more
symmetric. Asymmetry that is nonetheless observable in the RPsDT data is
attributed to non rate-dependent structural damping which originates from a
hysteretic, i.e. path dependent stiffness variation that is an inherent property
of the tennis ball. This is well-pronounced in Figure 3(c) where contact forces
are plotted against tennis ball deformation for all four contact phases of the
recorded RPsDT data. The transition from a nominally linear elastic response
to a nonlinear response is apparent at around 0.035m deformation, with the
deformation from the first impact extending far into the nonlinear region and
peaking at about 90% of the ball’s original diameter. In addition, it can be noted
that RPsDT data shows greater stiffness in the initial compression phase than
it does throughout successive contact phases. This stiffness change does not cor-
respond to a true contact phenomenon but is attributed to a time dependent

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental and RPsDT plate trajectories. (b) Contact forces on first
impact. (c) Contact force vs. tennis ball deformation for RPsDT data. (d) Transla-
tion and rotation errors throughout first contact phase expressed as Euclidean and
Frobenius norm respectively.
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creep caused by sustained stress application over a prolonged period of time in
RPsDT.

The extent to which the presented data is afflicted with errors resulting
from the robot’s positioning accuracy is shown in Figure 3(d). Good position
and orientation tracking is suggested with the net translational and fixed frame
rotational errors being consistently controlled to within 50µm and 0.015◦ respec-
tively. It must be noted that this apparent accuracy neglects effects of joint
flexure, backlash and deviation from catalogue DH-parameters.

4 Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of studying contact-impact problems
in a hybrid test using an off-the-shelf industrial robot in a technique based on
the well-established pseudo-dynamic method. This RPsDT circumvents robot
response time issues for dynamic testing at the expense of disregarding rate
dependent effects in the specimen’s response. An RPsDT-based investigation of
a drop test clearly indicated the ability of the method to account for non-rate
dependent effects throughout contact events including the capture of non-linear
damping characteristics due to hysteresis. Limitations were identified arising
from the neglect of rate- and time-dependent effects, in particular those of viscous
damping and creep. Inertial effects are a further concern but had little effect on
the observations herein. It is suggested that a priori estimates of the time-
and rate-dependent effects could be incorporated into the simulation to further
improve test fidelity. In conclusion, RPsDT has shown useful potential but a
need for careful test design and/or validation has been highlighted. Future work
will employ the technique to evaluate contact dynamics in air-to-air refuelling
scenarios.This research is sponsored by Cobham Mission Systems.
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Toward Robotic Pseudodynamic Testing for
Hybrid Simulations of Air-to-Air Refueling

Mario Bolien, Pejman Iravani, and Jonathan Luke du Bois

Abstract—Hybrid simulation couples experimental tests
of novel components to validated numerical models of
the remainder of a system and provides high-confidence
predictions of their coupled dynamic behavior. Air-to-air
refueling (AAR) is an example of the type of system that can
benefit from this development approach. The work in this
paper concerns the on-ground validation and preflight veri-
fication of probe–drogue contact–impact scenarios in AAR
maneuvers using off-the-shelf multiaxis industrial robots
as part of a hybrid test to interface the refueling hardware
with numerical models of the flight environment. While
industrial manipulators present a cost-effective solution,
bandwidth and power limitations inevitably cause practical
problems for real-time hybrid testing. These deficiencies
typically manifest themselves as significant tracking
inaccuracies or instabilities when sharp nonlinearities or
discontinuities are encountered as part of a contact phase.
Here, the novel robotic pseudodynamic testing (RPsDT)
method is employed to circumvent the contact-response
speed limitations of industrial robots. This paper presents
and discusses the application of RPsDT to contact–impact
problems, outlines the challenges and limitations of the
technique in an easily reproducible validation experiment,
and details the first RPsDT hybrid simulation of an AAR
maneuver using scaled refueling hardware. It is concluded
that RPsDT provides a useful tool for the investigation of a
particular subclass of multibody contact–impact problems
including AAR, where the response of the contacting
structures does not possess significant rate-of-loading
effects. Future work will comprise tests with full-scale AAR
hardware.

Index Terms—Air-to-air refueling, contact dynamics, hy-
brid testing, robotic pseudodynamic testing (RPsDT).

I. INTRODUCTION

A IR-TO-AIR refueling (AAR) provides a means for ex-
tending the range, payload, and endurance of aircraft and

increases efficiency through the elimination of the large fuel
consumption in repeated takeoff and landing operations [1].
The work documented here is concerned with probe and drogue
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a probe–drogue AAR system including frame
assignment for receiver and drogue. Tanker and tow-point frame (not
shown) comply with steady-state orientation of the drogue frame.
(b) Setup for reduced-scale testing of probe–drogue contact–impact sce-
narios in AAR.

refueling, where the tanker trails a flexible hose equipped with a
coupling and drogue assembly [see Fig. 1(a)]. The receiver air-
craft is equipped with a probe, rigidly mounted to the aircraft,
which is maneuvered by the pilot to engage the drogue.

The emergence of unmanned aerial vehicles brings the
prospect of aircraft staying airborne indefinitely, supported by
autonomous AAR so that landing becomes necessary for main-
tenance only. Consequently, reliable tools for the on-ground
validation and preflight verification of docking maneuvers are
widely regarded as an important enabling technology. The com-
plexity of an AAR environment demands the development of
special techniques to satisfy this need, and hybrid testing is one
such tool.

Hybrid testing allows for representative conditions in a repeat-
able laboratory-based setup and provides a valuable intermedi-
ate derisking step between component testing and full system

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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flight testing. Hybrid tests are comprised of two domains: 1) the
physical domain where real components are evaluated experi-
mentally; and 2) the numerical domain where computer models
simulate the response of the remainder of the system. The two
domains are coupled together to reproduce the transient and/or
nonlinear behavior of the complete emulated system.

The use of industrial robots as a cost-effective means for rel-
ative motion reproduction has been a popular choice for hybrid
tests of both AAR scenarios [2] and the related application of
satellite docking [3].

Actuators for real-time (RT) hybrid testing must be accurate
and fast so as to minimize the influence of the actuator trans-
fer dynamics. While contemporary industrial robots satisfy the
first criterion, they fall short of the latter, especially for high-
velocity impacts and stiff collisions such as those experienced
in AAR contact scenarios. The main limitations for satisfactory
response speeds and RT performance result from the large link
inertias as well as proprietary control architectures that are op-
timized for precision in repetitive positioning tasks. The latter
typically preclude low-level access to the axis controller such
that favorable RT control schemes such as impedance control
[4], passivity-based control [5], or model inversion schemes [6]
cannot be easily realized. High-level proprietary interfaces pro-
vide low controller sample rates and considerable dead times in
command execution: typically 10–120 ms, and upwards. These
dead times have detrimental effects on the fidelity and, criti-
cally, the stability of a hybrid test [7]. Typical approaches for
mitigation of these effects include forward predictive meth-
ods [8], as well as delay and lag compensation [9]. The lat-
ter often suffer from demand saturation, and efforts have been
made to compensate for this with model-predictive control [10].
All of these approaches work best for a linear plant response
and cannot compensate for significant nonlinearities or discon-
tinuous behavior without a priori knowledge of the physical
system being tested. The existence of reliable models for the
physical system would, however, render the hybrid test largely
obsolete.

These problems have been approached in a variety of ways.
Ma et al. [3] realized an admittance control scheme around
the proprietary architecture of a KUKA industrial controller for
the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation of satellite docking
maneuvers. These maneuvers occur at speeds of the order of
centimeters per second so delay and sample rates in the robot
control interface did not present a limiting factor. Blomdell et al.
[11] created an application for motion control of ABB robots,
which intercepts and overwrites the messages exchanged be-
tween the high-level computer and the low-level axis controller.
This grants access to position and velocity reference and feed-
back signals with low latency and high rates (∼250 Hz), suf-
ficient to perform HIL tests of tracking sensors and control
systems for automated AAR procedures [12], [13]. The aircraft,
hose/drogue, sensor, and flight controller dynamics are faith-
fully simulated using this system, but the performance still falls
short of that required for the stiff fast contact dynamics as the
probe engages the drogue assembly [14].

The work in this paper investigates methods at reduced scale
[see Fig. 1(b)] for simulating probe–drogue contact–impact

events with hybrid tests. This is done with a view to extending
the simulation capabilities of the systems described by du Bois
et al. [12]. The approach taken is to employ pseudodynamic
(PsD) testing in place of RT methods for the duration of the
contact event. The PsD method enables dynamic testing on an
expanded time scale, thus mitigating instabilities arising through
actuator delays. This paper expands upon the robotic pseudo-
dynamic testing (RPsDT) method first outlined in [15] by the
present authors and, then, goes on to demonstrate its applica-
tion in reduced-scale AAR experiments as a precursor to fu-
ture full-scale tests. This paper provides the first comprehensive
work that outlines the motivation, application, and validation of
RPsDT, and demonstrates the application of RPsDT to hybrid
testing of probe–drogue contact–impact scenarios in an AAR
environment. The work seeks to provide valuable contributions
to the study of multibody contact–impact problems taking place
in complex environmental settings.

This paper is divided into the following parts. Section II
describes the RPsDT method including system architecture
considerations and implementations from a control perspective.
Section III validates RPsDT in an easily reproducible drop-test
experiment that was specifically designed to emphasize
the remaining challenges and methodical limitations of the
technique. This section also builds an argument for the appli-
cability of RPsDT to probe–drogue contact–impact scenarios
in AAR, which are then demonstrated and investigated in
Section IV. Conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined in
Section V.

II. RPSDT OF CONTACT SCENARIOS

PsD testing was originally developed for the assessment of
structural responses to earthquakes in civil engineering [16].
Throughout a PsD test, the specimen is subjected to a displace-
ment history as specified by the simulated environment. In each
time step, the displacement is imposed onto the structure in
a quasi-static fashion, i.e., non-RT. Physical measurements of
the specimen’s restoring force are acquired at static equilibrium
points and fed back into the simulation. The technique predates
current state-of-the-art RT dynamic substructuring methods, but
circumvents some of their shortcomings to enable dynamic hy-
brid testing on an expanded time scale. The actuators require
suitable load ratings, but the constraints on bandwidth, response
speeds, and power ratings are relaxed [17]. The drawback is the
loss of rate-dependent load effects from the physical domain.

PsD testing has been shown to be an effective technique for the
investigation of component behavior, for which rate-dependent
effects are either easily modeled or negligible compared to dom-
inant elastic/plastic forces [17]. The application of this technique
to contact testing circumvents the response time and transfer dy-
namics issues of industrial robots from the outset at the expense
of neglecting time-dependent test characteristics. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, neither the application of the PsD
test method to contact–impact problems nor the realization of
robot-assisted PsD testing has been explored in the academic lit-
erature prior to the preliminary results arising from the present
work [15].
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Fig. 2. RPsDT hardware architecture.

A. RPsDT Method

System hybridization for RPsDT is performed according to
the same principle as for PsD testing: The system under inves-
tigation is broken up into an experimental and a numerically
simulated substructure. For RPsDT of contact scenarios, the
experimental substructure would typically consist of exactly
those components that make physical contact in the real system.
The numerical simulation computes the positional response to
the combination of measured interface forces and numerically
simulated forces. The transfer system consists of an industrial
robot equipped with a 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) force/torque
sensor at its end effector. As in standard hybrid tests, addi-
tional sensors may be fitted directly to the physical hardware
for the purpose of further data acquisition throughout the study.
The fundamental RPsDT architecture then complies with the
schematic in Fig. 2.

RPsDT of contact scenarios follows the algorithm depicted
in Fig. 3. As opposed to standard PsD tests, data from the ex-
perimental specimen is not acquired in every time step but only
throughout the contact- and near-contact phase, which can be
identified based on kinematic constraints in simulation. If in
contact, the robot is quasi-statically moved to reproduce the rel-
ative position and orientation of the colliding structures. This
strains the specimen and allows measurement of the restoring
forces and moments, which are then fed back into the simu-
lation. In a noncontact phase, the robot is kept stationary and
the simulation can advance immediately without prior contact
force acquisition. Upon acquisition of the restoring force, the
simulation is treated as an initial value problem: Based on the
current states of the contacting structures and physically ac-
quired force measurements from the experimental substructure,
the new accelerations are computed and the new system states
are obtained with a suitable integration algorithm. The cycle
then repeats with the next time step.

B. RPsDT Architecture

The RPsDT method is implemented on a KUKA KR 5 sixx
R650 industrial robot controlled via the KUKA robot sensor
interface (RSI). Among other control modes, RSI enables the
exchange of joint velocity reference commands and joint po-
sition feedback between an external PC and the proprietary
industrial controller at a sample rate of 12 ms with soft-RT

determinism. Our experiments show that the low-level imple-
mentation of motor and motion controller execute the reference
commands with a considerable delay of 120 ms but achieve
accurate demand tracking so long as any form of limit sat-
uration is avoided. This is in agreement with the findings
in [18].

The high-level RPsDT architecture is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
architecture comprises an offline environment for the numer-
ical simulation and Cartesian-space motion planning as well
as an online state -machine-based safety and supervisory logic
controller (SSLC) and a joint-space command generator. Both
the SSLC and the command generator are embedded in a soft-
RT task, and the underlying state machine is directly invokable
from the offline simulation environment. To this end, the data
exchange between simulation environment and online robot mo-
tion controller is kept entirely event based using a fixed trans-
mission control protocol connection that guards the application
from unreliability associated with the network protocol. This ef-
fectively implements a master–slave hierarchy that completely
decouples the simulation from robot motion execution, which
has the advantage that robot controller update rates can be met
regardless of the computational time required by the simulation,
and hence, numerical models can be of almost arbitrarily high
fidelity. By contrast, force/torque measurements acquired with
the open-source ICub IIT 6DOF FT sensor are fed into the soft-
RT task as a continuous stream of datagrams using nonblocking
UDP-based interprocess communication so that the SSLC can
quickly detect force limit violations and respond with minimal
delay. This architecture effectively enslaves the transfer system
(robot and controller) and thereby embeds an experimental con-
tact test into the loop of a master simulation. That is, at each
simulation time step, the robot can be ordered to pseudodynam-
ically reproduce the relative motion of the contacting structures
to acquire and feed back the current contact force such that the
following simulation steps become a function of numerically
modeled and experimentally measured data.

C. Motion Control

Relative motion reproduction of the physical hardware speci-
mens throughout contact requires manipulation along the short-
est path in Cartesian space, i.e., the “tool” must translate along a
straight line between demand and target position, while “tool ori-
entation” must simultaneously change from initial to target ori-
entation along the shortest arc (on the surface of a unit sphere).
This demand is satisfied by independently planned Cartesian
space trajectories for tool translation and orientation. Hence,
translation trajectories are specified as cubic polynomials, which
accommodate position and zero-velocity boundary conditions
for the point-to-point (P2P) motions [see (1)], while interme-
diate orientations qint follow from the standard textbook defi-
nition of spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) [19] between
start and target quaternions qstart and qtarget , as per (2). Here,
Ω = arccos(qstart · qtarget) describes the angle subtended by
the arc of rotation, and the scale factor s(t) is computed as the
linear time function s(t) = t

te x c
, where texc represents the total

trajectory execution time, as shown in Fig. 5, and t is the time
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Fig. 3. Algorithmic procedure for RPsDT of contact scenarios.

Fig. 4. (a) High-level RPsDT software architecture. (b) RPsDT motion command generator.
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Fig. 5. Examples of quasi-static trajectories showing (a) end effec-
tor translation and (b) SLERP-based end effector orientation change.
Trajectory execution time, settling time, and points of contact force mea-
surement are identified by “texc ,” “ts ,” and “X,” respectively.
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]
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Corresponding joint space trajectories are then computed by
kinematic inversion in each time step [see Fig. 4(b)]. Due to
the unavailability of a position reference input for RSI, a simple
joint position error compensation loop with an adaptive gain
has been integrated to minimize the effects of drift resulting
from potentially erratic joint space commands. The compen-
sation gain K is only active (K = 1) for the duration of the
settling time (ts) at the end of a P2P motion to avoid system-
atic error accumulation due to interference with the integral
action of the proprietary industrial controller. The efficacy of
this control approach is illustrated in Fig. 5. Simpler trajectory
planning schemes (e.g., joint space schemes) bear the risk of

Fig. 6. (a) RPsDT setup and test reference frame. (b) Validation rig.
(c) High-speed video footage of plate drop on validation rig.

incurring hardware damage and/or invalidating measurements
of path-dependent effects since the corresponding Cartesian-
space trajectories can cause specimen penetration beyond what
is demanded throughout trajectory execution.

III. VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

Validation of RPsDT results is difficult, since the motivation
for a hybrid test is usually based around the challenge of re-
producing the full system behavior in purely experimental or
purely numerical form. Without validation, however, the results
of a hybrid test are unreliable. For complex tests, validation
approaches must, therefore, be carefully considered on an in-
dividual basis. Here, a simple reproducible test is designed to
validate the methods as a precursor to applying the technique to
more complex scenarios. A specimen with significant viscous
properties is included in the experimental substructure of the
test to clearly outline challenges and limitations of the technique
while simultaneously highlighting its strengths, and defining a
subclass of contact–impact problems, to which the technique is
readily applicable. To this end, a steel mass is dropped onto a
spherical viscoelastic shell to validate the methodology.

A. Setup and Procedure

The basic experimental setup and test reference frame for
RPsDT are illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The drop-test rig in Fig. 6(b)
served the purely experimental reproduction of the contact sce-
nario for validation purposes. Using high-speed video capture
(1500 frames/s), a drop of the plate (m = 6.50 kg) from an ini-
tial height z0 = 0.205 m (ż0 = 0 m/s) was recorded. Based on
manual frame-by-frame tracking of the plate’s lower edge [see
Fig. 6(c)], the true experimental trajectories could be extracted
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from the video footage and a viscous damper model for air and
rail resistance (c = 5.18 N/m/s) could be identified.

The RPsDT reproduction featured a point-mass model of
the plate which, released from rest in a 1g environment and
constrained to 1 DOF, drops under the combined influence of
rail friction and air resistance. The viscoelastic shell (tennis ball)
and plates from the validation rig (rails removed) were used
as specimens in the experimental substructure and the contact
force was experimentally measured by the force sensor installed
between the robot end-effector and the “dropping” plate. As
such, the plate’s motion was governed by

mz̈i = Fci
− cżi − mg (3)

Using a trajectory execution- and settling time of texc = 2 s and
ts = 1 s, respectively, the test procedure followed the RPsDT
algorithm in Fig. 3 in its simplest from: Based on the newly ac-
quired force measurement Fci

at the start of each pseudostep, the
current plate acceleration z̈i was computed from (3). The new
position zi+1 and velocity żi+1 of the next time step were found
by integration based on the explicit first-order Euler method us-
ing fixed step sizes of hs = 0.01 ms and hc = 0.2 ms throughout
simulation and contact phases, respectively.

B. Results and Validation

The main drop-test results are shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c), com-
prising plate trajectories, force profiles for the first contact phase,
as well as RPsDT-derived contact stiffness profiles of the tennis
ball, respectively. All RPsDT data presented in this section are
plotted against the “pseudotime,” or “simulation time,” rather
than the true experimental time scale.

The RPsDT and experimental trajectories are shown to be in
good agreement prior to the initial impact [see Fig. 7(a)], which
emphasizes the validity of the friction and air resistance model
in the numerical substructure throughout noncontact phases.
Despite a divergence of plate trajectories thereafter and appar-
ent differences in the contact force profiles [see Fig. 7(b)], the
decisive test features in the RPsDT emulation correlate qualita-
tively well with those of the experimental validation test. That
is, without any underlying contact model, the RPsDT method
predicts:

1) successive contact scenarios with significantly damped
dynamics;

2) contact force profiles that are similar to those in the ex-
perimental test with regard to shape, contact-time, as well
as peak amplitude;

3) periodicity and overall frequency content comparable to
experimental test data.

While such information may appear trivial for the study at
hand, it can prove immediately valuable to tests of more complex
systems, for which even the fundamental contact and postcontact
behavior would be highly uncertain otherwise; and may provide
sufficient detail to derive or enforce practically useful design
changes for the tested equipment.

The increasing trajectory divergence noted above is the re-
sult of contact force discrepancies, where even minor inaccu-
racies can cause substantial error accumulation in the position

Fig. 7. (a) Experimental and RPsDT plate trajectories. (b) Contact
forces on first impact. RPsDT uses direct force measurement, while
experimental force is computed as a product of plate mass and accel-
eration (obtained by double differentiation of trajectory data) subject to
application of running mean filter. (c) RPsDT contact force versus tennis
ball deformation for first four contact phases.

response over time. In Fig. 7(b), the experimental contact force
shows a sharper rise to a higher peak than the RPsDT force
and a more asymmetric force profile, which results in a greater
difference between rates of compression (faster) and restitu-
tion (slower) of the experimental data on the corresponding
trajectory plot in Fig. 7(a). Both phenomena are attributed to
rate-dependent damping forces captured as part of the experi-
mental study, which contribute more significantly to the plate
deceleration in compression than to a reacceleration in the resti-
tution phase. A significant contribution to the rate-dependent
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effects arises from the fluid and thermodynamic processes of
the gas inside the ball: a complexity that can be avoided for a
large class of systems. Due to quasi-static loading, such effects
are not observable in RPsDT data, and both the RPsDT trajec-
tory and contact force graph are consequently more symmetric.
Asymmetry that is nonetheless observable in the RPsDT data is
attributed to nonrate-dependent structural damping, which orig-
inates from a hysteretic, i.e., path-dependent stiffness variation
that is an inherent property of the viscoelastic material. This is
well pronounced in Fig. 7(c), where contact forces are plotted
against deformation for all four contact phases of the recorded
RPsDT data. The transition from a nominally linear elastic re-
sponse to a nonlinear response is apparent at around 0.035-m
deformation, with the deformation from the first impact extend-
ing far into the nonlinear region and peaking at about 90% of
the ball’s original diameter. In addition, it can be noted that
RPsDT data show greater stiffness in the initial compression
phase than throughout successive contact phases. This stiffness
change does not correspond to a true RT contact phenomenon
but is attributed to a time-dependent creep caused by sustained
stress application over a prolonged period of time in RPsDT.

These results have promising implications with respect to hy-
brid simulations for AAR: The structure of the refueling drogue
is predominantly elastic, and it is expected that Coulomb friction
in articulated parts and hysteric damping in woven components
will dominate the damping effects; these forces have correlated
well in these exploratory tests. The creep effect is a minor con-
cern, and this is mitigated as far as possible by reducing loiter
times at the static equilibrium points and by screening results
for such artefacts. Loiter time reductions can be achieved by
replacing the constant rate orientation variation in (2) with a
cubic time function subject to s(0) = ṡ(0) = ṡ(texc) = 0 and
s(texc) = 1 to eliminate the infinite acceleration demands at the
start and end of the motion and reduce settling time. This was
implemented for the study in Section IV. Finally, good tracking
accuracy can be reported for the test above, with translational
and rotational errors being consistently controlled to within
an apparent accuracy of 50 µm and 0.015◦, respectively, sub-
ject to errors in link flexure, backlash, and forward kinematics
calibration.

IV. RPSDT OF PROBE–DROGUE CONTACT–IMPACT

SCENARIOS IN AAR

This section demonstrates the application of RPsDT to AAR
maneuvers at reduced scale. While this scaling implies that none
of the presented data can be regarded as representative of an
actual refueling scenario, the primary focus lies on the demon-
stration of the capability of the underlying test method as well
as the potential value for future predictions of the probe–drogue
contact and coupling behavior in full-scale reproductions.

A. Physical Substructure

Resembling receiver and tanker aircraft, respectively, a
KUKA KR5 sixx R650 and an ABB IRB 120 robot, are equipped
with scaled probe and drogue specimens, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). Probe–drogue contact–impact scenarios are physically

reproduced with both robots and coupled to numerical simula-
tions of full-scale AAR maneuvers. To this end, interface forces
measured by the FT sensor installed in-between drogue and end-
effector of the ABB robot are amplified by a factor of 300 to
yield a realistic effect on the simulated full-scale hose–drogue
assembly upon contact, while a geometric scaling factor of 5 re-
duces the relative contact penetration of probe and drogue in the
physical domain to avoid violation of robot workspace limits.

B. Numerical Simulation

The numerical substructure of the presented hybrid test fea-
tures an AAR simulation based on previous developments de-
tailed in [12], [20], and [21] to enable the simulation of contact-
induced responses of the hose–drogue assembly in a realistic
flight regime. As such, the simulation computes the relative mo-
tion of tanker, hose, drogue, and receiver aircraft as per the frame
assignment in Fig. 1(a) as well as the dynamic response of the
hose–drogue assembly to induced contact forces. At the start of a
simulation, the hose is extended to its full pay-out length of 27 m
and trailed centrally behind the tanker from a fuselage-mounted
refueling pod. The hose exit point on the refueling pod is defined
as the tow point and located at p = [−21.14, 0, 0.5] with respect
to the tanker’s center of gravity that also serves as the inertial
reference frame in the simulation. While the receiver aircraft
follows a predefined path leading to a head-on probe–drogue
collision, the flight path of the tanker is assumed undisturbed and
neglects any inherent tanker dynamics. This is, over the course
of the maneuver, the tanker is in straight level flight at constant
altitude of 8000 m with an airspeed of 200 m/s representing
an ideal docking environment. Atmospheric variations, gusts,
wake, and bow wave effects are not introduced to solely high-
light hose–drogue perturbations arising from contact–impact
phenomena.

C. RPsDT-Based Hybrid Simulation

Off-center drogue hits are among the most critical and
difficult-to-predict scenarios in AAR maneuvers. While the
simulations in [20] and [21] assume that coupling attempts
are instantly successful, by imposing the receiver’s acceler-
ation pattern onto the drogue immediately upon contact, the
RPsDT method allows the study of the entire contact phase as
well as the transition to coupling if the hit results in successful
docking. This will be exemplified in the following examination
of a head-on probe–drogue hit just beneath the canopy at the
“12 o’clock” location. The receiver aircraft contacts the drogue
at a relative speed of 1.5 m/s and decelerates to zero relative
speed over 0.5 s.

The induced perturbations at the drogue’s center of gravity
and at the ball joint are shown in Fig. 8. Due to the specimen’s
large structural stiffness, the drogue does not provide for much
elastic behavior but predominately reacts to the initial contact
event by pivoting, i.e., tipping, about the ball joint on the Y -
axis. Initially, this acts to align the relative pitch of drogue and
tanker, which explains the drogue movement in the negative
X-direction, i.e., away from the tanker right upon contact. As
this pivoting is counteracted by both the gravitational force
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Fig. 8. Trajectory of drogue center of gravity and ball joint in a tanker reference frame.

Fig. 9. Contact forces and moments in a drogue reference frame.

on the drogue and increasing aerodynamic moments, the Y -
rotation reverses at a peak perturbation of about 7◦ to result
in a rotational oscillation about the ball joint. With a minor
time delay and attenuated amplitude, the ball joint follows the
drogue’s behavior. This is, the oscillations are also transferred
onto the ball joint and further hose-upwards in the form of
mechanical waves. Upon reaching the tow point, i.e., the fixed
end of the hose–drogue assembly, the waves get reflected, travel
down the hose, and cause a whip effect back at the drogue.
Due to a viscous damping element at the ball joint, intermittent

oscillations die-down quickly and make the effects of these
traversing waves stand out.

The vastly discontinuous nature of the contact events becomes
evident on the contact profiles in Fig. 9. Multiple losses of
contact occur as the nozzle drifts increasingly toward the center
of the drogue. The tipping behavior and the drogue’s conical
geometry contribute significantly to this. In addition, it can be
noted that peak force and moments do not occur on the first
impact when the relative speed is largest but on subsequent
contact events instead. This is a result of the contact angle
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Fig. 10. Time variation of hose tension at drum exit point and hose
end.

between the nozzle and the drogue that is initially steep, allowing
easy slipping, but becomes increasingly more shallow as the
drogue pivots. Thus, larger contact forces and moments develop
at reduced relative speeds.

The induced contact forces lead to an immediate tension drop
throughout the hose with following contacts resulting in further
drops as the simulation progresses (see Fig. 10). At the same
time, the initiation of low-frequency oscillation is recorded in
the tension profiles. This is a consequence of the initial drogue
rotation about the ball joint that triggers the traversing waves.
While the ball-joint dampens the tension fluctuations and
the aerodynamic forces and moments act to restraighten the
hose–drogue assembly, the initiated waves cause persistent fluc-
tuations as the they travel up and down the hose. In particular,
prominent oscillations occur in between 2.1 and 2.6 s when the
waves reach the fixed end of the hose and in between 3.2 and
3.9 s when the reflected waves cause hose whip back at the
drogue.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of studying
contact–impact problems in hybrid tests using off-the-shelf
industrial robots with the robotic pseudodynamic method
(RPsDT), validated both the methodology and the system archi-
tecture, and demonstrated the first hybrid simulation of docking
maneuvers in AAR. The RPsDT method circumvents shortcom-
ings in the robot response time for dynamic testing and has laid
the foundation for integration of contact events into full-scale
AAR simulations.

An easily reproducible validation test has shown the ability of
the method to account for important nonrate-dependent effects
throughout contact events including the capture of nonlinear
hysteric damping characteristics. Limitations were identified to
arise from the neglect of rate- and time-dependent effects, in
particular those of viscous damping and creep. Shortcomings
that can be addressed through improved test design have been
highlighted, including the mitigation of creep effects for which
careful scrutiny of results must be applied.

The RPsDT study of probe–drogue contact–impact scenarios
yielded results that compared qualitatively well to phenomena
known to occur in AAR maneuvers. Especially, the capture
of the discontinuous contact-force profiles and drogue tipping
effects that trigger much of the prominent postcontact dynamics
of the hose–drogue assembly have promising implications for
further investigations using the RPsDT method. Full-scale tests
of more complex AAR scenarios are anticipated as future work
and expected to provide further insight into the contact and
postcontact behavior of the hose–drogue assembly.
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Chapter 5

Full-Scale Tests

This chapter outlines comprehensive experimental studies of the probe-drogue con-

tact and coupling phase conducted at the RMR and features the major contributions

of the candidate’s experimental work. Once more, this chapter is publication-based,

comprising a journal paper published with the AIAA Journal of Aircraft.

The first part of the manuscript details independent contact tests that are performed

with full-scale industrial refuelling hardware and compared with an RPsDT repro-

duction to provide a further validation basis for the technique in addition to that

established in Chapter 4. The results of the validation tests show a good agreement

between the pseudo-dynamic and full speed data and reveal that dominant contact

response characteristics can be reproduced with high repeatability as well as low sen-

sitivity to parameter perturbations using the RPsDT method. Moreover, it is found

that strain measurements taken at the drogue ribs throughout the tests are a useful

tool to record characteristic contact loading patterns for off-centre hits which can serve

as guidelines in the structural hardware design. Supplementary information about the

validation tests, including the test setup, instrumentation, RPsDT model generation

and parameter tuning are found in Appendix C.

Building upon the successful validation, the paper extends the study to the investigation

of a complete AAR scenario under simulation based emulation of a flight environment.

Predictions for the operational contact and coupling behaviour in response to off-centre

drogue hits are made and estimates for the contact forces provided. As in the prelimi-

nary tests presented in Chapter 4, the predicted refuelling hardware behaviour shows

a great level of qualitative agreement with hardware behaviour reported in flight tests

and operation.
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Air-to-air refueling is a vital technique for extending the range and endurance of manned or unmanned aircraft,

with over 1000 refueling procedures flown per day in military operations. The hardware used for air-to-air refueling

needs to be tailored to the specific aircraft and airspeeds involved, performingmarkedly different for permutations of

tanker and receiver craft. Extensive flight testing is costly and risky to equipment and personnel, but laboratory

testing ismarredbyunrepresentative test conditions.This Paperpresents the first full-scale hybrid test of an air-to-air

refueling probe and drogue contact, where physical refueling hardware in the laboratory is coupled to a numerical

simulation of the remainder of the system using sensors and actuators. It is found that the forces and motion

trajectories faithfully capture the characteristic drogue response dynamics in full refueling scenarios. Rigorous

validation shows that the method can emulate the dominant contact–impact phenomena observed in air-to-air

refueling scenarios with high repeatability, including problematic design-critical responses such as drogue tipping

and hose whip. With the costs of equipping a tanker fleet standing around 500 million, the technique offers an

importantmeans of laboratory testing to informdesign iterations, reducing development timescales and costs, as well

as improving safety and reliability before flight testing.

I. Introduction

A IR-TO-AIR refueling (AAR) is the process of in-flight fuel

transfer between aircraft with the primary aim of increasing the

receiver aircraft’s range and endurance. It forms a vital part of defense

infrastructure and can offer substantial fuel efficiency gains in the civil

sector. During Operation Desert Storm, an average of 1061 U.S. Air

Force aircraft were refueled with AAR per day [1]. Fuel consumption

reductions of 30–40% in civil transportation are thought to be

achievable usingAAR [2]. The technique is increasingly important for

unmanned aircraft systems (UASs), which are likely to be tasked with

more long-endurance operations and risky refueling operations than

manned aircraft, with projections of a total commercial UAS fleet size

of around 422,000 by 2021 [3]. Recent cost estimates for equipping

100 KC-135 aircraft with existing multipoint refueling systems stood

at 510 million U.S. dollars (USD) [4]. Despite AAR being a mature

technology, new hardware designs are regularly needed for different

aircraft configurations, and techniques for the on-ground validation

and preflight verification of AAR docking maneuvers are subject to

continuous improvements. Flight testing is costly, with a single flight

test in the region of 65,000 USD, and risky for test pilots and

equipment. Thorough preoperational testing canmitigate risks at early

design stages, expedite development cycles, and ensure hardware and

systems safety before initial flight testing. In addition, with the focus

rapidly shifting from manned to unmanned aviation, well-designed

preflight tests can aid in demonstrating UAS technology readiness,

thereby providing a certification pathway for the opening of

nonsegregated airspace to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Among the most critical parts of an AAR maneuver is the contact
phase: In close-proximity flight, the pilot of the receiver aircraft
attempts to engage the nozzle located at the end of the receiver’s
probewith a drogue that is trailed behind the tanker aircraft on a hose.
Successful docking requires a central drogue hit at a relative speed of
about 1.5 m∕s [5]. This triggers a mechanical latch in the reception
coupling that retains the nozzle, opens fuel valves on either side, and
allows the offloading of fuel to commence. However, the entire
maneuver is complicated by the dynamics in the hookup space,where
the combined effects of tanker wake, receiver bow wave, wind gusts,
and atmospheric disturbances constantly act to perturb the drogue’s
position behind the tanker. This frequently results in missed attempts
or offcenter hits, which can expose equipment and personnel to large
risks. At the same time, the complexity of both the flight regime and
the contact–impact mechanics makes the design of reliable preflight
testing methods a particularly difficult job.
Substantial advances have been made in the numerical analysis and

simulation of probe–hose–drogue systems. Widely cited studies such
as [6–9] represented the hose as a towed and tethered cable system in
finite element/lumped parameter form where nodal excitement
accounted for structural and aerodynamic forces and was calculated
according to the particular hose configuration and flight regime. To this
end, effects could be individually examined, identified, and described
[for example, based on lookup tables from wind-tunnel tests for drag
coefficients and aeromoments or (simplified) structural analysis for
hose bending], providing a highly modular simulation environment.
Although such approaches enable the investigation of the free- and
postcoupling dynamics of the hose–drogue assembly, by assuming
instantly successful drogue capture (i.e., immediately constraining the
hose end to themotion profile of the receiver aircraft upon contact), the
critical contact and coupling phase is inherently disregarded.
Amajor reason for the absence of reliablemodels of the contact and

coupling phase is the sheer complexity, which can render numerical
modeling inaccurate or infeasible. Contact–impact dynamics are
heavily influenced by a variety of factors including surface shapes and
geometries, incidence strike angles, material properties, and impact
velocity [10], which determine if the contact scenario following an
offcenter hit is governedby slipof theprobe toward the drogue’s center,
contact losses and discontinuous impacts, drogue tipping, penetration
of the nozzle beyond the drogue ribs, or combinations of these. To date,
numerical contact models rely on extensive simplifications and suffer
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from parameter uncertainties that make experimental validation
imperative. In contrast, complete experimental studies including a
realistic laboratory reproduction of a full flight environment have been
logistically infeasible for technical and financial reasons.
From these observations follows the motivation to study the

contact and coupling phase in AAR maneuvers as part of a
mechanical hybrid test that can benefit from the respective advantages
of both numerical modeling and experimental testing. Full-scale
physical probe and drogue refueling hardware is manipulated by
robotic actuators, which are coupled to a numerical simulation of the
full flight environment. Forces and displacements at the interface
between the numerical and physical substructures are continuously
interchanged at each time step using sensors and actuators.
The aim of this work is to determine the efficacy of hybrid tests

in providing reliable simulation of the coupling phase of an AAR
operation, thereby informing design iterations and reducing cost and
risk before flight testing. The Paper proceeds first with an overview of
the newly created robotic hybrid testing framework in Sec. II.
Section III presents themethodand results for avalidation study,which
are used to quantify the extent to which hybrid tests can reproduce the
results of a complete experiment. Information on repeatability and
parameter sensitivity is also presented here. Section IV describes the
hybrid testing of AAR docking maneuvers in a fully representative
refueling environment, and it evaluates the ability of the method to
discern thresholds for critical dynamic phenomena observed in AAR
maneuvers. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. Hybrid Testing Framework for AAR Operations

(Robot-assisted) hybrid tests have received much recent attention
for the preoperational testing of complex systems. Examples range
from verification tests of sensor and flight controllers in the precontact
phase of refueling operations for UAVs [11–13] to (on-ground) tests of
satellite dockingmaneuvers in zero-gravity conditions [14]. Similar to
hardware-in-the-Loop tests for electronic components, hybrid tests
physically embed a critical mechanical substructure of a system into
a simulation loop to provide high-confidence predictions of the
combineddynamicbehavior. To this end, the numerical simulation and
physical substructure are coupled by a transfer system composed of
actuators and sensors, allowing the division of individual system parts
into a physical and a numerical domain to be performed according to
the 1) component criticality, 2) ease ofmodeling, aswell as 3) logistics
and financial constraints for a laboratory reproduction [15].
Here, hybrid tests of the contact and coupling phase in AAR

maneuvers are presented on the basis of the framework depicted
in Fig. 1. Industrial robots equipped with six-degree-of-freedom

force/torque sensors and full-scale refueling hardware are used as a
transfer system to couple a numerical simulation of a complete flight
regime with experimental tests of probe–drogue contact scenarios.
This permits the prediction of the dynamics of the complete system in
realistic operating conditions. To this end, the numerical side contains
simulations of the hose–drogue assembly and aerodynamics based on
work presented in [8,11], whereas the robots reproduce the relative
motion of the probe and drogue in each simulation step and feedback
contact forcemeasurements to close the loop. From a systemdesign and
operation perspective, the test setup exhibits a strict hierarchical order
where the robots function as slave devices to a superior master
simulation. This type of architecture enables the simulation side to take
full control over the robot motion execution, helping to seamlessly
embed the experimental contact test into the simulation loop of an
AAR maneuver. As the simulation proceeds, this ensures that its states
become a function of both numerically modeled and experimentally
measured data.
The chosen division of system parts and components into

numerical and experimental substructures (shown in Fig. 1) reflects
our argument from Sec. I that the most severe deficiencies lie in the
modeling and simulation of the contact dynamics. Consequently,
these have to be studied experimentally, whereas reliable models
have been developed and validated for the continuumdynamics of the
remainder of the system in previous work and can be included in
simulation. The advantages of this hybrid approach over alternative
methods for preoperational testing are substantial: 1) Forces and
moments that develop throughout the contact and coupling phases are
based on direct measurements, obviating the need for simplified
assumptions in numeric simulations while 2) eliminating the need for
the implementation of contact models with uncertain parameters and
3) enabling the investigation of realistic hits and drogue reactions.
Hence, diverse scenarios including offcenter hits and missed attempts
can be studied quickly and inexpensively in a controlled laboratory
environmentwithout putting equipment or personnel at significant risk.
A common problem with hybrid testing approaches is that the

transfer system itself inevitably introduces its own inherent dynamics
into the simulation loop,which is typicallymanifested as lags, delays,
and noise [16,17]. Given that the robots can never react satisfactorily
within the bandwidth required for stiff and fast contact–impact
scenarios that are common in AAR, here, the hybrid tests are realized
based on the robotic pseudodynamic testing (RPSDT) method [18].
To this end, the robots impose the relative motion of the probe
and drogue pseudodynamically, i.e., on an enlarged timescale that
circumvents any problems due to actuator response times.
By design, the RPSDT method sets stringent requirements for the

execution of the relative motion of the probe and drogue throughout the

Fig. 1 Hybrid testing framework for AAR contact scenarios and proposed system division.
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contact and coupling phase. These include 1) the precisely timed
execution of bespoke trajectories with spherical linear-interpolation-
based [19] orientation interpolation to guarantee that the Cartesian
spacemanipulation occurs along the shortest path betweenoriginal and
target poses [18], 2) external force sensing, and 3) integration with a
simulation environment: all of which are nontrivial to achieve with
modern industrial robots that rely on closed systems with proprietary
architectures. Here, the necessary level of control and freedom in
application development are attained through augmentation of a
conventional ABB IRC5 system to provide an external real-time
extension for low-level application deployment with direct access to
the IRC5 axis controller [20]. To this end, an additional task is spawned
on the VXworks system of the IRC5 main computer with callbacks
installed to 1) retrieve and forward current arm states (i.e., motor
angles, velocities, torques, etc.) for processing to an external real-time
target via a real-time Ethernet connection, 2) receive a reply with
modified states from the real-time target within a 1 ms window, and
3) set the modified states as new reference commands for the axis
controller. Purposely, the external real-time target takes the form of a
Linuxmachine that gains the relevant real-timecapabilities on the basis
of the Xenomai**/I-pipe patch [21,22] and RTnet driver framework
[23]. The external control application is then implemented and run as a
kernel task for which a tool chain described in [20,24] aides with the
cross compilation and dynamic linking in the deployment process
directly from Simulink. Applying the RPSDT technique in this way
provides inherent loop stability for the hybrid test at the expense of
loosing rate-dependent effects in the feedback forcemeasurements; the
implications of this for probe–drogue contact scenarios are examined
in the validation experiments in Sec. III.

III. Hybrid Test Validation Studies

Independent validation of the fundamental techniques involved in
hybrid testing is crucial to demonstrate reliability of the results.
Because the motivation for a hybrid test typically lies in the difficulty
of reproducing a complete system with traditional experimental or
modeling approaches, separate validation tests have to be devised on
an individual basis that allow conclusions to be drawn about the
trustworthiness and accuracy with which the hybrid tests can
reproduce a particular scenario under a given set of conditions. This
should be seen as a mandatory precursor to applying the technique to
more complex scenarios. For such validation tests to be reliable,
they have to make use of identical hardware specimens under
representative conditions but in a way that allows full experimental
test reproduction. The numerical part of the simulation must be

reproduced in a physical embodiment in the laboratory to allow

comparisons between the hybrid test results and those of the complete
physical system.

A. Validation Method

Here, a validation test on the basis of the long-established drop test

apparatus is proposed, which is used according toMIL-PRF-81975C
[25] for impact and endurance testing of aerial refueling equipment in

industry. The standard test (Fig. 2a) involves suspending a drogue
above a nozzle, with both vertically aligned, and releasing the drogue
such that it falls under gravity to make contact with the nozzle. By

contrast, in the modified test (Fig. 2b), the drogue remains vertically
suspended and is additionally weighed down by a reaction mass

and elastically retained by horizontally spanned bungee cord. The
refueling probe is rigidly mounted to the robot end effector and is

accelerated toward the drogue to strike at a specified angle, speed, and
radial position from the drogue’s axis of symmetry. Using this setup,

validation of the RPSDT-based hybrid testing method for offcenter
drogue hits follows a four-step process:
1) Strikes at the same contact point located 150mm radially outward

from thedrogue’s line of symmetry are performed at full speed (i.e., non-
pseudodynamic) for incidence angles in the range from 0 to 35 deg in
increments of 5 deg and relative contact speeds in the range from 250 to
1000 mm∕s in increments of 250 mm∕s, repeated 12 times for each
combination of angle and speed, resulting in a total of 384 experiments.
Note that the highest contact speed of 1000 mm∕s that corresponds to
the lower end of the operational regime contact scenarios is AAR,
which typically take place at a relative speed of 1000–3000 mm∕s.
Throughout the contact tests, a three-dimensional (3-D) tracking system
records the position of the drogue and bungees, whereas the radial and
lateral strains developing in the drogue ribs (representative of bending
and flexure) are monitored with a bespoke data acquisition system.
2) The entire rig is modeled using a bond-graph approach. To this

end, the inertias and center of gravity of the drogue and reaction mass
assembly, as well as the bungee cord stiffness characteristics, are
experimentally identified in separate tests. The rig geometry, including
bungee attachment points, is measured with the 3-D tracking systems
and related to a frame of reference that is common with the robot.
3) By releasing the drogue from different initial conditions and

recording its swing phase both with and without bungee attachments, a
constraint parameter optimization is used to fine tune the inertia and
stiffness estimates from step 2 and introduce damping elements to
account for structural hysteresis in the bungee cords aswell as friction at
the rope attachment point so as to minimize the Euclidean
error norm between the experimental and modeled swing phase
trajectories.

Fig. 2 Validation test setup: a) configuration as per MIL-PRF-81975C [25], and b) modified configuration.

**Data available online at https://xenomai.org/ [retrieved 2018].
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4) The contact scenarios of step 1 are then reproduced in a hybrid
test based on the RPSDTmethod: In each simulation step, the robots
replicate the relative motion of the probe and drogue quasi statically,
as per the original robot trajectory of step 1 (same motion profiles,
contact points, and strike angles). The measured restoring forces and
torques are fed back to the simulation of the rig developed in steps 2
and 3 and are applied to the simulated drogue as an external force
input. Subsequent stepwise integration of these experimental force
inputs (every 0.5 ms in pseudotime) yields new drogue states that, in
combination with the known nozzle trajectories, determine the next
relative positions of the probe and drogue to be reproduced by the
robots. The hybrid tests proceed in this way, thus covering a single
contact reproduction on an expanded timescale of roughly 240 min.
Note that the test setup presented here has been designed for the

purpose of validating the application of theRPSDTmethod to the study
of contact scenarioswith full-scale refuelinghardware, keeping inmind
the ease of model construction for use in the numerical substructure.
This is to say, the presented validation tests are neither aimed at an
accurate emulation of in-flight conditions nor intended to represent a
direct improvement to the endurance test. As such, the setup has been
kept simple, with only three bungee cords fitted approximately 120 deg
apart; this adds to the nonlinearity and introduces sufficient damping to
suppress slowly decaying pendulumlike oscillations upon contact.

B. Validation Results

Examples of drogue trajectories from full-speed tests (i.e., not
pseudodynamic) for contact speeds of 1000 mm∕s and shallow,
moderate, and steep strike angles of 0, 15, and 35 deg (denoted
V1000A0, V1000A15, and V1000A35, respectively) measured
against the drogue’s line of symmetry are shown in Fig. 3. Here, the
drogue’s mean position and orientation perturbations (based on 12
repetitions) are plotted with reference to the steady-state pose,
including lower and upper bounds (dotted lines) corresponding to
one standard deviation. With reference to the frame assignment in

Fig. 2b, note that 1) the drogue’s origin is coincident with the its

center of gravity (COG), 2) its Z ordinate complies with the axis of

symmetry (pointing vertically upward to the anchor point along the
line of suspension), 3) the X ordinate has been defined to extend

forward in the direction of the bungee cord that is farthest displaced

from the robot base, and 4) theY ordinate follows from the right-hand
rule by convention.High levels of repeatability can be reported for the

full-speed contact tests, with mean Euclidean and mean rotational

standard deviations of 1.1 mm and 0.32 deg, respectively, for the
cases shown.
One of the advantages of hybrid testing is the scope it offers for a

large amount of instrumentation to be applied to test specimens. In the

case of AAR, the rib strain measurements are of great interest in
understanding the loading in the specimen during anAARprocedure.

This instrumentation is difficult to apply in flight tests and is a key

advantage of hybrid testing. It is important that this information is
reliable and repeatable. This can be evaluated in Fig. 4. Salient

profiles and features in the time variation of strains induced into

individual drogue ribs (Figs. 4a/4b) and characteristic peak strain
patterns formed by the spatial strain distribution across the basket

(Figs. 4c/4d) can be observed.As before, the data reveal high levels of

repeatability. Again, mean values have been computed from 12

repetitions and the standard deviation averages 13.3 μStrain across
all data points for both the radial and lateral strains measured by the

top and side gauges, respectively. Corresponding lower and upper

bounds are given by the dotted lines in Figs. 4a/4b. Here, Fig. 4a
shows the mean strain induced in one of the two drogue ribs that is

directly hit by the nozzle at a speed of 1000 mm∕s and a strike angle
of 35 deg. As a result, the rib bends radially outward about the anchor
point, thus distorting the originally circular shape of the basket into an

oval shape. Figure 4b shows the lateral strains that are simultaneously

induced into a rib approximately located at a 90 deg offset from the

struck position on the drogue circumference (see 270 deg location in
Fig. 4d). Evidently, the circumferential distortion of the basket causes

Fig. 3 Drogue position and rotation perturbations.
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large lateral strains to develop as the rib is forced to flex sideways

(i.e., perpendicular to the hinge) and effectively remains cantilevered

at the anchor point.
The average peak strains for all 32 ribs are shown in Figs. 4c and 4d

for radial bending and lateral flexure, respectively. The struck rib

position on the drogue circumference is shown as the 0 deg location

where the radial strains have the most dominant components. By

contrast, prevailing lateral strain components are clearly offset by

90 deg from the contact position for the reasons discussed previously.

In addition, it is evident that both radial and lateral strains increase at

larger incidence strike angles (0, 15, 35 deg). Together with the

individual strain profiles exemplified inFigs. 4a and4b, the data enable

immediate deductions to be made about radial and circumferential

contact load distributions across the basket and can inform structural

considerations regarding the rib, anchor point, and canopy design.
The aforementioned full-speed contact scenarios have been

replicated using RPSDT methods, and a comparison of contact

perturbations and corresponding frequency spectra for the most

extreme contact scenario of 1000 m∕s and 35 deg is presented in

Fig. 5. Note that 1) twist θZ about the drogue’s axis of symmetry is not

considered in the rig model in the numerical substructure; and 2) the

RPSDT-based contact reproduction for the scenarios shown amounts

to an experimental time in excess of 3 h, whereas here, all RPSDT data

are plotted against the equivalent pseudotime. Due to the long

experimental time for a single test, the RPSDT data are based on only

four repetitions; however, high repeatability has been shown andmean

standard deviations of 0.9 mm and 0.15 deg could be computed as

indicative values for the positional and rotational axes, respectively.

Furthermore, it is shown that the RPSDT method clearly reproduces

the dominant contact–impact phenomena in the perturbation profiles,

both in terms of position and Euler angle variations. This is true for all

prevailing motion axes. Steady-state offsets in the settled positions of

the drogue can be attributed to uncertainties in the underlying numeric

model of the rig. Further discrepancies arise as expected from the

neglect of rate-dependent effects in the RPSDT contact force feedback

measurements due to the structural excitation being quasi static in

nature. The latter effects are primarily manifested in a more oscillatory

(i.e., less damped) response in the RPSDT data. This is reflected in the

frequency spectra, where the RPSDT data have a lower attenuation

level across the entire bandwidth, implying less energy dissipation as

compared with the full-speed tests.
The discontinuous nature of the contact events becomes evident on

theRPSDT force profiles in Fig. 6.Multiple losses of contact occur as

the nozzle drifts increasingly toward the center of the drogue. The

drogue’s rotational response and conical geometry contribute

significantly to this effect. Forces and moments reach nominal peak

values of 1350 N on the Z axis and 340 N ⋅m about the X axis,

respectively. It can be noted that these peaks do not occur on first

impact when the relative speed is largest but on subsequent contact

events instead. This is a result of the contact angle between nozzle and

drogue that is initially steep, allowing easy slipping, but becomes

increasingly more shallow as the drogue tips. Thus, larger contact

forces and moments develop at reduced relative speeds. Once more,

high levels of repeatability can be confirmedwith standard deviations

on force and torque data averaging 20.52 N and 6.26 N ⋅m,

respectively.
The sensitivity to parameter variations for RPSDT has been

assessed experimentally by perturbing both the contact position and

the strike angle by 1 cm and 1 deg, respectively. As such, the nozzle

contacts the ribs at a point radially further offset from the drogue’s

line of symmetry (160 mm instead of 150 mm) in the first run while

making contact at the original location but following a steeper strike

angle of 36 deg in the second run. As shown in Fig. 7, low sensitivity

to changes in these parameters can be reported. Thus, it may be

concluded that small inaccuracies and uncertainties introduced by the

transfer system (robot positioning accuracy, repeatability, etc.) and

a)

b)

c)

d)
Fig. 4 Induced strain profiles and peak strain patterns.
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any modeling inaccuracies are unlikely to significantly compromise
or adversely affect the test validity. Hence, the argument for the
suitability, applicability, and reliability of the RPSDTmethod for the
study of the coupling phase and offcenter drogue hits is further
emphasized.

IV. Hybrid Tests of AAR Maneuvers

This section presents the results from full-scale hybrid simulations
of AAR operations conducted based on the framework outlined in
Sec. II. The focus of the analysis lies on the refueling hardware
behavior and contact forces that develop throughout the contact and
coupling phases.

A. Hybrid Test Setup

The numerical domain features a model of the hose–drogue
assembly that augments the developments in [8,9] to incorporate hose

bending effects based on Timoshenko’s beam theory as shown in [6]
and includes ball-joint friction and separate aerodynamic restoring
moments. A full list of parameters is given in Table 1. The adopted
frame assignment for the nozzle and hose–drogue assembly complies
with Figs. 8a and 8b, and the application of contact forces and
moments from the physical substructure is detailed in Fig. 8c.
Notably, here, the complete final hose link is regarded as the drogue
and reception coupling assembly and the link length lN corresponds
to the distance from ball-joint connection to the drogue’s center of
gravity. This is in agreement with the configuration on the robot
where the reception coupling is mounted to the force sensor flange at
the end effector, thus creating the interface between the numerical and
physical domains in place of the ball joint that would typically
connect the hose to the drogue assembly. Hence, contact forces that
are fed back to the simulation environment can be applied to the
second-last lumped mass right after a transformation from drogue to
tanker coordinates. As the modeling approach in [8,9] did not allow

Fig. 5 RPSDT vs full-speed data in time and frequency domains.
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the direct application of moments, forces Fcog and Fbj are computed
based on the moment arm lN and applied to the final link as shown in
Fig. 8c to account for feedback torques and generate an equivalent
ball-joint moment on the hose model.
The simulation starts in steady-state conditions with the hose

extended to its full payout length of 27 m and trailed centrally behind
the tanker from a fuselage-mounted refueling pod. Any inherent
tanker dynamics are neglected; i.e., over the course of the maneuver,
the tanker remains undisturbed in straight level flight at a constant
altitude of 8000m,with an airspeed of 200 m∕s representing an ideal
docking environment. To isolate effects arising from probe–drogue
contact–impact phenomena, atmospheric variations, gusts, and wake
and bow wave effects are not included in the present study. The
principle result of these effects is to produce a change in the relative
position, velocity, and orientation of the probe and drogue, so this can
instead be controlled directly through variation of these parameters.
The receiver aircraft dynamics are not modeled, but the nozzle
follows a predefined path leading to a head-on hit at the 12 o’clock
location at various radial offsets from the drogue’s axis of symmetry.
A relative closure speed of 1.5 m∕s is prescribed, and deceleration to
zero relative speed takes place over a distance of 0.5 m once the
nozzle passes the nominal unperturbed resting position of the latch

mechanism. This is representative of a refueling scenariowhere pilots

decelerate only after drogue capture occurs. Hose takeup is triggered

with a 0.1 s delay from the initial contact point and covers a duration

of three times the receiver aircraft’s deceleration time, with the reel-in

length ultimately amounting to the receiver’s nominal deceleration

length.

B. Results and Analysis

Three hybrid simulations are presented, for drogue hits at

centerline offsets of 50, 100, and 200 mm, constituting initial

contact with the outer coupling as well as low and high rib strikes,

respectively. The full drogue trajectories in the tanker’s frame of

reference and the corresponding contact force/torque excitation

profiles are shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding refueling hardware

behavior is illustrated in Fig. 10, where sequential photographs

taken throughout the tests are arranged columnwise by individual

test cases. Due to the head-on centerline hits at the 12 o’clock

location and the absence ofwake and bowwave effects, both contact

excitation forces (and, consequently, the drogue response) are

dominant in the X–Z plane while out-of-plane dynamics remain

negligible.

X: 0.562
Y: 870.7

X: 0.482
Y: 730.8

X: 0.484
Y: 1354

X: 0.482
Y: 340.7

X: 0.566
Y: -300.4

Fig. 6 Mean contact force profiles recorded in RPSDT tests shown in the drogue’s frame of reference.
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It is shown that, upon contact, the drogue mainly reacts with a

rotational tipping motion about its Y axis, whereas any response along

the X axis toward the tanker remains insignificant due to

the large drag forces involved. By contrast, the drogue, although

temporarily pushed down as a result of the tipping motion, undergoes a

distinct upwardmotion along thenegativeZ axis toward the tanker as the

nozzle advances on a straight path along theX axis. This upwardmotion

is a direct cause of the conical geometry of the ribs that produces the

contact force components in the negativeZ axis (Fig. 9), thus deflecting

the drogue upward to align its line of symmetry with that of the probe.

This is particularly well emphasized in the central photograph sequence

in Fig. 10, corresponding to the 100 mm offset hit.
The tipping motion described is more pronounced for hits at

increased centerline offsets, which produce larger rotational moments

about the ball joint located at the point of hose attachment. Such

behavior has been widely observed in AAR operations where

particularly large rotational drogue responses are known to result from

extreme offcenter hits at excessive speeds. Here, the tipping remains

minimal for the 50 mm case, approaches 10 deg for hits at offsets of

100mm,and isestimated toexceed20deg for thehit at a 200mmoffset.
The 50 and 100 mm test cases encompass the contact phase up to

the point of successful engagement of the nozzle and coupling/latch

mechanism, whereas a critical torque sensor limit of 400 N ⋅m is

exceeded for the 200 mm case, necessitating a premature test

termination. As shown in Fig. 10, this occurs upon nozzle transition

from rib to coupling contact and results primarily from the nature of

the far offcenter hit in which the nozzle forces the ribs radially

outward about the anchor point to such an extent that the conical

geometry of the funnel is significantly distorted and the nozzle gets

caught on the coupling edge. In combination with the large tipping

described previously, it is concluded that this contact scenario, if it

had run to completion, would not have resulted in successful

coupling. By contrast, for hits at 50 and 100 mm offsets, the

400 N ⋅m limit is only exceeded once the nozzle and drogue are

successfully engaged. Note that, if the postcoupling dynamics were

to be studied from this point onward, this could be done purely in

simulation by constraining the drogue to follow the deceleration

profile of the nozzle as was done in the works mentioned in Sec. II.
Finally, it is shown in Fig. 11a that the hose end tensions take an

abrupt drop upon contact and gradually reduce as the drogue pivots

about the ball joint. For the 50 and100mmoffset hit, it is clearly shown

Fig. 7 Experimental sensitivity analysis for RPSDT-based contact tests.

Table 1 Model parameters for hose–drogue assembly

Parameter Value

Hose

Specific mass 4.09 kg∕m
Outer diameter 0.071 m
Inner diameter 0.0355 m
Elastic modulus 1.3 × 107 Pa
Drag coefficient (tangential) 0.01
Drag coefficient (normal) 0.6
Tow point with regard to tanker �−21.14; 0; 0.5�T

Drogue

Mass 17.91 kg
Canopy diameter 0.6096 m
Drag coefficient 0.8
Ball-joint friction 10.0 N ⋅m∕�rad∕s�
Aeromoment 5.0 N ⋅m∕ deg

Flight regime

Airspeed 200 m∕s
Altitude 8000 m
Air density 0.525 kg∕m3
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how the tension drop reverses with an overshoot beyond the original
value of 2500N as the drogue is deflected upward to align the coupling
and probe. It is this contact response that initiates the propagation of a

mechanical wave up the hose, which can get reflected at the tow point
on the refueling pod.While this occurs, intermittent fluctuations at the
hose end die down and tensions begin to stabilize until they are

Fig. 8 Representations of a) frame assignment, b) model structure, and c) contact force application.

X: 0.72
Y: -400

X: 0.7755
Y: -274.5

m N
N

N
•m

m

Fig. 9 Drogue response and contact force excitation in the X–Z plane.
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reexcited by the reflected wave. This can constitute a severe form of
hosewhip, especially if hose slack has not been takenup sufficiently by
the hose-drum unit (HDU) and the waves are aerodynamically

amplified.Here, a properly functioningHDU is simulated; however, as
seen in Fig. 11b, its effects on the drogue response remain insignificant
throughout the initial contact and coupling phase.

OFFSET 100 mm OFFSET 200 mmOFFSET 50 mm

Fig. 10 Photographs from hybrid simulations in chronological order and grouped columnwise.

a) b)

Fig. 11 Variations of a) hose tension and b) hose length throughout contact phase.
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The results presented here show correlation with the phenomena
observed in refueling operations and, in particular, with respect to
two of the most problematic behaviors: namely, drogue tipping and
hose whip. They demonstrate that the methods can be used to better
understand the contact dynamics throughout the coupling phase,
providing design insight and validation to improve not only the
coupling success rates but also the robustness and mass optimization
of the hardware. The use of validated hose models combines with
rigorous validation of theRPSDTmethod to produce high confidence
in the resulting datasets.

V. Conclusions

This Paper presents results from the first hybrid tests of air-to-air
refueling contact dynamics. The findings show that the technique can
provide greater insight than flight testing alone and at significantly
lower cost and risk. This is an important contribution to the design
and test practices for air-to-air refueling (AAR) equipment, and it
comes at a timewhenAAR is seeing increasing interest as a means of
improving civil fleet efficiencies as well as catering to a rapidly
expanding unmanned aircraft fleet. The new robotic pseudodynamic
testing technique for hybrid testing is outlined and used to produce
results from two studies of contact tests for full-scale refueling
hardware: 1) a validation of robotic pseudodynamic testing (RPSDT)
fidelity with respect to a complete experimental laboratory setup, and
2) hybrid tests of complete AAR procedures using a simulated flight
environment. The validation study finds that the RPSDT method is
able to successfully reproduce the dominant dynamic characteristics
between the probe and drogue in contact–impact events. Low
parameter sensitivity and high levels of repeatability are identified,
with mean standard deviations of 0.9 mm and 0.15 deg reported over
motions of 220 mm and 18 deg, respectively. The full AAR scenario
simulation demonstrates that RPSDT can reproduce important
drogue response characteristics, including problematic behavior such
as drogue tipping and the initiation of traveling waves in the hose,
which can lead to hose whip. These behaviors will result, at best, in a
failed engagement and, at worst, in the loss of the refueling
equipment or the whole aircraft. The RPSDTobservations are in line
with flight-test observations and pilot reports. Laboratory-based
hybrid testing is also shown to offer advantages over flight testing in
the form of enhanced instrumentation, providing greater insight into
trajectories, forces, and component strains to be used in design
iterations. With the costs of equipping a tanker fleet standing around
500 million U.S. dollars, the technique offers an important means of
laboratory testing to inform design iterations, reducing development
timescales and costs, and improving safety and reliability before
flight testing.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis has explored the feasibility of studying the probe-drogue contact and cou-

pling dynamics in AAR systems using a hybrid testing method to synergistically com-

bine and harness the individual benefits of simulative and experimental tests. To

this end, the thesis has proposed, established and validated the technique of ‘Robotic

Pseudo-Dynamic Testing’ (RPsDT), and shown that it can provide high-confidence

predictions for the in-flight dynamics of aerial refuelling hardware. Conducted in close

cooperation with Cobham Mission Systems, a leading AAR equipment manufacturer,

the developments made in this thesis add rigorous methodical support to the on-ground

validation and preflight verification processes used as part of the design and develop-

ment cycles of AAR hardware, where the RPsDT technique can realise its full poten-

tial as an intermediate de-risking step between component-level testing and full system

flight testing. The following sections conclude the thesis with an overarching discussion

of the presented work, followed by a concise summary of the author’s core contributions

before providing closing remarks and suggestions for future work.

6.1 Discussion

The research presented in this thesis has primarily targeted the generation of reliable

predictions for the hose-drogue dynamics throughout the critical contact and coupling

phase of the AAR manoeuvre, where the complicated interaction of aerodynamic, at-

mospheric and contact factors decides whether a receiver craft approach results in the

successful coupling of probe and drogue or in a missed attempt. Fundamentally, the

research builds on the premise that the complicated dynamics due to the manifold
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physical phenomena in the hook-up space render sole simulative and sole experimen-

tal studies inadequate to provide reliable predictions for the in-flight behaviour of the

hose-drogue assembly. This is because experimental methods are hampered by evident

logistical burdens in the laboratory reproduction of a flight environment, while simula-

tive studies encounter severe uncertainties in the modelling of the contact and coupling

phase. The latter result predominantely from the intrinsically difficult-to-model struc-

ture of the drogue which makes the contact and coupling forces between probe and

drogue a complicated function of the equipment geometries, material properties, strike

angles and contact speeds. The motivation to obtain reliable predictions with hybrid

tests, where the contact phase is studied experimentally, has followed from these very

drawbacks.

The incentive to use a robotic facility as the main part of the transfer system for the

hybrid tests of AAR scenarios was based on a variety of reasons: From a technical per-

spective, the kinematic versatility of serial link industrial robots is vastly unmatched

among COTS actuation systems. From an academic point of view, industrial robots

present an interesting research platform, more so when used in an unconventional

setting. Practically, Cobham’s prior investment in the RMR as well as the research

conducted on vision tracking and flight controller validation as part of the ASTRAEA

programme [22, 23] have made the extension of the hybrid testing approach into the

contact phase of the manoeuvre a native next step.

A comprehensive review of contemporary hybrid testing methods in Chapter 2 has

provided a detailed discussion of known challenges for hybrid tests of mechanical sub-

structures. Significantly, it was found that the dynamics induced into the test loop by

the transfer system have an adverse effect on both test fidelity and stability. The most

severe problems are known to arise from delays, latencies and bandwidth limitations in

the actuation hardware and it was found that the standard mitigation schemes to coun-

teract these effects are not applicable in the presence of the strong non-linearity and

discontinuity found in AAR contact scenarios, especially since reliable contact models

and preview information are not available throughout the tests. In order to circumvent

these problems, the author proposed to perform the hybrid tests on the basis of the

pseudo-dynamic method which vastly relaxes the response time demands for the in-

dustrial robots, accepting that the adoption of this technique comes at the expense of

neglecting rate dependent effects in the contact force measurements. While the appli-

cation of the pseudo-dynamic method to contact-impact problems is unconventional,

the approach was underpinned by the hypothesis stating that
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‘The contact response of the drogue is preponderantly structural and dominated by its

non-linear stiffness properties, while the primary form of energy dissipation is

expected to result from hysteresis inherent to the ribs and interlinked elastic cord.’

which implies that high-confidence predictions of the contact and coupling phase are

obtainable despite the neglect of rate dependent effects in the force feedback measure-

ments (and likewise, that obtaining such high-confidence prediction in validation tests

would in turn verify the hypothesis.) Hence, the hypothesis testing could be incorpo-

rated in the assessment of the test feasibility as per the aims and objectives set out

in Section 1.6 and was performed according to a rigorous bottom-up approach. The

latter spans the three core chapters of this thesis (Chapter 3 - Chapter 5) and covers

the entire R&D process from the proposal of the framework through to the full scale

testing at the RMR. In the following, a concise summary of this work including the au-

thor’s main contributions is provided on a chapter-by-chapter basis before suggestions

for future work and closing remarks are made.

The development of the RPsDT technique was outlined in Chapter 3. Beginning with

a proposal for the framework of the hybrid tests and a justification for the underlying

component division into the numerical and experimental substructures, the algorithmic

procedure for RPsDT was established on the basis of a step-wise pseudo-dynamic test.

Subsequently, architectural and implementation considerations were discussed from a

systems and control perspective and the integration of a bespoke motion control unit,

including a dedicated trajectory planning and execution mechanism, were presented

for the test integration with ABB IRC5 controllers.

The second part of the chapter proposed and derived a novel modelling technique for

the numerical simulation of the hose reel-in dynamics. Building upon a popular finite

segment modelling approach for towed and tethered cable systems, the proposed model

accommodates the reel-in process by means of a uniform variation of the finite segment

size (i.e. the length of individual hose links). This provides the advantage of an au-

tomatically increasing spatial resolution throughout the reel-in process and eliminates

the need to define additional constraints for the hose wind up process onto the HDU,

thereby reducing the number of required computations. While the model evaluation

revealed a very good qualitative agreement for the reel-in behaviour of the proposed

and reference models, discrepancies were shown to arise from an energy gain associated

with the activation of the reel-in constraints in the reference models themselves. Hence,

it was proposed to perform an enhanced validation study as part of future work, where

an equivalent constraint is included at the tow point of the developed model in order

to align the dynamic behaviour of the models quantitatively and provide conclusive
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evidence with regard to the validity of the proposed modelling approach.

As a matter of risk mitigation, the experimental work including the trial and test-

ing of the RPsDT method was carried out in two separate stages. Preliminary scaled

tests (Chapter 4) were conducted in parallel with the development process outlined

in Chapter 3 and served as a validation basis for the subsequent application of the

RPsDT method to full-scale test scenarios at the RMR (Chapter 5). The preliminary

tests provided an initial evaluation of the RPsDT method in a comparative study of a

simple and easily reproducible contact scenario between a rigid mass and a compliant

object published in [98], as well as an extension of this work including a first hybrid

simulation of the AAR docking phase based on a scaled setup published in [90]. Expect-

edly, limitations of the method resulting from the neglect of rate and time dependent

effects including viscous damping and creep could be identified in both contributions,

emphasising the need for careful validation testing on a case-by-case basis. At the

same time the ability of the RPsDT method to capture the non-linear stiffness proper-

ties of the experimental specimen including structural damping due to hysteresis could

be clearly demonstrated while an assessment of the qualitative refuelling hardware

behaviour throughout the scaled tests highlighted the potential of the technique for

full-scale tests at the RMR.

The need for careful validation testing of the full scale studies, as identified above, was

addressed in Chapter 5 straight way. To this end, a redesign of the long established

‘drop test’ apparatus as per [21] was undertaken to enable robot controlled contact

testing both at full speed and pseudo-dynamically. While the accurate reproduction

of in-flight conditions was not a major concern at this stage, the tests served the inde-

pendent validation of the RPsDT method for use with industrial refuelling hardware

at the RMR ahead of performing hybrid simulations of complete AAR maneuvers.

Probe-drogue contact scenarios were conducted for a variety of contact positions, im-

pact speeds, and incidence strike angles and it was found that the RPsDT method was

able to successfully reproduce the dominant dynamic characteristics between probe and

drogue for such contact events. Low parameter sensitivity and high levels of repeata-

bility were identified, with mean standard deviations of 0.9mm and 0.15◦ reported over

motions of 220mm and 18◦ respectively. Moreover, the formation of characteristic strain

patterns in response to the contact events could be recorded at ribs along the entire

drogue circumference. Significant stress levels resulting from radial bending and lateral

flexure were registered and it was concluded that accurate measurements obtained in

this way could aid in the future definition of common design baselines, safety factors

or be used as an additional data source in structural validation processes.

Building upon the successful validation with full scale refuelling hardware, the study
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was extended to investigations of complete AAR scenarios under the simulation based

emulation of a flight environment. Predictions for the operational contact and coupling

behaviour in response to off-centre drogue hits were made and estimates for the con-

tact forces provided. As in the preliminary tests presented in Chapter 4, the predicted

refuelling hardware behaviour was inline with flight test observations and pilot reports,

demonstrating that RPsDT can reproduce important drogue response characteristics

including problematic behaviour such as drogue tipping and the initiation of hose os-

cillations. Thus, the hypothesis could be successfully verified and the argument for

adopting the RPsDT method as a development tool in industrial processes was further

substantiated.

6.2 Contributions

In summary, the author’s core contributions made in this thesis include:

• The complete methodical development of Robotic Pseudo-Dynamic Testing (RPsDT)

through adaptation of the pseudo-dynamic testing technique for the investigation

of multi-body contact-impact problems using COTS robotic manipulators.

• The development of a simple drop test experiment and validation process to verify

the feasibility of the RPsDT method for the study of contact-impact problems.

• The proposal of a framework for hybrid simulations of AAR manoeuvres with

focus on the probe-drogue contact and coupling phase.

• The implementation of the proposed framework on the basis of the RPsDT

method and the realisation of the first hybrid simulations of the probe-drogue

contact and coupling phase in AAR manoeuvres (scaled & full scale)

• The validation of the RPsDT technique in independent contact tests based on

an improved design of a standardised industrial endurance test rig for refuelling

hardware.

• The generation and provision of high confidence predictions for the in-flight dy-

namics of the hose-drogue assembly in response to off-centre hits, in the form

of contact trajectories, contact forces and stress distributions in the refuelling

hardware.

• The publication of the RPsDT method and the dissemination of the performed

studies and obtained data in peer reviewed conference and journal articles.
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• The proposal and derivation of a novel modelling technique for the simulation of

the reel-in dynamics of towed and tethered cable systems using adaptive finite

segment sizes.

6.3 Future Work & Closing Remarks

Ideas must evolve, just like research, and one must come to accept that the generation

of knowledge, by its very nature, is an iterative and incremental process leaving room

for improvements at all stages. Unsurprisingly, this is also the case for the work at

hand. One proposal for an enhanced validation study including the integration of an

equivalent torsional constraint at the tow point of the developed hose model was already

provided in Chapter 3.6. In addition to this, two more aspects have been identified by

the author as meriting further attention by the academic community:

First, improvements in the agreement between full-speed and pseudo-dynamic data

could be achieved by adapting the RPsDT technique to execute continuously at a re-

duced speed rather than in a step-wise fashion. To this end, the execution speed would

be determined by a time scaling factor as is typical for the technique of Continuous

Pseudo Dynamic Testing (see Chapter 2.3.1). Given that direction changes throughout

the contact and coupling phase of AAR manoeuvres are uncommon (unlike in earth-

quake testing), the risk of encountering systematic force overshoots as stated in the

literature review may be ignored. At the same time, the continuous nature of the ac-

tuation also reduces the risk of recording unwanted force relaxation effects. While a

vast loss of rate dependent components from the feedback force measurements would

still occur in such tests, a possibility exists that the capture of low frequency friction

components is sufficient to manifest as a quality gain for the RPsDT technique. This

needs to be examined with careful scrutiny.

Second, the conducted RPsDT tests have provided high confidence estimates of the

coupling dynamics including the related contact forces and stiffness information. This

data could form the basis for a thorough analysis of the bandwidth and actuation

requirements for real-time tests, e.g. based on a stability analysis or similar. In this

manner, it would be possible to (i) formally assess the feasibility of performing real-time

tests of the contact and coupling phase with current hardware, (ii) identify bottlenecks

in the hybrid testing loop and (iii) define requirements for necessary improvements in

the control and actuation technology.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the above suggestions should at no point overshadow
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the contributions of this work. Establishing reliable predictive capabilities for the

operational contact and coupling dynamics of refuelling hardware with lab-based hybrid

testing is a major achievement. At a time of an industry-wide shift towards virtual

system validation and a rapidly expanding unmanned aircraft market, the RPsDT

technique offers an important means of laboratory testing to inform design iterations,

reduce development time scales and cost and improve safety and reliability prior to

flight testing.
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Appendix A

Delay-Induced Energy Gain in

Real-Time Hybrid Testing

The manifestation of actuator delay as ‘negative damping’ in RTHT has been widely

stated in the literature. The following sections aim to provide a simple assessment of the

effects of actuator delay on a simple hybrid test using only energy based considerations.

The analysis is in parts similar to that performed by Horiuchi [73].

Let’s consider a hybrid test of a 2nd order mass-spring-damper system that is solely

compromised by actuator delay. Assume that the test is setup to include the mass in

the numerical substructure while the experimental substructure consists of a spring-

damper element with no further inertia. For simplicity, further assume that all elements

in the tests are perfect, i.e. the stiffness element k is linear, the viscous damping

coefficient c has constant properties, noise is not introduced at any point and a perfect

sensor provides exact and instantaneous force feed back measurements to the numerical

substructure which in turn performs an instantaneous exact integration of the motion

equations to produce the next reference commands. An ideal transfer system would

reproduce/track this demand perfectly, however, here the actuator delay is the only

compromise to the test.

Lets recall from Fourier’s theorem, that any actuator command can be represented

as the superposition of a series of sinusoids with different frequencies and phase shifts.

Following on from this, we can investigate the effect of an actuator delay in a hybrid test

by considering in isolation a pure sinusoidal position command xc = Asin (ωt) of arbitrary

amplitude A and frequency ω that is tracked with an actuator dead-time td. Expressing

the commanded and actual position of the actuator as xc(t) and xa(t) respectively it is
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clear that for the spring element the reaction force fed back to the simulation takes the

form of Fr = kxc and Fr = kxa for the perfect zero-delay and the delayed case respectively.

Also note, that time functions of commanded and actual actuator positions are given

as follows:

Xc(t) = A sin(ωt) Ẋc(t) = v(t) = Aωcos(ωt) (A.1)

Xa(t) = A sin(ω(t− td)) = A sin(ωt− ωtd) Ẋa(t) = Aω cos (ωt− ωtd) (A.2)

It is then possible to independently quantify the contributions of spring and damper

element to the energy level of the hybrid test over one period of the command signal.

In the following, this is done on a case-by-case basis considering both the zero-delay

and the delayed option.

Energy change due to damping element - zero delay

The energy dissipated by the damper element over one period of the sinusoid is:

Wd =

∮
Fddx =

∮
−cvdx

=

∫ T

0
−cv(t)

dx

dt
dt = 2

∫ T/2=π/ω

0
−cv2(t)dt

= 2

∫ π/ω

0
−cA2ω2cos2(ωt)dt using cos(2x) = 2cos2(x)− 1

= 2

∫ π/ω

0
−

1

2
cA2ω2 [cos(2ωt) + 1] dt = −cA2ω2

∫ π/ω

0
cos(2ωt) + 1dt

= −cA2ω2
[
sin(2ωt)

2ω
+ t

]π/ω
0

= −cA2ω2
π

ω

= −πcA2ω

(A.3)

The energy is dissipative as indicated by the negative sign. Energy dissipation per

cycle is constant for a command signal of constant frequency and amplitude. This is

to be expected.
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Energy change due to damping element - constant delay

The energy Wd dissipated by the damper element over one period of the sinusoid is:

Wd =

∮
Fddx =

∮
−cvdx

=

∫ T

0
−cẋa(t)

dxc(t)

dt
dt = −c

∫ T

0
Aωcos(ωt− ωtd)Aωcos(ωt)dt

= −cA2ω2
∫ T

0
cos(ωt− ωtd)cos(ωt)dt

using cos(a− b) = cos(a)cos(b) + sin(a)sin(b)

= −cA2ω2
∫ T

0
[cos(ωt)cos(ωtd) + sin(ωt)sin(ωtd)] cos(ωt)

= −cA2ω2

[∫ T

0
cos(ωtd)cos2(ωt)dt+

∫ T

0
sin(ωtd)sin(ωt)cos(ωt)dt

]

= −cA2ω2cos(ωtd)

∫ T

0
cos2(ωt)dt − cA2ω2sin(ωtd)

∫ T

0
sin(ωt)cos(ωt)dt

using cos(2a) = cos2(a)− 1 and letting u = sin(ωt)
du

dt
= ωcos(ωt) dt =

du

ωcos(ωt)

= −cA2ω2cos(ωtd)

∫ T

0

1

2
(cos(2ωt) + 1)dt − cA2ω2sin(ωtd)

∫ T

0

1

ω
udu

= −
1

2
cA2ω2cos(ωtd)

∫ T

0
cos(2ωt) + 1dt − cA2ωsin(ωtd)

∫ T

0
udu

= −
1

2
cA2ω2cos(ωtd)

[
sin(2ωt)

2ω
+ t

]T= 2π
ω

0
− cA2ωsin(ωtd)

[
1

2
sin2(ωt)

]T= 2π
ω

0

= −
1

2
cA2ω2cos(ωtd)

[
sin(4π)

2ω
+

2π

ω
− 0

]
−

1

2
cA2ωsin(ωtd) [sin(2π)]

= −
1

2
cA2ω2

[
2π

ω

]
cos(ωtd) = −πcωA2cos(ωtd)

(A.4)

The energy is dissipative as indicated by the negative sign and increasing the delay will

reduce the energy dissipation, i.e increase the energy level in the simulation.
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Energy change due to stiffness element - zero-delay

This should not contribute to a change of energy of the hybrid simulation. The work

Wk done by the spring over one cycle is

Wk =

∮
−Fxdx =

∮
−kx(t)dx =

∫ T

0
−kx(t)

dx

dt
dt

= −
∫ T

0
kAsin(ωt)Aωcos(ωt)dt = −kA2ω

∫ T

0
sin(ωt)cos(ωt)dt

letting u = sin(ωt)
du

dt
= ωcos(ωt) dt =

du

ωcos(ωt)

= −kA2ω

∫ T

0

1

ω
ucos(ωt)

du

cos(ωt)
= −kA2

∫ T

0
udu

= −kA2
[

1

2
u2
]T=− 2π

ω

0
= −

1

2
kA2 [sin(ωt)]

2π
ω
0 = 0

(A.5)

Hence, a perfect spring does not influence the system energy in hybrid test with zero

actuator delay. As expected!
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Energy change due to stiffness element - constant delay

Energy gain per cycle due to stiffness element with constant-delay transfer system.

Note that the reaction force gets integrated and opposes the actuator force. Simula-

tion assumes that the actuator instantly reached the demanded position, however, its

response is delayed. In turn the reaction force from the physical substructure does

not correspond to the demanded position and velocity but to the delayed position and

velocity. This obviously adversely affects the validity and stability of the simulation.

The work balance over one cycle is

Wkd =

∮
−Fkddx =

∮
−kxd(t)dx = −

∫ T

0
kxd(t)

dxc(t)

dt
dt

= −
∫ T

0
kAsin(ωt− ωtd)Aωcos(ωt)dt = −kA2ω

∫ T

0
sin(ωt− ωtd)cos(ωt)dt

using sin(a− b) = sin(a)sin(b)− cos(a)sin(b)

= −kA2ω

∫ T

0
[sin(ωt)sin(ωtd)− cos(ωt)sin(ωtd)] cos(ωt)dt

= −kA2ω

[∫ T

0
sin(ωtd)sin(ωt)cos(ωt)dt−

∫ T

0
sin(ωtd)cos2(ωt)dt

]

= −kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[∫ T

0
sin(ωt)cos(ωt)dt−

∫ T

0
cos2(ωt)dt

]

using sin(2a) = 2sin(a)cos(a) and cos(2a) = 2cos2(a)− 1

= −kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[∫ T

0

1

2
sin(2ωt)dt−

∫ T

0

1

2
[cos(2ωt) + 1]dt

]

= −
1

2
kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[∫ T= 2π
ω

0
sin(2ωt)dt−

∫ T= 2π
ω

0
cos(2ωt) + 1dt

]

= −
1

2
kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[[
−cos(2ωt)

2ω

] 2π
ω

0
−
[
sin(2ωt)

2ω
+ t

] 2π
ω

0

]

= −
1

2
kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[[
−cos(4π)

2ω
−
−1

2ω

]
−
[
sin(4π)

2ω
+

2π

ω
− 0

]]
= −

1

2
kA2ωsin(ωtd)

[[
−1

2ω
+

1

2ω

]
−
[

2π

ω

]]
= +πkA2sin(ωtd)

(A.6)

The expression above states the energy gained per period of a sinusoidal command

signal of frequency ωt for a fixed transfer system delay of td. Clearly increasing delay

increases the energy balance of the simulation.
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Summary

The outcome from all cases is tabulated below. Note that for typical time delays in the

order of 10ms and systems with low natural frequencies the product wtd is small. In such

a case, the energy added per period due to the spring element in the constant delay case

may be simplified to the term +πkA2ωtd while the expression for the dissipative energy of

the damping element of the constant delay case reduces to the same expression obtained

for the zero delay case, i.e −πcωA2. Note that interesting observations can be made if

both expressions are equated at the critical point where the energy gain outbalances

the inherent damping in the system causing the response to grow unbounded as shown

in Eq. A.7. Here, the equation states that for a constant actuator delay td and system/

specimen stiffness k a damping coefficient of at least c = ktd is needed to keep the system

theoretically stable.

zero delay constant delay

Stiffness 0 +πkA2sin(ωtd)

Damping −πcA2ω −πcωA2cos(ωtd)

Table A.1: Summary of spring and damper effects on energy balance in hybrid tests
for zero-delay and delayed actuator response.

Wk −Wd = 0

+πkA2ωtd − πcωA2 = 0

+πkA2ωtd = +πcωA2

c = +ktd

(A.7)

Conversely, one may arise at the idea that delay in a hybrid test manifests as ‘negative

damping’ (as Horiuchi put it [73]). This is the result of a direct comparison between

the nominal energy gain of the spring element and energy loss of the damper as shown

in Eq. A.8:

+πkA2ωtd = −πcωA2

c = −ktd
(A.8)
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Appendix B

Differentiation of Algebraic

Constraint Equations

Starting from the constraint definition in Equation 3.43 (restated below for conve-

nience), where all variables are functions of time,

pkpk = l2k (B.1)

and noting that:

pk = rk − rj = −lknkx
(B.2)

Then, differentiating once gives:

ṗk = vk − vj = −l̇knkx
− lkṅkx

(B.3)

And differentiating a second time gives:

p̈k = ak − aj = −l̈knkx
− l̇kṅkx

− l̇kṅkx
− lkn̈kx

p̈k = ak − aj = −l̈knkx
− 2l̇kṅkx

− lkn̈kx

(B.4)

Differentiating the constraint definition in Equation B.1 yields:

2pkṗk = 2lk l̇k (B.5)
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and substituting the expressions from Equation B.2 and Equation B.3 while accounting

for the fact that nkx
nkx

= 1 yields:

2
[
−lknkx

] [
−l̇knkx

− lkṅkx

]
= 2lk l̇k

2lk l̇knkx
nkx

+ 2l2knkx
ṅkx

= 2lk l̇k

2lk l̇k + 2l2knkx
ṅkx

= 2lk l̇k

2l2knkṅkx
= 0

l2knkx
ṅkx

= 0

(B.6)

Taking the derivative of the above equation yields:

d

dt

[
l2knkx

ṅkx

]
=

d

dt
[0]

2lk l̇knkx
ṅkx

+ l2kṅ
2
kx

+ l2knkx
n̈kx

= 0

2l̇knkx
ṅkx

+ lkṅ
2
kx

+ lknkx
n̈kx

= 0

(B.7)

Noting the similarity between Equation B.7 and the expression −p̈k = l̈knkx
+ 2l̇kṅkx

+

lkn̈kx
from Equation B.4, we will add l̈knkx

nkx
to both sides of Equation B.7 and

factorise subsequently:

2l̇knkx
ṅkx

+ l̈knkx
nkx

+ lknkx
n̈kx

= l̈knkx
nkx

− lkṅ2
kx[

l̈knkx
+ 2l̇kṅkx

+ lkn̈kx

]
nkx

= l̈knkx
nkx

− lkṅ2
kx

−p̈knkx
= l̈k − lkṅ2

kx

p̈knkx
= lkṅ

2
kx
− l̈k

(B.8)

And finally given that p̈k = ak −aj (Equation B.4), the following expression is obtained

for the second derivative of the constraint equation:

(
ak − aj

)
nkx

= lkṅ
2
kx
− l̈k (B.9)

Further note that for a link of constant length this reduces to the expression given

in [19]: (
ak − aj

)
nkx

= lkṅ
2
kx

(B.10)
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Appendix C

Full Scale Validation Tests -

Supplementary Material

The validation of the RPsDT method with full scale refuelling hardware was performed

by comparing a full speed contact scenario with a RPsDT reproduction as outlined in

Chapter 5. A rig was designed based on the schematic shown in Figure C.1 and full

speed contact scenarios were performed at a variety of contact points, strike angles and

contact speeds. Fundamentally, the rig design was motivated by the setup used for

the impact and endurance tests as per MIL-PRF-81975C [21] but included a variety of

deliberate modifications to increase the system complexity (by incorporating non-linear

visco-elastic bungee cords) and to enable more repeatable testing (using controlled

robotic actuation).

Figure C.1: Schematic of experimental set-up for full speed contact tests.
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C.0.1 Motion Profiles

To perform a contact scenario the probe was manoeuvred to a pre-contact position

under the drogue from where it was accelerated along a straight path (in the direction

of the probe’s line of symmetry) to strike the drogue at a predefined angle and contact

point. To this end, the motion profile consisted of an acceleration phase (amounting

to the first 150mm of the path) followed by a constant speed phase (over a length of

180mm) and a deceleration phase of 150mm. For all tests, the point of initial contact was

reached 180mm from the pre-contact position, i.e 30mm into the constant speed phase.

Subsequently, the robot was kept stationary for a settling period of 2 seconds before it

slowly returned to its original position. The underlying motion profiles for the contact

scenarios presented in Chapter 5 (contact speeds of 1000mm/s and strike angles of 0deg,

15deg and 35deg) are shown in Figure C.2, Figure C.3 and Figure C.4 respectively. Good

robot tracking accuracy to sub-millimetre level and negligible contact disturbances can

be reported for all cases.
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Figure C.2: Contact motion profiles and robot tracking for contact case V1000A0
(1000mm/s and 0deg strike angle). All coordinates are shown in the robot’s base
frame.
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Figure C.3: Contact motion profiles and robot tracking for contact case V1000A15
(1000mm/s and 15deg strike angle). All coordinates are shown in the robot’s base
frame.
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Figure C.4: Contact motion profiles and robot tracking for contact case V1000A15
(1000mm/s and 35deg strike angle). All coordinates are shown in the robot’s base
frame.
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C.0.2 Experimental Setup & Instrumentation

Pictures of the experimental setup of the rig in the robot cell are shown in Figure C.5.

The drogue was suspended off a scaffold tower using a static rope and the robot po-

sitioned underneath. The location of the reaction mass, attachment points of the

bungees and the setup of the high speed motion tracking system are clearly marked.

The vision system tracked the reflective markers on the drogue to record its contact

perturbations and was used to measure the rig geometry for the model generation in a

subsequent step. Masking tape was applied to metallic components in order to reduce

the reflectivity and interference with the tracking system. The cable conduit guiding

the strain gauge leads to the signal conditioning and DAQ system is also clearly visible

in Figure C.5.

The location of the strain gauges on the drogue ribs are highlighted in Figure C.6a).

Note that a total of 64 gauges have been applied to the top and side of the 32 ribs on

the basket (i.e two gauges per rib) to measure the radial and lateral strains induced

by the contact events. The excitation directions for radial bending and lateral flexure

are shown in Figure C.6b) and C.6c) respectively.

The signal conditioning and data acquisition equipment was placed on a lab trolley

to the side of the robot cell as shown in Figure C.7. Bespoke conditioning boxes were

employed including provisions for low pass filtering of the strain data with a 10kHz cut-

off frequency. Network switches belonging to the ‘OptiTrack’ motion capture system

and a bespoke interface box including a power supply unit with over-voltage protection

for the ATI 6DOF force/torque sensor and break out connections for access to the raw

sensor channels via a DSUB 37 connector are also clearly visible. The data acquisition

and processing at runtime for both, the force/torque sensor and the strain gauges was

performed on two CompactRIOs (also shown in Figure C.7). A picture of the operator

desk outside the cell is shown in Figure C.8.
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C.0.3 RPsDT Reproduction

For the RPsDT reproduction of the full speed contact scenarios a model of the rig

was created and coupled to a robot controlled contact test as shown in Figure C.9.

The robots pseudo-dynamically reproduced the relative motion of probe and drogue

in each time step to acquire the contact force. Subsequently, this was fed back to the

simulation of the rig which in turn computed the next drogue position and orientation.

The cycle then repeated in this manner.

The structure of the underlying rig model is schematically illustrated in Figure C.10.

As shown, the rope was modelled as a series of interconnected spherical joints with

small masses and the bungees were represented by prismatic joints with spherical joint

attachment points. Contact forces and torques were applied at the drogue’s connecting

flange via a 6 DOF joint located in parallel with the rope.

The individual model parameters were first estimated experimentally and then fine

tuned in a constraint optimisation. The mass of the drogue assembly and its COG

were identified by suspending the drogue at known positions off two load cells as shown

in Figure C.12. Estimates for the drogue’s inertias could then be obtained by treating

the drogue as a simple pendulum with a lumped mass concentrated at the drogue’s

COG. These estimates could be fine tuned in a second step by taking into account the

drogue’s swing phase when released from different positions as discussed below.

The bungee response was characterised manually by stretching the bungee cord with

a load cell attached to its end as shown in Figure C.11a). Throughout these tests,

the motion capture system was used to record the precise extension imposed onto the

bungee cords. The characteristics could then be incorporated into the model based on

look-up functions as shown in Figure C.11b) which defined the actuation profile of the

respective prismatic joints.

Once parametrised with the estimates identified above, a two stage constraint param-

eter optimisation was performed to fine tune the model. In a first step, the drogue’s

rotational inertia was fine tuned and the damping on the rotational axes of the 6DOF

joint identified by optimisation. To this end, the free swing phase of the drogue when

released from different positions was experimentally recorded with the motion track-

ing system. A constraint optimisation algorithm (‘fmincon’) was then employed to

minimise the error norm between the experimentally recorded swing phase of the un-

constrained drogue (no bungees attached) and the swing phase computed by the model

when released from various initial conditions (see Figure C.13a) ).
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In a second step (see Figure C.13b) ), the procedure was repeated for the constraint

swing phase (drogue constrained by bungees). This time, the bungee damping and

steady state extensions were left subject to optimisation and once more, the error norm

between the experimentally recorded swing phase of the constrained drogue and the

model when released from various initial conditions was minimised. Comparisons of the

final optimisation results are shown in Figures C.14 C.15 C.17 C.17 respectively. Here,

the experimental and modelled swing phases (with bungees attached) are compared

for drogue releases from four different initial conditions (drogue was pulled to each

rig corner and released to swing diagonally across to the opposite rig corner). For all

cases, the non-linear dynamics were well reproduced and a good match of the oscillation

frequencies obtained. Minor steady state offsets exist and were also reflected in the

validation data in Chapter 5. These are the result of the cable conduit and strain

gauges leads (pulling the drogue to one corner and tilting it in steady state) which

were not accounted for in the model.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure C.5: Front and side view of experimental setup in robot workspace showing a)
location of reaction mass b) bungee attachment points c) high speed motion capture
system.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure C.6: Drogue instrumentation with strain gauges showing rib attachment points
to measure radial bending and lateral flexure upon impact.
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Figure C.7: Signal conditioning and data acquisition systems.

Figure C.8: Operator desk outside robot cell.
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Figure C.9: Schematic of RPsDT validation test reproduction.

Figure C.10: Structure of numerical model for validation tests.
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a)

b)

Figure C.11: a) Experimental identification of bungee stiffness characteristics using
reflective markers and tracking system to measure bungee extension. b) Look-up func-
tions for stiffness characteristics obtained for all three bungee cords.
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a) b)

Figure C.12: Estimation of drogue centre of gravity. The drogue assembly is suspended
off load cells at known positions for identification of its weight and centre of mass a)
Side view. b) Front view.
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a) b)

Figure C.13: Two-stage constraint optimisation of model parameters. a) Optimisation
of inertia and rope friction parameters using free swing phase. b) Optimisation of initial
bungee extension and viscous damping parameters using swing phases with bungees
connected.
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Figure C.14: Comparison of experimental and model swing phase when released from
initial condition 1.
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Figure C.15: Comparison of experimental and model swing phase when released from
initial condition 2.
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Figure C.16: Comparison of experimental and model swing phase when released from
initial condition 3.
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Figure C.17: Comparison of experimental and model swing phase when released from
initial condition 4.
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